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Abstract
Along with the ever-increasing number of motor vehicles in current transportation systems,
intelligent video surveillance and management becomes more necessary which is one of the
important artificial intelligence fields. Vehicle-related problems are being widely explored
and applied practically. Among various techniques, computer vision and machine learning
algorithms have been the most popular ones since a vast of video/image surveillance data are
available for research, nowadays. In this thesis, vision-based approaches for vehicle detection,
recognition, and re-identification are extensively investigated. Moreover, to address different
challenges, several novel methods are proposed to overcome weaknesses of previous works
and achieve compelling performance.
Deep visual feature learning has been widely researched in the past five years and
obtained huge progress in many applications including image classification, image retrieval,
object detection, image segmentation and image generation. Compared with traditional
machine learning methods which consist of hand-crafted feature extraction and shallow
model learning, deep neural networks can learn hierarchical feature representations from
low-level to high-level features to get more robust recognition precision. For some specific
tasks, researchers prefer to embed feature learning and classification/regression methods into
end-to-end models, which can benefit both the accuracy and efficiency. In this thesis, deep
models are mainly investigated to study the research problems.
Vehicle detection is the most fundamental task in intelligent video surveillance but
faces many challenges such as severe illumination and viewpoint variations, occlusions and
multi-scale problems. Moreover, learning vehicles’ diverse attributes is also an interesting
and valuable problem. To address these tasks and their difficulties, a fast framework of
Detection and Annotation for Vehicles (DAVE) is presented, which effectively combines
vehicle detection and attributes annotation. DAVE consists of two convolutional neural
networks (CNNs): a fast vehicle proposal network (FVPN) for vehicle-like objects extraction
and an attributes learning network (ALN) aiming to verify each proposal and infer each
vehicle’s pose, color and type simultaneously. These two nets are jointly optimized so
that the abundant latent knowledge learned from the ALN can be exploited to guide FVPN
viii
training. Once the model is trained, it can achieve efficient vehicle detection and annotation
for real-world traffic surveillance data.
The second research problem of the thesis focuses on vehicle re-identification (re-ID).
Vehicle re-ID aims to identify a target vehicle in different cameras with non-overlapping
views. It has received far less attention in the computer vision community than the prevalent
person re-ID problem. Possible reasons for this slow progress are the lack of appropriate
research data and the special 3D structure of a vehicle. Previous works have generally focused
on some specific views (e.g. front), but these methods are less effective in realistic scenarios
where vehicles usually appear in arbitrary viewpoints to cameras. In this thesis, I focus on the
uncertainty of vehicle viewpoint in re-ID, proposing four different approaches to address the
multi-view vehicle re-ID problem: (1) The Spatially Concatenated ConvNet (SCCN) in an
encoder-decoder architecture is proposed to learn transformations across different viewpoints
of a vehicle, and then spatially concatenate all the feature maps for further fusing them
into a multi-view feature representation. (2) A Cross-View Generative Adversarial Network
(XVGAN) is designed to take an input image’s feature as conditional embedding to effectively
infer cross-view images. The features of the inferred and original images are combined to
learn distance metrics for re-ID. (3) The great advantages of a bi-directional Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) loop are investigated of modeling transformations across continuous view
variation of a vehicle. (4) A Viewpoint-aware Attentive Multi-view Inference (VAMI) model
is proposed, adopting a viewpoint-aware attention model to select core regions at different
viewpoints and then performing multi-view feature inference by an adversarial training
architecture.
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Introduction
1.1 Vision-based Intelligent Transportation Systems
Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) are defined as the systems exploiting techniques of
sensing, analysis, control, and communications to ground transportation so as to develop and
improve mobility, efficiency and security. ITS contains a wide range of applications [130, 9]
that process and transmit data to mitigate traffic congestion, benefit traffic management and
improve rapid responses to emergent accidents.
Video surveillance is one of the main branches in public transportation systems and
has a huge potential to be researched since it contributes to the planning and control of the
traffic networks. With the ever-increasing number of vehicles in the world, the exploration
of advanced intelligent algorithms becomes more important and imperative. Previously,
observing and analyzing video data requires large manpower, which is highly inefficient.
However, in the past decade, the decreasing costs of surveillance cameras make huge traffic
data recorded and available to be utilized. There have been many computer vision methods
developed to analyze video surveillance data.
In urban traffic systems, certain surveillance tasks such as vehicle counting [6], license
plate recognition [14] and incident detection [28], can be addressed either by sensor-based
or vision-based algorithms. However, vision-based methods can fully take advantages of
the abundant visual patterns to recognize target objects in a human-like way. Take the
application of vehicle detection as an example, the radar sensor-based techniques can only
detect vehicles in a very limited area, while the vision-based approaches can find all the
vehicles in a large visible area by a camera and describe additional features of each detected
vehicle simultaneously. Therefore, in this thesis, several computer vision and machine
learning models are presented and extensively studied to address a variety of interesting tasks
in the intelligent transportation systems.
2 Introduction
1.2 Visual Feature Learning
In this section, an overview of deep learning for computer vision is introduced. Before
talking about deep visual feature learning, we first revisit the traditional machine learning
approaches. In pattern recognition problems, most of the previous efforts can be grouped
into extracting robust features and learning discriminative classifiers. Feature representation
is always the key to recent progress in various computer vision tasks. A conventional
recognition framework can be illustrated in Figure 1.1. Given input image data, carefully
designed hand-crafted features based on domain knowledge are first extracted, which do not
require learning in task-specific models. Such features are low-level representations directly
computed from the pixel values of images, and usually difficult and expensive to design
to make machine learning algorithms work. There have been many successful low-level
visual features such as SIFT [101], HOG [24], SURF [7], MSER [106], LBP [2] and GLOH
[107]. Once the feature extraction is completed, traditional machine learning methods are
performed for classification or regression. Among numerous approaches, linear regression,
logistic regression, Bayes classification [35], decision tree [116], k-Nearest Neighbor [53],
support vector machine (SVM) [52] and Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost) [141] are the most
widely adopted ones in computer vision tasks.
Fig. 1.1 A traditional framework for addressing pattern recognition tasks, which mainly
consists of hand-crafted feature extraction and learning classifiers.
The concept of deep learning is not novel, which has been around for a couple of years
now. But nowadays with the available big data and the powerful computing ability by
the parallel computing platform and programming model CUDA, deep learning is getting
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more attention and has achieved great success in many vision applications such as image
classification [76, 128, 135], retrieval[142], segmentation[100] and object detection[38, 37].
Deep learning has two main research branches. One is the convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) for addressing tasks in computer vision while the other is recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) designed mainly for natural language processing. CNN is initially proposed for
learning hierarchical visual features of images, where one layer extracts features from the
output of its previous layer. A schematic diagram is shown in Figure 1.2. A deep CNN
contains an input and an output layer as well as multiple hidden layers which usually consist
of several convolutional layers, pooling layers, fully-connected layers and normalization
layers. Each hidden layer is desired to learn a different level representation. For example,
assume a deep network configured with three hidden layers, the first layer would learn
the edge features, while the second and third layer could extract object parts’ and objects’
representations, respectively. Moreover, RNN is a class of neural network where connections
between units form a directed cycle. This allows it to exhibit dynamic temporal behavior.





Fig. 1.2 A simple deep ConvNet for image classification.
Now we consider the approaches of learning features which can be coarsely categorized
into supervised learning and unsupervised learning. The majority of practical machine
learning adopts supervised learning. Supervised learning is where you have input variables
x and an output variable y, and then design an algorithm to learn the mapping function
from the input to the output. The goal is to approximate the mapping function so well
that when you have new test data x that you can predict the output variables y for that data.
Some popular examples of supervised learning algorithms are the linear regression [124]
for regression problems, random forest [8] for classification and regression problems, SVM
[22] for classification problems. On the other side, unsupervised learning is where you only
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have input data x and no corresponding output variables. The goal for unsupervised learning
is to model the underlying structure or distribution in the data in order to learn more about
the data. Unsupervised learning problems can be further grouped into clustering [48] and
association problems [115].
Deep neural networks can be trained in an unsupervised or supervised manner for both
unsupervised and supervised learning tasks. In the supervised learning, end-to-end learning
of deep architectures with back-propagation is the most preferred framework. It works
well when the amount of labels is large. The structure of the model is important as well.
Deep neural network, convolutional neural network and recurrent neural network all have
successful examples in supervised learning. Besides, deep unsupervised learning adopts
layer-wise training to learn statistical structure or dependencies of the unlabeled data. Some
popular examples are deep stacked denoising autoencoder [139], deep belief nets [61] and
hierarchical sparse coding [66].
1.3 Object Detection
In computer vision, classification is the most well-known research topic which aims to classify
an image into one of many different categories. Different from classification, localization
finds the location of a single object inside the image. Iterating over the problem of localization
plus classification we end up with the need for detecting and classifying multiple objects at
the same time. Object detection is the problem of finding and classifying a variable number
of objects on an image, which is shown in Figure 1.3.
Fig. 1.3 Illustration of the object detection task: localization + classification.
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Object detection is usually considered as the most fundamental task in computer vision,
which encounters many challenges. The first one is the variable number of objects. When
training machine learning models, we need to represent data into fixed-size vectors. Since
the number of objects in the image is not known beforehand, we would not know the correct
number of outputs. Historically, the variable number of outputs has been tackled using a
sliding window based approach, generating the fixed-size features of that window for all
the different positions of it. After getting all predictions, some are discarded and some
are merged to get the final result. Another severe challenge is the different conceivable
scales of objects. When doing simple classification, only objects that cover most of the
image are needed to be classified. However, to detect certain objects as small as a dozen
pixels (or a small percentage of the original image), traditional sliding window fashions are
highly inefficient. Various other difficulties are illumination change, viewpoint variation, and
deformation problems.
The most two popular classic object detection approaches are the Viola-Jones framework
[141] and the deformable part models (DPM) [32]. The Viola-Jones method works by
generating different simple binary classifiers using Haar features. These classifiers are
assessed with a multi-scale sliding window in cascade and dropped early in case of a negative
classification. The DPM method uses a histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) feature and
SVM for classification. Recently, deep learning detectors combine feature learning and
classifier training together to achieve satisfied performance with both the high precision and
fast processing speed. In this thesis, we propose a deep CNN-based vehicle detector which
has reached a superior performance over state-of-the-art methods.
1.4 Object Re-identification
Object re-identification (re-ID) is the task of recognizing an object, captured by one or more
cameras, over a range of candidates targets. The re-ID problem is initially proposed to target
on persons, and then extended to vehicles recently. Take vehicle re-ID as an example, the
main issues are due to the fact that the same vehicle is usually acquired at different times
and by different disjoint cameras. Object re-ID can be considered as a sub-area of image
retrieval, dealing with matching images of the same object over multiple non-overlapping
camera views.
Re-ID techniques are applicable in tracking a particular object across different cameras,
tracking the long-term trajectory of a target object in surveillance, and for forensic and
security applications. First, multi-camera tracking is to track an individual using multiple
cameras, the identity of the object has to be retrieved from the second camera based on
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the information obtained from the first camera. Second, if the locations of the cameras are
known, based on the re-ID system, it is possible to track the moving path of an object from
one point to another. Moreover, in surveillance and security applications, re-ID models can
be employed to track the suspect in a crime scene.
At present, there are still some of the major challenges for the re-ID system being
addressed in the computer vision community. Figure 1.4 gives some examples of images in a
person re-ID dataset. First, illumination change causes the variation in the appeared color
of the same subject across multiple cameras. As many of the older surveillance cameras
give low-resolution images, it is a difficult task for the algorithm to differentiate between
individuals due to the lack of appearance details. In crowded scenes, the partial or full
occlusion will also severely decrease the performance. Moreover, obtaining the data for re-ID
is easy, but annotated data is always scarce. For good generalization capabilities, complex
algorithms need to be taught with a large number of labeled data.
Fig. 1.4 Some examples from the VIPeR [46] dataset for exploring person re-ID. Each pair
of images are two shots of one person identity captured from different cameras.
Most existing re-ID approaches are carried out focusing on two aspects of the problem.
To develop a mathematical representation for the images, known as a feature representation,
and to develop a distance function that can reduce the distance between samples of the same
identity and increase the distance between samples of different identities in an n-dimensional
vector space. More details will be reviewed in Chapter 2.
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1.5 Thesis Outline
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows.
Chapter 2 contains a full literature review of some representative previous works relevant
to deep visual feature learning. The basics of convolutional neural networks and recurrent
neural networks are mainly reviewed as well as their corresponding applications. Then,
object detection approaches including traditional detection frameworks and deep learning
based detectors are studied. Vehicle detection methods are specifically reviewed in a subsec-
tion. Moreover, works related to object re-identification targeting at person and vehicle are
separately reviewed. Various other topics that are relevant to this thesis are also considered.
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) achieve great success on image generation tasks
because the adversarial learning forces the generated samples to be indistinguishable from
real data. Visual attention mechanisms aim to automatically focus on the core regions of im-
age inputs and ignore the useless parts. Finally, some main datasets used in our experiments
and evaluation protocols are introduced.
Chapter 3 studies deep neural networks for vehicle detection and multi-task learning.
It first presents a simple model using multi-level complex wavelet feature representations
and deep belief neural network for training a vehicle detector. Then, a vehicle detection
and annotation method DAVE, which consists of two convolutional neural networks, are
proposed to jointly address vehicle detection and attributes prediction via multi-task learning.
In Chapter 4, two models for addressing vehicle re-identification via generating cross-view
images are investigated. First, we present a spatially concatenated ConvNet (SCCN) to learn
transformations across different viewpoint pairs of a vehicle separately in a convolutional
encoder-decoder architecture, and then spatially concatenate all the feature maps and map
them into a global feature for learning the distance metrics. Moreover, a novel deep cross-
view generative adversarial network (XVGAN) is proposed for generating cross-view vehicle
images from an input view. Through experiments, the model is extended to benefit the
multi-view vehicle re-ID task.
Chapter 5 extends the works of Chapter 4 from image-level generation to feature-level
transformation learning. The uncertainty of vehicle viewpoint in re-ID is still our research
point. An adversarial bi-directional LSTM network (ABLN) is proposed to exploit the
great advantages of the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to model transformations across
continuous view variation of a vehicle and adopts the adversarial architecture to enhance
training. Moreover, we research the visual attention mechanism and design a viewpoint-
aware attentive multi-view inference (VAMI) model. A viewpoint-aware attention model is
proposed to obtain attention maps from the input image. The high-scored region of each map
shows the overlapped appearance between the input vehicle’s view and a target viewpoint.
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Given the attentive features of a single-view input, a conditional multi-view generative
network is designed to infer a global feature containing different viewpoints’ information
of the input vehicle. The adversarial training mechanism and auxiliary vehicle attribute
classifiers are combined to achieve effective feature generation.
Finally, conclusions are drawn and future work is considered in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Deep Visual Feature Learning
2.1.1 Convolutional Neural Network
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [82] is an important tool for most machine learning
practitioners today. A CNN model usually consists of one or more convolutional layers
(often with a sub-sampling step) followed by one or more fully-connected layers as in a
standard multi-layer neural network. The architecture of a CNN is designed to take advantage
of the 2D structure of an input image, which is achieved with local connections and tied
weights followed by some form of pooling which results in translation invariant features.
Another benefit of CNNs is that they are easier to train and have much fewer parameters
than fully-connected networks with the same number of hidden units. In the following
sub-sections, the main operations in a general CNN model are introduced individually.
Convolution
The initial layers that receive an input signal are called convolution filters. Convolution
is a process where the network tries to label the input signal by referring to what it has
learned in the past. If the input signal looks like previous cat images it has seen before, the
“cat” reference signal will be mixed into, or convolved with, the input signal. The resulting
output signal is then passed on to the next layer. A more intuitive schematic diagram of the
convolution operation is demonstrated in Figure 2.1.
Convolution has the nice property of being translational invariant. Intuitively, this means
that each convolution filter represents a feature of interest (e.g whiskers, fur), and the CNN
algorithm learns which features comprise the resulting reference (i.e. cat). The output signal
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Fig. 2.1 The convolution operation. The filters are convolved over a feature map in a sliding
window fashion.
strength is not dependent on where the features are located, but simply whether the features
are present. Hence, a cat could be sitting in different positions, and the CNN algorithm would
still be able to recognize it. Moreover, we need to specify other important parameters such as
the channel depth, stride, and zero-padding. The channel depth corresponds to the number
of filters we use for the convolution operation. The more filters we have, the more image
features get extracted and the better our network becomes at recognizing patterns in unseen
images. Stride is the number of pixels by which we slide our filter matrix over the input
matrix. When the stride is 1 then we move the filters one pixel at a time. When the stride is
2, then the filters jump 2 pixels at a time as we slide them around. Having a larger stride will
produce smaller feature maps. Sometimes, it is convenient to pad the input matrix with zeros
around the border, so that we can apply the filter to bordering elements of our input image
matrix. A useful feature of zero padding is that it allows us to control the size of the feature
maps.
Non Linearity Activation
The activation layer controls how the signal flows from one layer to the next, emulating how
neurons are fired in the network. Output signals which are strongly associated with past
references would activate more neurons, enabling signals to be propagated more efficiently
for identification. CNN is compatible with a wide variety of complex activation functions
to model signal propagation, the most common function being the Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU), which is favored for its faster training speed. Its output is given by:
f (x) = max(0,x). (2.1)
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ReLU is an element-wise operation (applied per pixel) and replaces all negative pixel values
in the feature map by zero. The purpose of ReLU is to introduce non-linearity in the CNN
model since most of the real-world data we would want the network to learn would be non-
linear (Convolution is a linear operation - element-wise matrix multiplication and addition,
so we account for non-linearity by introducing a non-linear function like ReLU).
Pooling or Sub-sampling
Inputs from the convolutional layer can be “smoothed" to reduce the sensitivity of the filters
to noise and translation variations. This smoothing process is called pooling or sub-sampling
and can be achieved by taking averages or taking the maximum over a sample of the signal.
Such spatial pooling reduces the dimensionality of each feature map but retains the most
important information. In case of max pooling shown in Figure 2.2, we define a spatial
neighborhood with a 2×2 window and take the largest element from the rectified feature
map within that window. Instead of taking the largest element, the average (average pooling)
or the sum of all elements can be computed in that window. In practice, max pooling has
been shown to obtain better performance.
Fig. 2.2 The max pooling operation.
Fully-Connected Layer
The last layers in the network are usually fully-connected, meaning that neurons of preceding
layers are connected to every neuron in subsequent layers. The output from the convolutional
and pooling layers represent high-level features of the input image. The purpose of the
Fully-Connected layer is to use these features for classifying the input image into various
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classes based on the training dataset. Apart from classification, adding a fully-connected
layer is also a cheap way of learning non-linear combinations of these features. Most of the
features from convolutional and pooling layers may be good for the classification task, but
combinations of those features might be even better.
Back Propagation
The training process of a CNN model is generally based on the back propagation algorithm
[121]. Use back propagation to calculate the gradients of the error with respect to all weights
in the network and use gradient descent to update all filter weights and parameter values to
minimize the output error. First, the forward propagation can be generalized as that given the
activated l-th layer al , the (l+1)-th layer’s activation is computed as:
zl+1 = Wlal +bl, (2.2)
al+1 = f (zl+1).
The error term for the (l + 1)-th layer is defined as δ l+1. The loss function is set as
L (W,b;x,y) where (W,b) are the parameters and (x,y) are the training data and label
pairs. If the l-th layer is densely connected to the (l+1)-th, then the error for the l-th layer
is computed as:
δ l = ((Wl)Tδ l+1) · f ′(zl), (2.3)
Where “·” denotes the element-wise product operator. Then, the gradients are:
∇WlL (W,b;x,y) = δ
l+1(al)T , (2.4)
∇blL (W,b;x,y) = δ
l+1.
If the l-th layer is a convolutional and pooling layer then the error is propagated through as:
δ lk = upsample((W
l
k)
Tδ l+1k ) · f ′(zlk), (2.5)
Where k indexes the filter number and f ′(zlk) is the derivative of the activation function. The
upsample operation has to propagate the error through the pooling layer by calculating the
error with respect to each unit incoming to the pooling layer. Finally, to calculate the gradient
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with respect to the filter maps, we rely on the border handling convolution operation again









Where al denotes the l-th layer’s input. (ali)∗δ l+1k is the convolution between the i-th input
in the l-th layer and the error with respect to the k-th kernel filter. m is the number of input
channels. rot90(A,2) is the function to rotate input A by 90×2 degrees in anti-clockwise
direction. Moreover, c and d are the width and height of the kernel filter, respectively.
Common Loss Functions
In machine learning, optimization is usually driven by a loss function which specifies the
goal of learning by mapping parameter settings to a scalar value specifying the“badness” of
these parameter settings. The goal of learning is to find a setting of weights that minimizes
the loss functions. Some common loss functions adopted to train deep neural networks are
briefly explained as follows, where N and K denotes the number of training samples and
classes, respectively.








This can be usually adopted to learn least-square regression tasks.
Information Gain Loss takes an “information gain” matrix specifying the “value” of all
















Where Hln denotes row ln of H and ln ∈ [0,1,2, ...,K− 1] indicates the correct class label
among the K classes. If H is the identity matrix, this is equivalent to the multinomial logistic
loss.
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Softmax Loss computes the multinomial logistic loss for a one-of-many classification
task, passing real-valued predictions through a softmax to get a probability distribution over
classes. Its definition will be further explored in Eq. 3.4.
Dropout Operation
Dropout operation is another important concept used in training a deep model. Dropout
refers to ignoring neurons during the training phase of certain set of neurons which is chosen
at random. “Ignoring” means these units are not considered during a particular forward or
backward pass. At each training stage, individual nodes are either dropped out of the net
with probability 1− p or kept with probability p, so that a reduced network is left. Dropout
aims to prevent over-fitting, since a fully-connected layer occupies most of the parameters,
and hence, neurons develop co-dependency amongst each other during training which curbs
the individual power of each neuron leading to over-fitting of training data.
2.1.2 Recurrent Neural Network
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [93] have a general architecture illustrated in Figure 2.3.
This chain-like nature reveals that RNNs are intimately related to sequences and lists. The
natural architecture of neural network is appropriate to use for such data. In the past five
years, RNNs have been successfully applied to a variety of problems: action recognition
[95, 96], image captioning [150], language modeling [45], etc. In the following sub-sections,
the vanilla RNN and its variants are reviewed.
Fig. 2.3 An unrolled recurrent neural network architecture.
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Vanilla RNN
For time sequence data, in addition to the current input, a hidden state representing the
features in the previous time sequence also needs to be considered. For example, to make a
word prediction at time step t in image captioning, both the input Xt and the hidden state
from the previous time step ht−1 are used to compute ht :
ht = f (Xt ,ht−1). (2.9)
In RNN, h serves 2 purposes: the hidden state for the previous sequence data as well
as making a prediction. However, for modeling long sequence data, although RNN is
theoretically able to learn the long-term dependencies, the performance is unsatisfactory in
practice due to the vanishing gradient.
Long Short-Term Memory
Long Short-Term Memory networks (LSTMs) [62] aim to address learning long-term depen-
dencies. In vanilla RNNs, each repeating module has a simple structure such as a single tanh
layer. LSTM splits the ht in RNN into 2 separate variables ht and C. It contains three gates:
forget, input, and output, to control what information will pass through:
gate f orget = σ(W f xXt +W f hht−1+b f ), (2.10)
gateinput = σ(WixXt +Wihht−1+bi),
gateout put = σ(WoxXt +Wohht−1+bo).
Where gate f orget controls what part of the previous cell state will be remained, gateinput
controls what part of the new computed information will be added to the cell state C, and
gateout put controls what part of the cell state will be exposed as the hidden state. In addition,
σ(x) = (1+ e−x)−1. Then, the cell state and the hidden state will be updated as:
C˜ = tanh(WcxXt +Wchht−1+bc), (2.11)
Ct = gate f orget ·Ct−1+gateinput · C˜,
ht = gateout put · tanh(Ct).
Where the new state Ct is formed by forgetting part of the previous cell state while adding
part of the new proposal C˜ to the cell state. To update ht , the output gate is used to control
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what cell state to export as ht . tanh(x) = e
x−e−x











Fig. 2.4 The architecture of Long Short-Term Memory.
Gated Recurrent Unit
Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [21] is a variant of the LSTM with a simpler structure, which
combines the forget and input gates into a single “update gate”, and does not maintain a cell
state C. Figure 2.5 illustrates its design.




Fig. 2.5 The architecture of Gated Recurrent Unit.
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gater = σ(WrxXt +Wrhht−1+br), (2.12)
gateupdate = σ(WuxXt +Wuhht−1+bu).
The new hidden state is computed as:
h˜t = tanh(WhxXt +Whh · (gater ·ht−1)+bh), (2.13)
ht = (1−gateupdate) ·ht−1+gateupdate · h˜t ,
Where gater is used to control what part of ht−1 to compute a new proposal h˜t . We use
gateupdate instead of creating a new gate to control what we want to keep from the ht−1.
2.2 Object Detection
2.2.1 Evaluation Metrics
In the computer vision research community, the task of object detection usually refers to
predict the bounding-box of the target object. (Image segmentation and contour detection
requires more fine-grained contour detection.) Intersection over Union (IoU) is an evaluation
metric used to measure the accuracy of an object detector on a particular dataset. We often
see this evaluation metric used in object detection challenges such as the popular PASCAL
VOC challenge [29] and MSCOCO [92]. More formally, in order to apply IoU to evaluate
an object detector, the ground truth bounding-boxes and the predicted bounding-boxes by a
model are required. Computing IoU can, therefore, be determined as:
IoU =
Area o f Overlap
Area o f Union
. (2.14)
Then, an IoU threshold can be specified to determine whether the localization is correct.
Hence, each predicted box is either True Positive or False Positive. Each ground truth box is
either True Positive or False Negative.
Precision (P) is defined as the number of True Positives (Tp) over the number of True






Recall (R) is defined as the number of True Positives (Tp) over the number of True





The precision-recall curve shows the tradeoff between precision and recall for different
IoU threshold. A high area under the curve represents both high recall and high precision,
where high precision relates to a low false positive rate, and high recall relates to a low false
negative rate. Finally, the average precision is computed by averaging the precision values
on the precision-recall curve where the recall is in the range [0, 0.1, ..., 1].
2.2.2 General Object Detectors
In this sub-section, we would like to review some classic general object detection approaches.
A general comparison of different frameworks is listed in Table 2.1 and more details of pros
and cons of each detector are explained in the following paragraphs.
Table 2.1 Comparisons of different general object detection methods.
Methods Deep / Non-Deep One / Two-Stage Region Proposal Mechanism Main Contribution
DPM [32] Non-Deep Two Sliding Window Mixtures of multi-scale deformable part models.
R-CNN [39] Deep Two Selective Search CNN + SVM
SPP-Net [57] Deep Two Selective Search Spatial pyramid pooling
Fast R-CNN [37] Deep Two Selective Search RoI pooling + multi-loss
Faster R-CNN [120] Deep Two Region Proposal Network RPN + Fast R-CNN
R-FCN [23] Deep One Sub-Region Position-sensitive score maps
SSD [97] Deep One Non-separate design Single-Shot
DPM [32]
Before the success of deep learning, the deformable part model (DPM) was the most popular
object detector, which is proposed to represent highly variable objects using mixtures of multi-
scale deformable part models. It aims at detecting objects that vary greatly in appearance
and are hard to detect using rigid templates. The main idea of DPM is modeling different
parts separately and introducing deformation cost to allow some variations of objects. The
practical issues are considered to implement the model, such as the part filters are placed at
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twice the spatial resolution of the placement of the root filters. To avoid elaborate labeling
multiple parts, DPM treats the part locations as latent variables and uses latent SVM as the
classifier. However, DPM is inefficient due to the sliding window fashion.
R-CNN [39]
Regions with CNN features are proposed by Girshick et al. and made a considerable
improvement of mean average precision (mAP) on the PASCAL VOC dataset. At the region
proposals module, it uses selective search [138] to extract around 2000 category-independent
region proposals. Then, R-CNN uses AlexNet to extract higher layer feature vectors such
as FC-7 with 4096-dimensional feature vector. Finally, a multiple class SVM classifier is
applied to evaluate the region proposal. A threshold of the score is learned to reject region
proposals with low IoU overlap. Several region proposals recognized as positive might
overlap and bound the same object, non-maximum suppression is used to merge them.
SPP-Net [57]
R-CNN does improve the detection precision, but it has several notable drawbacks including
training with multi-stage pipeline and feature caching which is expensive in time and space.
Spatial pyramid pooling network (SPP-Net) proposed to speed up R-CNN by sharing compu-
tation. SPP-Net is implemented via spatial pyramid pooling layer, but the back propagation
through the SPP layer is highly inefficient when each training sample comes from a different
image.
Fast R-CNN [37]
Fast R-CNN uses the idea of feature maps from SPP-Net, and integrates the training into
a single-stage using a multi-task loss. Since it is single-stage training, no extra disk space
for feature caching is required. A Fast R-CNN network has two sibling outputs, a discrete
probability distribution (per Region of Interest) and bounding-box regression offsets for each
object class. A joint loss is used to improve these two tasks performance together.
Faster R-CNN [120]
Faster R-CNN attempts to improve the region proposals generation by introducing a Region
Proposal Network (RPN) which simultaneously predicts object bounds and objectness scores
at each position. Once the region proposals are obtained, we feed them straight into what is
essentially a Fast R-CNN. They add a pooling layer, some fully-connected layers, and finally
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a softmax classification layer and bounding box regressor. In a sense, Faster R-CNN = RPN
+ Fast R-CNN.
R-FCN [23]
Region-based Fully Convolutional Net (R-FCN), shares 100% of the computations across
every single output. The essential part of R-FCN is position-sensitive score maps. Each
position-sensitive score map represents one relative position of one object class. In simple
words, R-FCN considers each region proposal, divides it up into sub-regions, and iterates
over the sub-regions asking: “does this look like the top-left of a baby?", “does this look like
the top-center of a baby?", “does this look like the top-right of a baby?", etc. It repeats this
for all possible classes. If enough of the sub-regions say“yes, I match up with that part of a
baby!", the RoI gets classified as a baby after a softmax over all the classes.
SSD [97]
SSD stands for Single-Shot Detector, which provides enormous speed gains over Faster
R-CNN. SSD performs the region proposal network and either fully-connected layers or
position-sensitive convolutional layers in a “single shot", simultaneously predicting the
bounding box and the class as it processes the image. It classifies and draws bounding-boxes
from every single position in the image, using multiple different shapes, at several different
scales.
2.2.3 Vehicle Detectors
Vehicle is one of most important targets in the object detection tasks. In addition to gen-
eral object detectors, there are also certain vehicle-specific detection methods. Sun et al.
[133] proposed to deploy HOG and Gabor features with SVM and neural network classifica-
tion. The experiments are evaluated on static images. Zhu et al. [175] designed dynamic
background modeling of overtake area, and performed validation on real-world video with
ego-motion compensation. Moreover, Sivaraman and Trivedi [129] used Haar-like features
with Adaboost classification and active learning algorithms to address vehicle detection.
Active learning has been shown to improve the detection and false alarm rates. Jazayeri et al.
[65] introduced a motion-based method which combines optical flow and hidden Markov
model classification. The approach models the position and motion of preceding vehicles in
the image plane.
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2.3 Object Re-identification
2.3.1 Evaluation Metrics
In the task of re-identification (re-ID), the target objects’ images are usually cropped and
aligned. The re-ID problem is similar to the instance retrieval task. Given one query image,
the candidates with the same identity in the gallery set are desired to be placed in the top
positions within a ranking list. To evaluate re-ID approaches, the cumulative matching
characteristics (CMC) curve [144] is usually adopted by most of the researchers. In a CMC
curve, the cumulative number of correctly matched queries is shown based on the ranking
list in which they have re-identified. When the number of true re-identified queries in rank i






Where r is the rank index. The advantage of CMC evaluation metric is that not only the
rank-1 is computed, but also the correctly matched queries in other top ranks can be indicated
as well. Thus, CMC can better describe the re-ID performance of various methods.
Apart from CMC curves, if multiple ground truths for each query in the gallery set are
available, mean average precision (mAP) [99] can be deployed to trade off the precision
and recall to evaluate the overall performance for re-ID. Given an query image, the average





Where Ngt denotes the number of ground truths, and n is the number of test tracks. P(k)
indicates the precision at cut-off k in the ranking lists. G(k) equals 1 when the k-th match is





Where Q denotes the number of queries.
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2.3.2 Person Re-identification
Since most of the works have only explored the single image-based person re-ID problem, we
mainly review such algorithms. To date, image-based methods can be coarsely categorized
into three groups: image description, distance metric learning, and deeply-learned models.
Feature Representation
Symmetry-Driven Accumulation of Local Features (SDALF) is proposed in [31] to extract
three kinds of hand-crafted features on the symmetry-based silhouette. It includes the
weighted color histograms, maximally stable color regions, and recurrent high-structured
patches. The final feature matching is a weighted combination of distances computed by three
feature representations. Gray and Tao [47] first partitioned a human image into horizontal
stripes and adopted 8 color channels and 21 texture filters as local feature representations.
A number of later works [168, 163, 15] introduced many enhanced hand-crafted features
but did not obtain large improvement. More recently, Liao et al. [88] designed the local
maximal occurrence (LOMO) representation which consists of the color and Scale Invariant
Local Ternary Pattern (SILTP [91]) histograms. The LOMO feature analyzes the horizontal
occurrence of local features and performs maximization among sub-windows. LOMO feature
has been successfully adopted in [159, 160] as the feature extraction part.
In addition to above low-level texture and color features, attribute-based mid-level
representations have also been widely introduced in many state-of-the-art approaches. Layne
et al. [81] specified 15 semantic attributes such as shorts, sandals, and backpack, and adopted
low-level features to train attribute classifiers. Moreover, Zhao et al. [164] proposed a
method of learning mid-level filters to discover patch clusters. Such mid-level filters are
discriminatively trained for identifying different visual patterns and distinguishing persons.
To some extent, the method is invariant to cross-view variations.
Distance Metric Learning
Another significant research branch of person re-ID focus on distance metric learning whose
basic idea is to put samples of the same identity together while pushing samples of different
identities away. A general formulation is based on Mahalanobis distance function, which
extends linear scalings and rotations of the space compared with normal Euclidean distance.
The equation is defined as:
d2M(xi,x j) = (xi−x j)T M(xi−x j), (2.20)
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Where M is a positive semi-definite matrix. (xi,x j) are pairwise data inputs. Large Margin
Nearest Neighbor (LMNN) [148] adopts an idea that a combination of allowance of slack
for different classes (like SVMs) with the local region of a k-nearest neighbor sphere. The
formulation tries to increase similarity to target neighbors while reducing it to impostors
(other classes) lying within this k-nearest neighbor region. Information Theoretic Metric
Learning (ITML) [25] formulates the problem as the minimization of differential relative
entropy between two multi-variate Gaussian under constraints of the distance function.
The trade-off lies in satisfying constraints while being close to a prior (usually identity -
leading to Euclidean distance). The constraints are to keep similar pairs below some distance
dsim and dissimilar pairs above ddi f f . Moreover, Logistic Discriminant Metric Learning
(LDML) is introduced in [50]. The probability of a pair being similar is modeled by a
sigmoid function which includes a bias term, and the Mahalanobis distance, defined as
pi j = σ(b−d2M(xi,x j)). The metric is then estimated by gradient descent. KISSME [74] is a
non-iterative and extremely fast method to learn a metric. It assumes that the feature space of
both hypothesis (pair is similar or dissimilar) is Gaussian, and then formulates the metric as
a difference of (inverted) covariance matrices, defined as Mˆ = Σ−1yi j=1−Σ−1yi j=0, where yi j = 1
if a pair(i, j) is similar and 0 otherwise. Specifically, Σyi j=1 = ∑yi j=1(xi−x j)(xi−x j)T and
Σyi j=0 = ∑yi j=0(xi−x j)(xi−x j)T . They clip the spectrum of Mˆ by eigenanalysis to obtain
M. In their experiments, the assumption is satisfied by reducing the dimension of the features
via PCA.
Aside from learning distance metrics, some researchers investigated subspace learning to
address person re-ID. Liao et al. [88] proposed the cross-view quadratic discriminant model





Where Sb and Sw indicates the inter-class and intra-class scatter matrices, respectively.
Furthermore, Zhang et al. [159] employed the null Foley-Sammon transform to optimize a
discriminative null space minimising the intra-class scatter and maximizing the inter-class
scatter.
Deep Learning Models
Recently, deep learning models have largely benefited person re-ID, which hugely outperform
previous methods. The first work using a deep network for re-ID is [156]. It partitions the
human body into three components and adopts a Siamese deep neural network to learn the
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similarity metric. Li et al. [85] presented a filter pairing neural network to jointly process
feature learning, patch matching, photometric transforms, part displacement, and viewpoint
transforms. To better exploit intermediate layers of a deep model, Ahmed et al. [1] embedded
a module of learning cross-input neighborhood differences into the Siamese network, and
compares the feature patterns from one input image with those in neighboring locations of
the other image. Moreover, compared with pairwise image inputs, Cheng et al. [20] proposed
a multi-channel parts-based CNN within a triplet framework. After the first convolutional
layer, four parallel sub-networks are set for different body parts and then fused into a global
fully-connected layer.
A Siamese or triplet neural network for person re-ID has a shortcoming that the identity
labels have not been considered. Methods in this pipeline can only discriminate whether an
input image pair is similar or dissimilar. Thus, another branch of works exploits classification
using identity labels to improve the performance. Xiao et al. [149] used multiple datasets to
jointly train their model by a softmax classification and presented a domain guided dropout
approach to help feature learning. When training a CNN model with samples from different
domains, neurons can learn representations either shared across different domains or a specific
one. Furthermore, when the scale of the dataset becomes larger, methods [166, 167] adopting
the basic classification unit can achieve better performance even without data selection.
2.3.3 Vehicle Re-identification
Inspired by person re-ID, vehicle re-ID has attracted more attention in the past two years.
Deep relative distance learning [94] is designed for learning the difference between similar
vehicles based on a new VehicleID dataset which contains two viewpoints: front and rear.
The triplet loss is extended to the coupled cluster loss that the loss function is defined over
multiple samples instead of three. The mixed difference network structure is proposed to
construct an end-to-end model. In [158], a vehicle is first extracted by a 3D bounding-box
and then warped into a plane as a normalized image. HOG and color histogram features
are computed and linear SVM is learned to match the vehicles. Liu et al. [98] released the
VeRi-776 dataset where vehicles have more available viewpoints and proposed the FACT
feature which consists of the color name, SIFT, and GoogLeNet features. FACT can well
describe a vehicle’s color, texture, shape, and semantic attributes. Moreover, Wang et al.
[145] presented orientation invariant feature embedding to address vehicle re-ID and adopted
spatial-temporal regularization to refine the results.
Some researchers prefer to adopt license plate and spatial-temporal information to achieve
highly accurate performance. Liu et al. [99] presented the first work to employ visual feature,
license plate and spatial-temporal relation to explore the re-ID task. The authors assume that
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two vehicle images are highly possible to have the same identity if they have small space or
time interval. Shen et al. [126] designed a chain MRF model for visual-spatio-temporal path
proposal and employed deep neural networks as pairwise potential function. Moreover, along
the path proposal, a Path-LSTM takes visual and spatio-temporal differences of neighboring
points as inputs to predict whether the path is valid or not.
2.4 Generative Adversarial Networks
Generative Adversarial Net (GAN) is an unsupervised machine learning method, which
achieves great success in image generation tasks. It consists of a generative model G and a
discriminative model D competing against each other in a two-player min-max game. The
generative network takes a latent random vector z from a uniform distribution as input to
generate samples. The pz(z) is expected to converge to a target true data distribution pdata(x),
where x is a real image. Meanwhile, the discriminative network aims to distinguish the real






V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x)]+Ex∼pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))]. (2.22)
It has been proved [44] that a global optimum can be obtained when pG well converges
to pdata, if G and D have enough capacity. Compared to other generative models, GAN has
few restrictions (e.g. no Markov chain and variational bound is needed relative to Boltzmann
machines and VAEs). Moreover, since G is very poor in the early training stage and D can
easily reject synthesized samples with high confidence, logD(G(z)) is maximized for better
training G rather than minimizing log(1−D(G(z))).
The basic diagram of GAN is illustrated in Figure 2.6. Given enough model capacity and
training time, the Algorithm 2.1 is desired to converge to a good generator of pdata.
2.5 Visual Attention Learning
A recent trend in deep learning is attention mechanisms. Attention models have been
widely explored in long short-term memory recurrent neural networks. The encoder-decoder
architecture is the most popular one and has demonstrated state-of-the-art results across a
range of domains such as text translation, image captioning and visual question answering.
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Fig. 2.6 GAN mainly consists of a Generator and a Discriminator. The Generator network
takes a random input and tries to generate a sample of data. The task of Discriminator
network is to take input either from the real data or from the generator and try to predict
whether the input is real or generated.
Algorithm 2.1 Batch SGD training of GAN. The hyper-parameter k is usually to adjust the
number of steps of discriminator in the training phase.
1: Inputs: Real image data X .
2: Outputs: learned parameters for Generator G and Discriminator D.
3: for number of training iterations do
4: for k steps do
5: Sample a batch of n random noise samples {z1,z2, ...,zn} from pg(z).
6: Sample a batch of n samples {x1,x2, ...,xn} from real data distribution pdata(x)









9: Sample a batch of n random noise samples {z1,z2, ...,zn} from pg(z).
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In terms of the attention within sequences [5], it is the idea of freeing the encoder-decoder
architecture from the fixed-length internal representation. This is achieved by keeping the
intermediate outputs from the encoder LSTM from each step of the input sequence and
training the model to learn to pay selective attention to these inputs and relate them to items
in the output sequence. Put another way, each item in the output sequence is conditional on
selective items in the input sequence. This increases the computational burden of the model
but results in a more targeted and better-performing model. Moreover, the model is also able
to show how attention is paid to the input sequence when predicting the output sequence.
This can help in understanding and diagnosing exactly what the model is considering and to
what degree for specific input-output pairs.
Convolutional neural networks applied to computer vision problems also suffer from
similar limitations, where it can be difficult to learn models on very large images. Visual
attention mechanisms [49, 108, 4] aim to automatically focus on the core regions of image
inputs and ignore the useless parts. For instance, in terms of image recognition, only the
regions of certain objects or patterns are useful for prediction while most of the backgrounds
are less effective. In this section, we mainly review the attention models proposed for vision
tasks.
Different from the glimpse approach, the sequence-based attentional mechanism can be
applied to computer vision problems to help get an idea of how to best use the convolutional
neural network to pay attention to images when outputting a sequence, such as a caption.
Xu et al. [150] introduced two attention models to generate image descriptions. One is a
soft attention mechanism trainable by back propagation algorithms, while the other is a hard
stochastic attention model learned by reinforcement learning. The caption is generated by an
RNN with LSTM units which takes previous words, previous state, and a context vector in
order to generate the next word in the caption. The way the context vector is created depends
on the type of attention mechanism. Hard attention is based on stochastic decisions which
are discrete so derivatives are 0. The loss is variational bound on the marginal log-likelihood.
Soft attention is a deterministic approach taking into account all the L annotation vectors (2d
vectors from the CNN) and weights them depending on current time i and the vector j of L
total vectors.
Another representative attention-based work is presented in [108]. A novel RNN model is
capable of extracting information from an image or video by adaptively selecting a sequence
of regions or locations and only processing the selected regions at high resolution. Since the
region selection stage is non-differentiable, reinforcement learning is used. The model is an
RNN structure that processes inputs sequentially, attending to different locations within the
image (or video frames) one at a time, and incrementally combines information from these
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fixations to build up a dynamic internal representation of the scene or environment. One
advantage of this approach is that the computation is independent of the size of the image.
Only several local regions are used to model each image. In each time-step of the RNN, a
glimpse sensor is used to extract a representation for a given coordinate. This representation
is combined with the coordinates information to generate the glimpse representation with
a Glimpse Network. The information to be passed along time is through the internal
representation in RNN. And the output of RNN is used to predict the next location, and the
action. The action can be in various forms. In a recognition task, for example, it could be a
softmax layer.
In the past three years, there have been many other attention mechanisms successfully
proposed in different tasks. A stacked attention network [155] is designed to learn to answer
natural language questions from images, usually known as visual question answering (VQA).
Haque et al. [56] proposed an attention mechanism that reasons on human body shape and
motion dynamics to identify person ID without RGB data. Moreover, multi-scale features
at each pixel location are softly weighted by an attention model presented in [16] for better
addressing semantic image segmentation. To recognize fine-grained categories, a novel
recurrent CNN is adopted in [36] to recursively learn multi-scale discriminative region
attention and region-based feature representation.
2.6 Datasets and Evaluation Protocols
The Comprehensive Cars (CompCars) Dataset
The CompCars dataset [153] is proposed for learning vehicles’ fine-grained level tasks such
as attribute prediction and verification, since it has abundant attributes’ annotation. The
CompCars dataset contains data from two scenarios, including images from web-nature and
surveillance-nature. The web-nature data contains 163 car makes with 1,716 car models.
There are a total of 136,726 images capturing the entire cars and 27,618 images capturing
the car parts. The full car images are labeled with bounding boxes and viewpoints. Each car
model is labeled with five attributes, including maximum speed, displacement, number of
doors, number of seats, and type of car. The surveillance-nature data contains 50,000 car
images captured in the front view. In our experiments, we mainly adopt the web-nature data
where some examples are shown in Figure 2.7 for learning attributes.
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Fig. 2.7 Example images of the web-nature data from the CompCars dataset.
PASCAL VOC 2007 Car Dataset
The PASCAL Visual Object Classes (VOC) Challenge 2007 dataset [29] is proposed to
for recognizing objects from a number of visual object classes in realistic scenes (i.e. not
pre-segmented objects). There are twenty object classes such as person and car. For the main
tasks - classification and detection, three sets of images are provided, including the training,
validation and test sets. In this thesis, all the images containing cars in the trainval and test
sets (totally 1434 images) are selected to be evaluated.
LISA Vehicle Detection Dataset
LISA Vehicle Detection dataset [129] contains three color video sequences captured at
different times of the day and illumination settings: morning, evening, sunny, cloudy, etc.
The main driving environments are highway and urban. Moreover, the traffic conditions vary
from light to dense.
PKU VehicleID Dataset
VehicleID dataset [94] is a large-scale surveillance dataset which can be used for studying
the re-ID problem. It consists of the training set with 110,178 images of 13,134 vehicles
and the test set with 111,585 images of 13,133 vehicles. However, the dataset only includes
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PASCAL VOC 2007 Car 
LISA 2010 Vehicle
Fig. 2.8 The upper images are examples from the PASCAl VOC 2007 Car dataset, while the
bottom ones are from the LISA Vehicle Detection dataset.
two viewpoints: front and rear. Moreover, 250 most commonly appeared vehicle models are
labeled. Some example images of different vehicle models are demonstrated in Figure 2.9.
VeRi-776 Dataset
The VeRi dataset [99] contains 776 different vehicles captured in 20 cameras along a circular
road within a city area (see Figure 2.10). The whole dataset is split into 576 vehicles with
37,778 images for training and 200 vehicles with 11,579 images for testing. The images are
captured in a real-world unconstrained surveillance scene and labeled with varied attributes
such as types, colors, and brands. So complicated models can be learned and evaluated for
vehicle re-ID.
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Fig. 2.9 Example images of different vehicle models from the VehicleID dataset.
Fig. 2.10 A glance of the VeRi-776 dataset. Each vehicle is captured by more than 2 cameras
in a city area.

Chapter 3
Deep Neural Networks for Fast Vehicle
Detection and Multi-task Learning
Object detection is one of the most fundamental problems in computer vision. It aims to
localize bounding-boxes of target objects in an image or video and recognize the objects’
semantic classes. Previous detectors can be coarsely categorized into image-based and video-
based approaches. Video-based methods such as frame difference and Gaussian mixture
model can only detect objects with motion in videos but have less potential in applications.
In this chapter, we mainly discuss the image-based object detectors particularly targeting
at vehicles. Object detection is usually regarded as the most difficult task in computer
vision due to many challenges including objects’ viewpoint variation, illumination change,
occlusion, multi-scale, objects’ deformation and background clutter. Traditional object
detection frameworks employ sliding window fashions which are inefficient. Recently,
deep learning based methods have achieved great success on object detection by extending
image classification models. They can be grouped into two-stage and one-stage frameworks.
The two-stage framework usually provides object proposals first and then classifies each
proposal to refine the results. Methods under this framework can achieve state-of-the-art
performance but are not efficient. On the other side, the one-stage detectors are performed
over dense sampling of different object scales, locations and object aspect ratios. The one-
stage framework aims to propose end-to-end models which can detect objects in real time but
sacrifice accuracies to some extent. Therefore, we propose a high-performance deep neural
network for vehicle detection which aims to improve both the accuracy and speed.
Multi-task learning is a subarea of machine learning in which multiple tasks can be
optimized simultaneously. Compared with learning the individual task-specific model, multi-
task learning can explore the commonalities and discrepancies across different tasks to
improve the performance and the efficiency. Thus, classification, regression, and cross-
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entropy loss are combined to optimize our network. In addition to object detection, people
are usually interested in the more fine-grained attributes recognition as well. For example,
given detected vehicles, the corresponding attributes learning problems such as viewpoint
estimation, type classification, and color recognition, can be jointly embedded into a multi-
task model.
3.1 Introduction and Motivation
Intelligent traffic surveillance is being widely explored since the number of vehicles is
ever-increasing and large-scale streaming video data become available. Compared with
sensor-based traffic surveillance techniques, computer vision has attracted a great deal of
attention and made significant contributions to practical applications such as vehicle counting,
retrieval, and behavior analysis due to its low cost. Among many research areas, vehicle
detection is the most fundamental problem on which other tasks such as vehicle classification
and identification need to rely. Since most vision-based detection works are usually applied
to general objects, we present object detection frameworks first and then focus on vehicles.
With the increase in the number of image data, fast and accurate object detection methods
are rising in demand. These methods involve not only recognizing and classifying every
object in an image but also localizing each one by drawing the appropriate bounding box
around it. This makes object detection a significantly harder task than its traditional computer
vision predecessor, image classification. In industries, object detection has the huge potential
in practical applications such as video surveillance, autonomous driving and robot vision. It
is usually regarded as the core competencies of vision-based artificial intelligence. However,
detecting target objects in natural images faces many challenges leading to the low accuracy
and efficiency. First, visual patterns of most objects of interest such as vehicles and pedestri-
ans usually change hugely with viewpoint variations. It makes detectors become unstable for
objects appearing in arbitrary viewpoints. Large illumination will change the RGB values of
the same object. Severe occlusion will make some parts of an object invisible, which fools
the trained kernels. Moreover, most object detection methods can only deal with objects
within the limited range of scale and the multi-scale processing usually make the methods
inefficient. Therefore, object detection has attracted large attention in the past decades.
Object detection has been explored with a long history but still not achieved the satisfied
performance of speed and accuracy trade-offs. Traditional object detectors used to deploy
the sliding window framework as shown in Figure 3.1. Take one-class object detection as an
example, positive and negative samples are first selected with moderate data pre-processing.
Then, conventional hand-crafted features of training data are extracted for learning a binary




























Fig. 3.1 A general framework for conventional object detection methods.
classifier. Once the model training is completed, given an upcoming test image, a sliding
window is performed on the test frame with different scales and aspect ratios to get region
proposals, which is extremely inefficient. Each proposed region is classified by the trained
model to output the final bounding-boxes. Two representative frameworks are the Viola-Jones
detector [141] and the DPM detector [32]. However, such detection frameworks usually lead
to many overlapped bounding-boxes and an unsatisfactory precision and recall rate.
It’s not news that deep learning has been a real game-changer in machine learning,
especially in computer vision. In a similar way that deep learning models have crushed other
classic models on the task of image classification, deep learning models are now state-of-
the-art in object detection as well. Deep object detectors can be mainly categorized into two
groups: the two-stage detector and the one-stage detector. A brief comparison of these two
architectures is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The two-stage framework usually consists of an
object proposal network to propose potential locations and a classification network to finalize
the detection results. The well-known OverFeat [125], R-CNN [39], Fast R-CNN [37] and
Faster R-CNN [120] are all the two-stage detectors which can achieve good accuracies on
the detection datasets. On the other side, the one-stage framework prefers to adopt one
end-to-end deep model to finish detection by the dense sampling of possible object regions.
The recent successful one-stage detectors are YOLO [118], SSD [97] and R-FCN [23]. In
general, the two-stage detectors aim to obtain top accuracies but the one-stage detectors
prefer promising results with faster processing speed.
Vehicle is the most interested object in the video surveillance for urban traffic. Vehicle
detection is a fundamental objective of vehicle-related researches. Traditional vehicle
detection methods can be categorized into frame-based and motion-based approaches [130, 9].
For motion-based approaches, frames subtraction [114], adaptive background modeling [131]
and optical flow [105] are often utilized. However, some non-vehicle moving objects will



















Fig. 3.2 Deep learning models for object detection, which can be categorized into two-stage
and one-stage frameworks.
be falsely detected with motion-based approaches since less visual information is exploited.
To achieve higher detection performance, recently, the deformable part-based model (DPM)
[33] employs a star-structured architecture consisting of root and parts filters with associated
deformation models for object detection. DPM can successfully handle deformable object
detection even when the target is partially occluded. However, it leads to heavy computational
costs due to the use of the sliding window procedure for appearance features extraction and
classification.
In urban traffic surveillance, another interesting and valuable task is to extract more
diverse information from detected vehicles - we call it vehicle attributes annotation. Each
individual vehicle on the road has its special attributes: travel direction (i.e., pose), inherent
color, type and other more fine-grained information with respect to the headlight, grille,
and wheel. It is extremely beneficial to annotate a target vehicle’s attributes accurately.
Lin et al. [152] presents an auto-masking neural network for vehicle detection and pose
estimation. In [86], an approach by vector matching of templates is introduced for vehicle
color recognition. In [27], an unsupervised convolutional neural network is adopted for
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vehicle type classification from frontal view images. However, independent analysis of
different attributes makes the visual information not well explored and the process inefficient,
and little work has been done for annotating these vehicle attributes simultaneously. Actually,
there exist strong correlations between these vehicle attributes learning tasks. For example,
vehicle type classification based on visual structures is very dependent on the viewpoint.
Therefore, we believe multi-task learning can be helpful since such joint learning schemes
can implicitly learn the common features shared by these correlated tasks. Moreover, a
unified multi-attributes inference model can also significantly improve the efficiency.
In this chapter, we mainly present a fast framework of Detection and Annotation for
Vehicles (DAVE), which effectively combines vehicle detection and multi-attributes anno-
tation. DAVE consists of two CNNs: fast vehicle proposal network (FVPN) and attributes
learning network (ALN). The FVPN is a shallow fully convolutional network which is able to
predict all the bounding-boxes of vehicle-like objects in real-time. The latter ALN configured
with a very deep structure can precisely verify each proposal and infer pose, color and type
information for positive vehicles, simultaneously. It is noteworthy that informative features
learned from the deep ALN can be regarded as latent data-driven knowledge to guide the
training of the shallow FVPN, thus we bridge the ALN and FVPN with such knowledge
guidance and jointly optimize these two CNNs at the same time in our architecture. In this
way, more exhaustive vehicle descriptions learned from the ALN as helpful supervision
benefits the FVPN with better performance. Once the joint training is completed, a two-stage
inference scheme will be adopted for final vehicle annotation. The main works for vehicle
detection and multi-task learning are highlighted as follows:
1. To have a preliminary understanding on deep neural network, a baseline is designed
to investigate the Deep Belief Network (DBN) for vehicle detection. We adopt multi-level
complex wavelet features (CWF) as the vehicle descriptor and train a DBN which consists of
a number of layers of Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM) to implement vehicle detection.
2. Multiple vehicle-related tasks are unified into one deep vehicle annotation framework
DAVE which can effectively and efficiently annotate each vehicle’s bounding-box, pose, color
and type simultaneously. Two CNNs proposed in our method, i.e., the Fast Vehicle Proposal
Network (FVPN) and the vehicle Attributes Learning Network (ALN), are optimized in a
joint manner by bridging two CNNs with latent data-driven knowledge guidance. In this
way, the deeper ALN can benefit the performance of the shallow FVPN. We also introduce
a new Urban Traffic Surveillance (UTS) vehicle dataset consisting of six 1920× 1080
(FHD) resolution videos with varying illumination conditions and viewpoints to evaluate our
proposed model.
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3.2 Related Work
Vehicle-related systems usually adopt sensor-based approaches which are robust against
illumination and viewpoint variations, to efficiently and stably detect and annotate vehicles.
Sonar sensors [71] are configured in the front and rear of vehicles to help detection. Wireless
magneto-resistive sensors [146] are adopted to test whether there are vehicles passing by.
Strain gauge sensors are introduced in [127] to automatically classify vehicle types, and
dead-reckoning/GPS sensors are exploited to estimate the pose of a driverless vehicle in
[104].
Compared to the high costs of industrial grade sensors, computer vision methods only
require low-cost cameras and attract increasingly more interests in intelligent surveillance ap-
plications in past decades. Most traditional vision-based vehicle detection methods follow the
sliding window fashion that is composed of appearance features extraction and classification.
For instance, Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [24] and Haar-like features [55] are
usually extracted, and SVMs [10], and AdaBoost [34] are adopted to discriminate whether
each window with different scales and aspect ratios is a positive vehicle. The deformable
part-based model (DPM) [33] successfully handles the detection of deformable objects but is
not efficient due to the sliding window framework.
In recent years, with the great success of deep learning methods on image classification
[76], Girshick et al. [38] proposed Region-based CNN which combines object proposal
[138, 176], CNN learned features and SVM classifiers to perform detection. For increasing
the detection speed and accuracy, Fast RCNN [37] adopts a region of interest (ROI) pooling
layer and multi-task loss to estimate object classes while predicting bounding-box positions.
Furthermore, Faster RCNN [120] employs initial layers with shared convolutional features to
enable cost-free effective proposals. However, deep models deployed by these methods are
designed for general object detection. Our work advances the idea of detection by focusing
on one specific object: private motor vehicles.
Previous automatic vehicle annotation methods only focused on some single-purpose
tasks such as color recognition [154] and coarse vehicle type classification [19]. Little work
has been conducted for annotating different vehicle attributes simultaneously including pose,
color and type information. We mainly review separate related work here. Lin et al. [152]
presented an auto-masking neural network for vehicle detection and viewpoint estimation.
In [86], an approach by vector matching of the template was introduced for vehicle color
recognition. In [27], an unsupervised convolutional neural network was designed for vehicle
type classification from frontal view images. However, all these models were implemented
on their own small datasets without any robust comparisons.
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3.3 Deep Belief Network for Vehicle Detection
In this section, we propose a method using deep belief network (DBN) to address vehicle
detection. DBN is a class of deep neural network which consists of multiple layers of hidden
units. It has demonstrated its success on the classification task in the MNIST [61] and NORB
[109] datasets.
3.3.1 Deep Belief Networks
Deep Belief Network (DBN) is a generative graphical model. Through training the weights
between different layers’ neural nodes, the entire network can be used for probabilistically
reconstructing inputs. The intermediate hidden layers can be regarded as feature detectors.
Once each layer is pre-trained, supervision can be adopted to fine-tune the network to perform
classification or other discriminative tasks.
DBN is composed of multiple layers of visible and hidden units. Each component of
DBN contains an unsupervised Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) which is an undirected
generative energy-based model. It is significant that connection is not available between
neural nodes within a layer but only exists between layers. Therefore, given the visible node







Where N is the number of hidden nodes. Conversely, given the hidden node activations, M






The structures of the RBM and the DBN stacked by RBMs are illustrated in Figure 3.3.
Training an RBM aims to maximize the product of probabilities assigned to a training set.
Hinton et al. proposed the contrastive divergence algorithm [11] to train the RBM.
Training a DBN is to train each RBM sequentially. Specifically, after training the first
RBM h1, the second RBM h2 is trained using the first RBM’s hidden layer as the second
RBM’s visible layer. To train the second RBM, a training sample is clamped to x and
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Fig. 3.3 The left sub figure is Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) and the right one is the
Deep Belief Network (DBN) which is stacked by RBMs.
transformed to h1 by the first RBM and then contrastive divergence is used to train the second
RBM. Training the second RBM is exactly equal to training the first RBM, except that the
training data is mapped through the first RBM before being used as training samples. The
intuition is that if the RBM is a general method for extracting a meaningful representation of
data, then it should be robust for any embedding in which it is applied. Generally speaking,
the RBM doesn’t know whether the visible layer is image pixels or the output of another
RBM. With this intuition, it becomes interesting to add a second RBM to see if a more
representative higher level feature of the input can be learned. Hinton et al. have shown
that adding a second RBM decreases a variational band on the log-likelihood of the training
data. Once the pre-training of N layers in such unsupervised greedy manner is completed,
a softmax layer can be configured at the end of the last RBM layer to fine-tune the entire
network for certain discriminative tasks.
To use the DBN for classification, a sample is clamped to the lowest level visible layer
and transformed upwards through the DBN until it reaches the top RBM hidden layer. At
the top RBM, a few iterations of Gibbs sampling is performed after which the label is read
out. Alternatively, the exact ’free energy’ of each label can be computed and the one with the
lowest free energy is chosen. To fine-tune the entire model for classification, Hinton et al.
use an ’up-down’ algorithm by normal back propagation algorithm.
3.3.2 Multi-level Complex Wavelet Features (CWF)
Given an input image containing vehicles with different poses, the descriptor is desired to be
able to capture the orientation, intensity and even contour information which are the main
cues of a vehicle. Meanwhile, a low time-cost for feature computation is also required. In our
experiments, we adopt the multi-level complex wavelet features as the vehicle descriptors.
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In texture feature extraction, conventional discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is an avail-
able option but suffers from shift variance which means huge oscillation in energy distribution
of wavelet coefficients would be caused by small shift of the input signal. The dual-tree
complex wavelet transform (DTCWT) [73] has been proposed to address this problem. It
consists of two separate DWT decompositions performing the complex transform of an input
image. The coefficients of the first DWT are real, while the coefficients of the second DWT
are imaginary. An image signal f (x,y) can be decomposed with a complex scaling and six
complex wavelet operations, defined as the following equation:
f (x,y) = ∑
l∈Z2










Where j denotes different decomposition levels and l is the coordinates of each pixel. A j0,l
and Dkj,l are the scaling and wavelet coefficients, respectively. φ j0,l(x,y) is for scaling and
ϕkj,l(x,y) are six wavelet functions which are oriented at k ∈ α = { −5π/12, −π/4, −π/12,
π/12, π/4, 5π/12 }. It can produce six directionally selective sub-bands for each scale. The
six kernels at different orientations are demonstrated in Figure 3.4.
Fig. 3.4 Kernels of DTCWT at different orientations: −5π/12, −π/4, −π/12, π/12, π/4,
and 5π/12, from left to right.
The extraction of the multi-level complex wavelet features (CWF) is visualized in Fig-
ure 3.5. The CWF is composed of two parts: energy map (EM) and orientation map (OM).
In OM, the orientation information is computed on each level of complex wavelet decom-
position. Then, EM is calculated as the magnitudes of the OM for the corresponding scale
level.
3.3.3 Implementation
The proposed detection framework is mainly based on a scheme of feature extraction and
neural network (NN) for classification. NN is one of the classic methods for object detection,
consisting of many simple elements called neurons which take input, change their activation
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Fig. 3.5 Multi-level complex wavelet feature extraction.
according to that input, and produce output based on the input and activation. After setting
the network structure, the DBN is adopted for pre-training layer by layer.
In the experiments, we variate the hyper-parameter settings of the number of layer and
the number of units for each layer. A 3-layer network with 500 hidden units for each layer is
finally constructed for our model, which is evaluated to achieve the best detection results.
Moreover, we use 100,000 vehicle images in the CompCars dataset [153] as the positive
training samples. 150,000 negative samples without any vehicles are cropped from Google
Street View Images. All the training images are resized to four different level scales as
256×256, 128×128, 64×64 and 32×32 to extract their corresponding complex wavelet
features. We adopt the training data to train the neural network as a binary classifier using










ln log pˆn+(1− ln) log(1− pˆn)
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Where N is the number of training data. ln ∈ [0,1,2, ...,K−1] indicates the correct class label
among the K classes and pˆn is the softmax output class probabilities. The base learning rate
is set as 0.01, and the model is trained by 10 epochs. Once the model training is completed,
the trained NN weights are used as the kernels to perform filtering over the features of test
frames. Thus, we can efficiently find the highest detection response which indicate the
vehicles’ locations on the detection map.
3.3.4 Experiments and Results
We compare the DBN-based method with three baselines using the AdaBoost, Tree AdaBoost
and NN as classifiers, respectively. The experiments are evaluated on the PASCAL VOC2007
Car dataset [29]. Moreover, all the models are implemented based on the DeepLearnToolbox
[112] and run on a 4.0 GHz CPU.
Baselines
CWF + AdaBoost: AdaBoost is one of the most popular machine learning algorithms, which
aims to construct a strong classifier from several weak ones. Given a training set {(x1, y1),
..., (xN , yN)}, where xi is a pattern and yi ∈ {+1,−1} is the class label of the corresponding
pattern. At the beginning, all the training patterns are assigned with the equal weights. In the
learning phase, one weak classifier is trained and all patterns are updated. Patterns that are
incorrectly classified have their weights increased, while the weights of those patterns that
are correctly classified are decreased. After training, patterns that are consistently difficult to
classify acquire large weights, while easily classified patterns acquire small weights. Here
we adopt the Classification and Regression Tree as the basic weak classifier. The outline of
AdaBoost selection algorithm can be found in [141] which also introduces the Viola-Jones
detector. In our experiments, we train an AdaBoost classifier using the CWF features.
CWF + Tree AdaBoost: For an object class with subtle intra-class variation, e.g. frontal
faces, a single cascade classifier proposed by Viola and Jones has been considered to be
a successful and efficient method. However, for multi-view vehicle detection, a single
AdaBoost classifier seems to be not effective for our tasks due to the huge orientation and
shape variance. Thus, we design a new baseline for multi-view boost detection, which
contains two main elements: unsupervised hierarchical sub-categorization and a boosting-
based tree-structured detector. For the former part, locality preserving projection (LPP) is
adopted to reduce the feature dimension, mapping representations into a compact space. Since
CWF focuses on orientation responses, LPP will pre-group features beyond the orientations.
Within this compact space, vehicle samples are clustered into several sub-categories by using
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Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [41] method. These sub-categories, as leaf nodes, are
progressively merged together to construct a tree from bottom up top illustrated in Figure 3.6.
Fig. 3.6 Results of hierarchical GMM clustering. Two clusters merge first if they have similar
viewpoints.
CWF + NN: This baseline is a similar version for the proposed model but each layer in
the network is not pre-trained by DBN. The whole network is directly optimized using the
back-propagation method.
Evaluation
All the methods are evaluated on the PASCAL VOC2007 Car dataset and compared both
on the average precision and computational time. Results listed in Table 3.1 illustrate that
the DBN+NN classifiers achieve higher average precision (AP) scores and detection speed
based on the CWF compared with other traditional classifiers. Specifically, built on the same
network architecture (3-layer, 500 units per layer), the DBN+NN increases 1.74% of AP
compared with NN and largely reduces the training time, because the unsupervised DBN
pre-training is effective to better encode the input images. Moreover, the NN-based methods
can obtain higher frames per second (fps) compared with the AdaBoost-based methods, since
the trained NN kernels can be directly filtered over the features of the input test frames to
obtain the detection score maps. Besides, we compare different network architectures of
NN and observe that the accuracy generally depends on the depth of the network and the
capacity of each layer. We only studied these baselines for a preliminary understanding of
deep learning so did not explore more architectures.
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Table 3.1 Comparisons of different methods on average precision and computational time.
Methods Average Precision (AP) Training time (min) Test Speed (fps)
CWF + AdaBoost 44.29% 41 0.8
CWF + Tree AdaBoost 47.95% 69 0.6
CWF + NN (3-layer, 500 units per layer) 47.38% 504 2.5
CWF + DBN + NN (2-layer, 300 units per layer) 47.20% 29 3.2
CWF + DBN + NN (2-layer, 500 units per layer) 47.86% 31 3.0
CWF + DBN + NN (3-layer, 300 units per layer) 48.03% 35 2.6
CWF + DBN + NN (3-layer, 500 units per layer) 49.12% 36 2.5
3.3.5 Conclusion
In this section, we have a preliminary investigation in deep neural networks for vehicle
detection. However, the DBN-based methods cannot preserve the 2D spatial information of
images, thus largely limits the detectors’ performance. In the next section, a convolutional
neural network-based framework is proposed to address vehicle detection and attributes
learning simultaneously.
3.4 Convolutional Neural Networks for Vehicle Detection
and Multi-tasking Learning
In this section, as illustrated in Figure 3.7, detection and annotation of vehicles (DAVE) on
pose, color, and type are unified into one framework. DAVE consists of two convolutional
neural networks called fast vehicle proposal network (FVPN) and attributes learning network
(ALN), respectively. For training the models, FVPN and ALN are optimized together,
while two-stage inference is performed in the test phase. FVPN aims to predict all the
positions of vehicles in real-time. Afterwards, these vehicle candidates are passed to the
ALN to simultaneously infer their corresponding pose, color, and type, and verification
is also operated to discard those false alarms classified by FVPN. Training our DAVE is
inspired by Hinton [60] that knowledge learned from solid deep networks can be distilled to
teach shallower networks. We design to apply latent data-driven knowledge from the deep
ALN to guide training the shallow FVPN. This method is proved to be able to enhance the
performance of the FVPN through experiments. The architecture of FVPN and ALN are
described in the following subsections. More detailed training and inference methods are
presented as well.
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DAVE
Fig. 3.7 Illustration of DAVE. A vehicle has many semantic attributes that can be applied
to intelligent transportation systems, as shown in the upper sub-figure. Given numerous
surveillance videos, human labeling is expensive and time-consuming. The motivation of our
proposed DAVE is to annotate the location, pose, type and color of all the vehicles on the
raw videos automatically.
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3.4.1 Fast Vehicle Proposal Network (FVPN)
Searching the whole image to classify whether each region is a vehicle in a sliding window
fashion is prohibitive for real-time applications. Traditional object proposal methods are
put forward to alleviate this problem, but thousands of proposals usually contain numerous
false alarms and duplicate predictions which heavily lower the efficiency. Particularly for
one specific object, we expect very fast and accurate detection performance can be achieved.
Our proposed fast vehicle proposal network (FVPN) is a shallow fully convolutional
network, which aims to precisely localize all the vehicles in real-time. We are interested in
exploring whether or not a small scale CNN is enough to handle the single object detection
task. A schematic diagram of the FVPN is depicted in the bottom part of Figure 3.8. The first
convolutional layer (conv_1) filters the 60×60 resolution training images with 32 kernels of
size 5×5. All the convolutional layers in FVPN are configured with stride parameter as 1
and padding as 0. The second convolutional layer (conv_2) takes as input the feature maps
obtained from the previous layer and filters them with 64 kernels of size 5×5. Max pooling
and Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) layers are configured after the first two convolutional
layers. The third convolutional layer (conv_3) with 64 kernels of size 3× 3 is branched
into three siblings of 1×1 convolutional layer transformed by traditional fully-connected
layers. In detail, Conv_fc_class outputs softmax probabilities of positive samples and the
background; Conv_fc_bbr encodes bounding-box coordinates for each positive sample;
Conv_fc_knowledge is configured for learning latent data-driven knowledge distilled from the
ALN, which makes the FVPN be trained with more meticulous vehicle features. Inspired by
[100], these 1×1 convolutional layers can successfully lead to differently purposed heatmaps
in the inference phase. This property can achieve real-time vehicle localization from whole
images/frames by our FVPN.
We employ different loss supervision layers for three corresponding tasks in the FVPN.
First, discrimination between a vehicle and the background is a simple binary classification
problem. A softmax loss layer is applied to predict vehicle confidence, pc = {pcve, pcbg}.
Besides, each bounding-box is encoded by 4 predictions: (x, y, w, h) denoted as locgt . x and
y denote the left-top coordinates of the vehicle position, while w and h represent the width
and height of the vehicle size. We normalize all the 4 values relative to the image width and
height so that they can be bounded between 0 and 1 (x← x/widthimage, y← y/heightimage,
w← w/widthimage, h← h/heightimage). Note that all bounding boxes’ coordinates are set as
zero for background samples. Following [37], a smooth L1 loss layer is used for bounding-
box regression to output the refined coordinates vector, loc = (xˆ, yˆ, wˆ, hˆ). Finally, for guiding
with latent data-driven knowledge of an N-dimensional vector distilled from a deeper net,
the cross-entropy loss is employed for pknow = {pknow0 . . . pknowN−1}.
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We adopt a multi-task loss LFV PN on each training batch to jointly optimize binary
classification of the vehicle against background, bounding-box regression and learning latent
knowledge from a deeper net as the following function:
LFV PN(loc, pbic,pknow) = Lbic(pbic)+αLbbox(loc) (3.5)
+βLknow(pknow),
Where Lbic denotes the softmax loss for binary classification of vehicle and background.
Lbbox indicates a smooth ℓ1 loss defined in [37] as:
Lbbox(loc) = fℓ1(loc− locgt), (3.6)
s.t. fℓ1(x) =
{
0.5x2, if ||x||< 1
||x||−0.5, otherwise
Furthermore, the cross-entropy loss Lknow is to guide the training of the FVPN by a latent








+(1− tknowi ) log(1−pknowi ).
It is noteworthy that a bounding-box for the background is meaningless in the FVPN
back propagation phase and will cause training to diverge early [118], thus we set α = 0 for
background samples, otherwise α = 0.5, whiles β remains at a fixed weighting value of 0.5.
3.4.2 Attributes Learning Network (ALN)
Attributes learning is also an interesting task [95]. Modeling vehicles’ pose, color and type
information separately is less accurate and inefficient. Actually, relationships between these
tasks can be explored, so that designing a multi-task network is beneficial for learning shared
features which can lead to extra performance gains. The attribute learning network (ALN)
is a unified network to verify vehicle candidates and annotate their poses, colors, and types.
The network architecture of the ALN is mainly inspired by the GoogLeNet [135] model.
Specifically, we design the ALN by adding 4 fully-connected layers to extend the GoogLeNet
into a multi-attribute learning model. The reason to adopt such a very deep structure here is
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that vehicle annotation belongs to fine-grained categorization problems and a deeper net has
the more powerful capability to learn representative and discriminative features. Another
advantage of the ALN is its high-efficiency inherited from the GoogLeNet which has lower
computation and memory costs compared with other deep nets such as the VGGNet [128].
The ALN is a multi-task network optimized with four softmax loss layers for vehicle
annotation tasks. Each training image has four labels in V , P, C and Y . V determines whether
a sample is a vehicle. If V is a true vehicle, the remaining three attributes P, C and Y represent
its pose, color and type respectively. However, if V is the background or a vehicle with a
catch-all1 type or color, P, C and Y are set as zero denoting attributes are unavailable in the
training phase. The first softmax loss layer Lveri f y(pV ) for binary classification (vehicle vs.
background) is the same as Lbic(pc) in the FVPN. The softmax loss Lpose(pP), Lcolor(pC) and
Ltype(pY ) are optimized for pose estimation, color recognition and vehicle type classification
respectively, where pP = {pP1 , . . . , pPnp}, pC = {pC1 , . . . , pCnc} and pY = {pY1 . . . , pYnt}. {np, nc,
nt} indicate the number of vehicle poses, colors and types respectively. The whole loss
function is defined as follows:
LALN(pV , pP, pC, pY ) = Lveri f y(pV )+λ1Lpose(pP) (3.8)
+λ2Lcolor(pC)+λ3Ltype(pY ),
Where all the four sub loss functions are softmax loss for vehicle verification (“verification"
in this section means confirming whether a detection is a vehicle), pose estimation, color
recognition, and type classification. Following the similar case of α in Eq. 3.5, parameters
{λ1,λ2,λ3} all remain at a fixed weighting value of 1 for the positive samples, otherwise 0
for the background.
3.4.3 Deep Nets Training
Training Dataset and Data Augmentation
To train the DAVE, we also adopt the large-scale CompCars dataset [153] with more than
100,000 web-nature data as the positive training samples which are annotated with tight
bounding-boxes and rich vehicle attributes such as pose, type, make and model. In detail, the
web-nature part of the CompCars dataset provides five poses as front, rear, side, frontside
and rearside, twelve vehicle types as MPV, SUV, sedan, hatchback, minibus, pickup, fastback,
estate, hardtop-convertible, sports, crossover and convertible. To achieve a uniform training
1“Catch-all" indicates other undefined types and colors which are not included in our training model.
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Fig. 3.9 (a) Training data (columns indicate vehicle types, while rows indicate poses and
colors), (b) Training loss with/without knowledge learning.
distribution, we discard less common vehicle types with few training images and finally
select six types with all the five poses illustrated in Figure 3.9(a) to train our model. Besides,
since the color is another important vehicle attribute, we additionally annotated colors on
more than 10,000 images with five common vehicle colors as black, white, silver, red and
blue to train our final model. Apart from positive samples, about 150,000 negative samples
(by hard negative mining) without any vehicles are cropped from Google Street View Images
to compose our training data.
For data augmentation, we first triple the training data with increased and decreased
image intensities for making our DAVE more robust under different lighting conditions.
In addition, image downsampling up to 20% of the original size and image blurring are
introduced to improve annotation precision and recall of detected vehicles that were small in
scale within the image.
Jointly Training with Latent Knowledge Guidance
The entire training structure of DAVE is illustrated in Figure 3.8. We optimize the FVPN
and the ALN jointly but with different sized input training data at the same time. The input
resolution of the ALN is 224× 224 for fine-grained vehicle attributes learning, while it
is decreased to 60× 60 for the FVPN to fit smaller scales of the test image pyramid for
efficiency in the inference phase. In fact, the resolution of 60× 60 can well guarantee
the coarse shape and texture of a vehicle is discriminative enough against the background.
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Besides, another significant difference between the ALN and the FVPN is that input vehicle
samples for the ALN are tightly cropped, however, for the FVPN, uncropped vehicles are
used for bounding-box (labeled as loct in Eq. 3.6) regressor training.
The pre-trained GoogLeNet model for 1000-class ImageNet classification is used to
initialize all the convolutional layers in the ALN, while the FVPN is trained from scratch.
A 1024-dimensional feature vector of the pool5/7×7_s1 layer in the ALN, which can
exhaustively describe a vehicle, is extracted as the latent data-driven knowledge guidance
to supervise the same dimensional Conv_fc_knowledge layer in the FVPN by cross-entropy
loss. We set the dimension of layer Conv_fc_knowledge in FVPN with the same value of
1024 correspondingly.
We first jointly train ALN and FVPN for about 10 epochs on the selected web-nature data
that only contains pose and type attributes from the CompCars dataset. In the next 10 epochs,
we fine-tune the models by a subset with our complementary color annotations. Throughout
the training process, we set the mini-batch size as 64, and the momentum and weight decay
as 0.9 and 0.0005 using empirical settings, respectively. Learning rate is scheduled as 10−3
for the first 10 epochs and 5×10−4 for the second 10 epochs. To make our method more
convincing, we train two models with and without knowledge guidance, respectively. During
training, we definitely discover that knowledge guidance can indeed benefit training the
shallow FVPN to obtain lower training losses. Training loss curves for the first 10 epochs are
depicted in Figure 3.9(b).
3.4.4 Two-stage Deep Nets Inference
Once the joint training is finished, a two-stage scheme is implemented for inference of DAVE.
First, the FVPN takes as input the 10-level test image Gaussian pyramid. For each level,
the FVPN is operated over the input frame to infer Conv_fc_class and Conv_fc_bbr layers
as corresponding heatmaps. All the 10 Conv_fc_class heatmaps are unified into one map
by rescaling all the channels to the largest size among them and keeping the maximum
along channels, while the index of each maximum within 10 channels is used to obtain four
unified Conv_fc_bbr heatmaps (10 levels by similar rescaling). After unifying different levels
Conv_fc_class heatmaps into the final vehicle detection score map, we first filter the score map
with threshold thres to discard low hot spots, and then local peaks on the map are detected
by a circle scanner with tuneable radius r. In all our experiments, r = 8 and thres = 0.5
are evaluated to achieve the highest average precision. Thus, these local maximal positions
are considered as the central coordinates of proposals, (xˆi ,yˆi). Coarse width and height
of each detection can be simply predicted based on the bounding-box of its corresponding
hot spot centered on each local peak. If one hot spot contains multiple peaks, the width
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and height will be shared by these peaks (i.e. proposals). For preserving the complete
vehicle body, coarse width and height are multiplied by fixed parameter m = 1.5 to generate
(wˆnobbri ,hˆ
nobbr





Finally, bounding-box regression offset values (within [0,1]) are extracted from four unified
heatmaps of Conv_fc_bbr at those coordinates (xˆi,yˆi) to obtain the refined bounding-box.
Vehicle candidates inferred from the FVPN are taken as inputs into the ALN. Although
verifying each detection and annotation of attributes are at the same stage, we assume that
verification has a higher priority. For instance, in the inference phase, if a detection is
predicted as a positive vehicle, it will then be annotated with a bounding-box and inferred
pose, color, and type. However, a detection predicted as the background will be neglected in
spite of its inferred attributes. Finally, we perform non-maximum suppression (NMS) adopted
in RCNN [38] to eliminate duplicate detections. NMS clusters all the bounding-boxes that
have overlap with each other greater than 0.5. For each cluster, NMS calculates the mean
bounding-box and output it (to calculate the mean point between all top right corners and
all bottom-right corners). The full inference scheme is demonstrated in Figure 3.10. At
present, it is difficult to train a model that has the capability to annotate all the vehicles with
enormously rich vehicle colors and types. During inference, a vehicle with untrained colors
and types is always categorized into similar classes or a catch-all “others" class, which is
a limitation of DAVE. In future work, we may expand our training data to include more
abundant vehicle classes.
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3.4.5 Experiments and Results
In this sub-section, we evaluate our DAVE for detection and annotation of pose, color, and
type for each detected vehicle. Experiments are mainly divided into two parts: vehicle
detection and attributes annotation. DAVE is implemented based on the deep learning
framework Caffe [67] (introduced in Appendix B.1) and run on a workstation configured
with an NVIDIA TITAN X GPU.
Evaluation of Vehicle Detection
To evaluate vehicle detection, we train our models using the large-scale CompCars dataset as
mentioned before, and test on three other vehicle datasets. We collect a full high definition
(1920× 1080) Urban Traffic Surveillance (UTS) vehicle dataset with six videos which
were captured from different viewpoints and illumination conditions. Each video sequence
contains 600 annotated frames. To be more convincing, we also compare our method on
two other public datasets: the PASCAL VOC2007 car dataset [29] and the LISA 2010
dataset [129] with four competitive models: DPM [33], RCNN [38], Fast RCNN [37] and
Faster RCNN [120]. These four methods obtain state-of-the-art performances on general
object detection and the codes are publicly available. We adopted the trained car model
from voc-release5 [Girshick et al.] for DPM, while the competitive NN models (VGG-16
based) were trained for this study using the CompCars dataset to implement vehicle detection.
The vehicle detection evaluation criterion is the same as PASCAL object detection [29].
Intersection over Union (IoU) is set as 0.7 to assess correct localization.
Testing on the UTS dataset We not only test our real-time and highly accurate FVPN
independently but also verify that, by the deeper ALN (i.e., FVPN+verify in Figure 3.11), the
detection performance can be further improved, because some false alarms by the shallow
FVPN will be discarded after the more rigorous ALN. The detection accuracy as average
precision (AP) and speed as frames-per-second (FPS) are compared in the left column
of Table 3.2. Our model outperforms all the other methods with obvious improvements.
Specifically, the shallow FVPN obtains an increased AP of 2.11% compared to the best
model Faster RCNN, while the detection speed is significantly improved from 4 fps to 30 fps
which can be termed as real-time. After verification by the deep ALN, 1.1% AP increase
can be further achieved compared to FVPN, but the efficiency superiority is lost due to the
deep architecture of ALN. However, the more complicated ALN is designed for fine-grained
vehicle attributes annotation. Therefore, if we only consider implementing vehicle detection
tasks, our proposed FVPN is preferred to be independently adopted as a high-performance
vehicle detector.
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Fig. 3.11 Precision-recall curves on three vehicle datasets. FVPN+veri illustrates the detection
results after verification by the ALN. MDPM-w/o-BB and MDPM-w-BB denote Mixture-
DPM without / with bounding-box prediction, respectively.
Table 3.2 Vehicle detection AP (%) and speed (fps) comparison on the UTS, PASCAL
VOC2007 and LISA 2010 datasets
Methods













MDPM-w/o-BB 41.96% 0.25 48.44% 1.25 63.61% 0.7
MDPM-w-BB 52.73% 0.2 57.14% 1.25 72.89% 0.7
RCNN 44.87% 0.03 38.52% 0.08 55.37% 0.06
FastRCNN 51.58% 0.4 52.95% 0.5 53.37% 0.5
FasterRCNN 59.82% 4 63.47% 6 77.09% 6
FVPN-w/o-knowledge guide 55.73% 30 60.27% 46 73.88% 42
FVPN-w/o-bbr 57.04% 30 60.81% 46 73.46% 42
FVPN 61.93% 30 65.12% 46 80.46% 42
FVPN+Verify 63.03% 2 66.44% 4 81.10% 4
“bbr" indicates the bounding-box regressor used in our model, while “BB" denotes
bounding-box prediction used in DPM model. “w" and “w/o" are the abbreviations of “with"
and “without", respectively. “Verify" denotes the vehicle verification in the ALN.
The other two deep models, RCNN and Fast RCNN, do not produce satisfactory results
mainly due to the low-precision proposals extracted by Selective Search [138]. Mixture-DPM
with bounding-box prediction (MDPM-w-BB [33]) significantly improve the performance
compared to MDPM-w/o-BB [33] by 10.77%. In addition, the speed of all these baselines is
slower than 1 fps which is far from real-time vehicle detection.
We also test the FVPN trained without knowledge guidance, with the AP decreased
by 6.20%, which proves the significant advantage of knowledge guidance. Moreover, if
FVDN-w/o-bbr is adopted for simplifying the algorithm, most predicted bounding boxes
will get some offsets or include more backgrounds, which makes detection unsatisfactory.
Corresponding experiments are carried out to demonstrate that bounding-box regression can
be helpful with the AP increased by 4.89%.
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Testing on the PASCAL VOC2007 car dataset and the LISA 2010 dataset To make
our methods more convincing, we also evaluate on two other public datasets. All the images
containing vehicles in the trainval and test sets (totally 1434 images) in the PASCAL VOC
2007 dataset are extracted to be evaluated. In addition, the LISA 2010 dataset contains three
video sequences with low image quality captured by an on-board camera. All the results are
shown in the middle and right columns of Table 3.2. For the PASCAL VOC2007 dataset, the
FVPN achieves 65.12% in AP with high-speed of 46 fps, which outperforms MDPM-w-BB,
RCNN, FastRCNN and Faster RCNN by 7.98%, 26.6%, 12.17% and 1.65%, respectively.
Likewise, FVPN+veri can even obtain a higher AP of 66.44%. Similarly, for the LISA 2010
dataset, the highest accuracy of 81.10% by FVPN+veri and 80.46% by only FVPN beats all
other methods as well. Therefore, it demonstrates that our method is able to stably detect
vehicles with different viewpoints, occlusions, and varied image qualities.
Figure 3.11 presents the precision-recall curves of all the compared methods on UTS,
PASCAL VOC2007 car and the LISA 2010 datasets, respectively. From all these figures, we
can further discover that, for all three datasets, both FVPN+Verify and only FVPN-based
system achieve better performance than other vehicle detection methods by comparing Area
Under the Curve (AUC). Besides, some qualitative detection results including successful and
failure cases are shown in Figure 3.12. It can be observed that the FVPN cannot handle highly
occluded cases at very small sizes, since local peaks within the corresponding FVPN heat
map overlap. The similar situation also exists in most of the deep networks based detection
approaches [38, 37, 118, 120].
PASCAL VOC2007 Car dataset error analysis To further examine the detection re-
sults, we look into an in-depth error analysis on the VOC2007 car dataset. We categorize all
the positive predictions into four different types with their corresponding IoU settings:
• Correct localization, IoU >= 0.7
• Incorrect localization due to occlusions, 0.3<= IoU < 0.7
• Incorrect localization due to others, 0.3<= IoU < 0.7
• False alarm due to backgrounds, IoU < 0.3
Figure 3.13 demonstrates the error type analysis of false positives by a pie chart. We
find that the severe occlusion between cars is the main factor for incorrect bounding-box
prediction. Apart from false positives, the case of missing detection (i.e. false negatives)
is always observed when the scale size is extremely small or a car body is occluded over
50%. Moreover, we can observe that vehicles in some dark colors cannot be detected under
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LISA 2010 Car Dataset 
PASCAL VOC 2007 Car Dataset 
UTS Vehicle Dataset 
Fig. 3.12 Examples of successful and failure cases for detection. A green box denotes correct





Incorrect localization due to 
occlusions
Incorrect localization due to 
others
False alarm due to backgrounds
Fig. 3.13 Error analysis for detection results on VOC2007 car dataset. It shows the false
positive detections are mainly due to the incorrect localization.
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very low illumination. If we drop the data augmentation by adjusting image intensities for
training, this situation will become more severe, decreasing the AP to 62.35%.
Evaluation of Vehicle Attributes Annotation
The experiments and analysis of the ALN are mainly based on the CompCars dataset and the
UTS dataset. The web-nature data in the CompCars dataset are labeled with five viewpoints
and twelve types about 136000 and 97500 images, respectively. We neglect those images
without type annotation and randomly split the remaining data into the training and validation
subsets as 7:3. In addition to pose estimation and type classification, we complement the
annotation of five common vehicle colors on about 10000 images for evaluation of color
recognition. Besides, for type classification, we compare the results of both the selected
6 common vehicle types and the total 12 types as mentioned in Section 3.4.3. Vehicle
verification (i.e., binary classification of vehicle and background) is evaluated in all the
experiments as well.
In the following subsections, we first explain the superiority of our method compared
to the state-of-the-art one-net pipeline. Then, we implement four different experiments to
investigate the gain of the multi-task architecture, the accuracy by inputs with different image
qualities, the effect of layer depths and the difficulty of fine-grained classification under
different viewpoints.
Comparison to state-of-the-art one-net pipeline For investigating the necessity of our
two-stage inference architecture for vehicle detection and attributes annotation, we compare
it with the one-net pipeline FasterRCNN VGG-16 [120] trained with multi-attributes learning.
We modify the last fully-connected layers of FasterRCNN to implement both bounding-
box regression for detection and softmax for different attributes classification. Table 3.3
illustrates that the annotation accuracy of one-net FasterRCNN is much lower than that of
our DAVE. The reasons are as follows. Vehicle attributes annotation is a fine-grained task,
which requires relatively high-resolution vehicle images for better results, especially for
vehicle type. Thus, the input frame of FVPN for a test should be large (e.g. 1920×1080) to
ensure all vehicle proposals inside are clear and informative to be fed into ALN for better
annotation. However, one-net FasterRCNN has to take fixed size input (600× 600) for
initial layers (i.e. RPN), which leads to relatively small-sized vehicle proposals (usually
less than 100×100) that subsequently reduced the performance on later annotation due to
lack of visual details. Although we can reconstruct FasterRCNN by uniformly amplifying
the spatial size of each layer to meet the requirement of resolution for good annotation, the
computational and memory costs will dramatically increase and the detection speed will drop
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to 0.6 fps for FasterRCNN. Therefore, our two-stage inference architecture is necessary and
achieves significant advancement in real-world vehicle annotation tasks.
Table 3.3 Evaluation (%) of attributes annotation compared to one-net pipeline on the UTS
dataset
Methods Detection Pose Estimation 12-type Classification 6-type Classification Color Recognition
Faster RCNN VGG-16 59.82 91.30 58.19 88.43 69.44
DAVE 63.03 98.03 69.64 94.91 79.25
Single-task learning or multi-task learning? To explore this problem, we compare the
multi-task ALN with the case of training networks for each attribute separately (i.e., single
task). In addition, results by the combination of deeply learned features and an SVM classifier
are compared as well. All the model architectures are based on the GoogLeNet (introduced in
Appendix A), and 1024-dimensional features are extracted from layer pool5/7×7_s1 to train
the corresponding SVM classifier [13]. As shown in the top part of Table 3.4, the multi-task
model consistently achieves higher accuracies on four different tasks, which reveals the
benefit of joint training. Although the combination of extracted features and SVM classifiers
sometimes can lead to a small increase, we still prefer the proposed end-to-end model because
of its elegance and efficiency.
How small a vehicle size can DAVE annotate? Since vehicles within surveillance
video frames are usually in different sizes. Visual details of those vehicles far from the
camera are significantly unclear. Although they can be selected by the FVPN with coarse
requirements, after rescaling to 224×224, these vehicle proposals with low image clarity
are hard to be annotated with correct attributes by the ALN. To explore this problem, we
test vehicle images with original sizes of 224, 112, 56 and 28 using the trained ALN. The
middle part of Table 3.4 illustrates that the higher resolution the original input size is, the
better accuracy it can achieve.
Deep or shallow? How deep of the network is necessary for vehicle attributes learning
is also worth to be explored. Since our ALN can be established on different deep models, we
compare popular deep networks: AlexNet [76] and GoogLeNet with 8 layers and 22 layers,
respectively. As VGGNet (16 layers version) [128] configured with numerous parameters
requires heavy computation and large memory, we do not expect to employ it for our ALN.
Besides, our proposed shallow FVPN with 4 layers is also used for attributes learning. From
the bottom part of Table 3.4, we can see that a deeper network does not obtain much better
performance on vehicle verification compared to a shallow one. However, for pose estimation,
type classification and color recognition, the deepest GoogLeNet consistently outperforms
other nets with obvious gaps. Particularly for type classification which belongs to fine-grained
categorization, the shallow FVPN gives extremely poor results. It illustrates that a deeper
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Table 3.4 Evaluation (%) of attributes annotation for vehicles on the UTS dataset
Tasks Vehicle Verification Pose Estimation
Vehicle Type
Classification Color Recognition
12 types 6 types
Comparison of single-task learning (STL) and multi-task learning (MTL) for attributes prediction
STL 98.73 96.94 60.37 88.32 78.33
MTL 99.45 98.03 69.64 94.91 79.25
STL feature+SVM 99.11 97.12 60.86 90.75 78.06
MTL feature+SVM 99.36 98.10 69.86 95.12 79.19
Comparison of Attributes prediction with different sizes of vehicle images
28×28 90.45 83.49 37.52 53.66 49.73
56×56 98.12 91.33 52.02 77.02 66.14
112×112 99.37 96.56 63.41 90.67 80.31
224×224 99.45 98.03 69.64 94.91 79.25
Comparison of Attributes prediction with different deep models
ALN based on FVPN (depth = 4) 95.96 81.21 27.26 43.12 65.12
ALN based on AlexNet (depth = 8) 99.51 95.76 66.01 89.25 77.90
ALN based on GoogLeNet (depth = 22) 99.45 98.03 69.04 94.91 79.25
network with powerful discriminative capability is more suitable for fine-grained vehicle
classification tasks.
Fine-grained categorization in different views. Finally, since vehicle type classifica-
tion belongs to fine-grained categorization, we are interested in investigating its difficulty in
different views due to its importance for our future work such as vehicle re-identification.
As demonstrated in Table 3.5, for both 12-type and 6-type classification, higher precision is
easier to be achieved from the side and rear-side views, while it is difficult to discriminate
vehicle types from the front view. In other words, if we aim to re-identify a target vehicle
from two different viewpoints, the type annotation predicted from a side view is more credible
than that from a front view.
Table 3.5 Evaluation (%) of fine-grained vehicle type classification on the UTS dataset
Number of vehicle type Front Rear Side FrontSide RearSide
12 58.02 60.37 66.73 61.28 64.90
6 79.42 84.60 92.93 86.77 92.53
Figure 3.14 shows some qualitative evaluation results of our DAVE on vehicle attributes
annotation. It demonstrates that our model is robust to detect vehicles and annotate their
poses, colors, and types simultaneously for urban traffic surveillance. The failure cases
mainly take place on incorrect colors and vehicle types.
3.4.6 Conclusion
In this section, we developed a multi-task learning framework for fast vehicle detection
and annotation: DAVE, which consists of two convolutional neural networks FVPN and
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#1: Silver MPV - Side
#2: Silver Hatchback- Side
#3: Red Sedan - Side
#4: Black SUV - Frontside
#5: Black Sedan - Frontide
#6: Red Sedan - Frontside
#1: Silver Hatchback-Rearside
#2:Silver Hatchback-Frontside
#3: Red Hatchback - Rearside
#4: White Minibus - Rear
#5: Red Hatchback - Frontside
#6: White Minibus - Frontside
#7: White Minibus - Frontside
#1: Red Hatchback - Rearside
#2: White Pickup - Rearside
#3: Black Hatchback - Front
#4: Blue Sedan - Rearside
#5: Silver Sedan - Rear
#6: White Hatchback - Rear
#7: Silver Sedan - Rear
#8: N/A(C) Hatchback - Rear
#9: Silver Hatchback - Rear
#10: White Hatchback - Front
#11: Black Hatchback - Front
#12: White Minibus - Front
#13: White Sedan - Front
#14: White Minibus - Front
#15: Silver Sedan - Front
#16: White Minibus - Frontside
#17: Silver SUV - Frontside
#1:Black Hatchback - Rearside
#2: Silver SUV- Rearside
#3: White Sedan - Front




#8: White Minibus - Front
#9: Red Hatchback - Front
#1: Silver Hatchback -Frontside
#2: Black Sedan - Frontside
#3: White Minibus - Side
#4: Red Hatchback - Frontside
#5: Silver Hatchback - Side
#6: Silver Sedan - Frontside
#7:White Hatchback-Frontside
#8: Silver Hatchback- Frontside
#9: Silver Hatchback - Side
#10: Black Sedan - Side






















#1: Blue Hatchback -Rear
#2: Black Sedan - Rear
#3: Black Hatchback - Rearside
#4: White Hatchback - Front
#5: Silver Hatchback - Front
#6: Silver MPV - Rearside
#7:Black Hatchback-Frontside
#1: Silver Hatchback -Front
#2: Black Hatchback- Frontside
#3: Black SUV - Front
#4: Silver Hatchback - Front
#5: Black Hatchback - Frontide
#6: White Sedan - Frontside
#7: Silver SUV - Frontside
#8: N/A(C) MPV- Frontside
#9: Black Hatchback - Side
#1: N/C(A) SUV - Front
#2: White Minibus - Front
#3: Black Sedan - Front
#4: White SUV - Frontside
#5: Black Hatchback - Front
#6: Black Sedan - Rearside
#7:SilverHatchback-Frontside
#8: N/A(C) Sedan - Rearside
#9: Black SUV - Frontside
#10: White Pickup - Rear
#11: Silver Sedan - Rearside
#12: White SUV - Rearside
#13: White Sedan - Rearside






















Fig. 3.14 Qualitative results of attributes annotation. Red marks denote incorrect annotation,
and N/A(C) means a catch-all color.
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ALN. The detection and attributes learning networks predict bounding-boxes for vehicles and
infer their attributes: pose, color, and type, simultaneously. Extensive experimental results
have shown that our method outperforms state-of-the-art frameworks and achieves a highly
accurate vehicle attributes annotation system.
3.5 Discussion
In the current computer vision and deep learning community, researchers always reluctantly
build end-to-end systems which aim to make all the results outputted from one model. The
true novelty of DAVE emphasizes building a balanced and least-cost framework not only
for vehicle detection but more importantly for accurate attributes annotation in realistic
scenarios. We originally indeed tried one end-to-end pipeline with attributes annotation.
Though such one-net framework seems elegant theoretically, the low annotation accuracy
and high complexity are unacceptable based on experiments.
Since each vehicle looks highly different in varying viewpoints and many vehicles have
almost similar appearances, learning a viewpoint-invariant feature of a vehicle is challenging
but highly useful in tasks such as vehicle re-identification. Compared with vehicle detection
and coarsely semantic attributes annotation, vehicle re-identification requires more detailed
feature representations to discriminate different vehicle identities. In the next two chapters,
several algorithms are proposed to address the multi-view vehicle re-identification problem.

Chapter 4
Cross-View Image Generation for
Vehicle Re-identification
This chapter will discuss another widely-explored research topic called re-identification
(re-ID) for intelligent video surveillance. The video surveillance and security management
plays a significant role in current public transportation systems. In some applications, we
usually need to locate a target object such as vehicle or person in a large city area or track
it within a long-term duration. Object re-identification aims to address this problem of
matching a query target with a huge number of gallery candidates captured from many other
non-overlapping cameras. In the past decade, person re-ID has attracted large attention and
been investigated extensively. However, vehicle-related researches only focus on vehicle
detection and classification. Vehicle re-ID is an area that has received far less attention in
the computer vision community than the prevalent person re-ID. Possible reasons for this
slow progress are the lack of appropriate research data and the special 3D structure of a
vehicle. A few of existing vehicle re-ID methods have generally focused on some specific
views (e.g. front), but these methods are less effective in realistic scenarios where vehicles
usually appear in arbitrary views to cameras. Moreover, some researchers prefer to exploit
license plate and spatial-temporal information to achieve high-performance re-ID, but such
data is hard to be accessed in real applications. Therefore, we aim to propose more general
vision-based solutions to address the multi-view vehicle re-ID problem.
4.1 Introduction and Motivation
Intelligent vehicle surveillance techniques have been widely explored in the past decades.
Most researches focus on vehicle detection [130, 134, 9] and recognition [153, 30, 171]
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tasks. However, a more interesting and challenging problem, called vehicle re-identification
(re-ID), has not achieved much progress. Vehicle re-ID solves the problem of searching a
target vehicle in numerous non-overlapping cameras in the public surveillance system. It can
be applied to many practical scenarios such as urban surveillance and security. However, due
to the special 3D structure, a vehicle usually looks highly different in varying viewpoints.
On the contrary, two similar but different vehicles in the same viewpoint always look more
similar than two different viewpoints of the same vehicle by machine vision. Thus, the
cross-view vehicle matching task is considered extremely challenging.
Compared with a similar problem called person re-ID [42] in which many great algorithms
have been proposed, vehicle re-ID suffers from more difficulties and challenges. As shown in
Figure 4.1, images of the same human usually have overlapped appearance even though with
large viewpoint variations since a human body is usually upright, and the texture or color
of his/her wear will not vary severely in different viewpoints. However, visual features of
vehicles in varying views can be totally different. For instance, there is no overlap on visual
pattern of the vehicle across the front, side and rear viewpoints. Conventional person re-ID
methods, in which multi-view processing was not a large consideration, are not reasonable to
be transferred directly to vehicle re-ID.
Person re-ID and vehicle re-ID are two highly similar problems but just target on different
objects. Since person re-ID has achieved more solid investigations, we first give a brief
introduction of person re-ID methods. Previous person re-ID methods can be categorized
into four main groups: feature extraction, distance metric learning, subspace learning and
deep learning. The first group focuses on designing robust features. For person, they usually
vertically split the human body into several parts to extract local features [47, 31, 162,
88], but neglect the horizontal changes across different viewpoints. The distance metric
[25, 147, 148, 74] and subspace [159, 89, 169, 157] learning methods optimize models in
brute-force ways to shorten the distance between the same person and enlarge that between
different people, which can only achieve limited improvements since the feature spaces across
different viewpoints are not subject to the same manifold. Moreover, recent widespread deep
learning methods [85, 1, 17, 161] aim to solve feature learning and distance metric learning
simultaneously within one end-to-end model.
Researches on vehicle re-ID, particularly vision-based algorithms, have obtained in-
creasing attention in the past two years. Vehicle re-ID can be classified into two cases:
single-view and multi-view. Some early works have been presented in [30, 158, 68] to
address the front-view re-ID or side-view re-ID. The one-view re-ID task is easy that features
of the given image pair can be employed directly to measure distance since no viewpoint
variation needs to be considered. Unfortunately, in most realistic scenarios, surveillance
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Fig. 4.1 Comparison of vehicle and person re-ID. The variation of visual pattern across
different views of a vehicle is much larger than that of a person.
cameras installed at different positions cannot guarantee each vehicle captured is in the
same viewpoint. The problem goes difficult for the multi-view vehicle re-ID. Most works
[99, 145, 126] also mentioned the challenges thus preferred to exploit spatial and temporal
data as auxiliary information to largely reduce the gallery set size then improve the re-ID
performance. Since the access of spatial and temporal data is restricted, we aim to address
the problem by exploring more general vision-based methods.
Learning distance metrics directly based on features across different viewpoints will
make the model confused. Our proposed framework to solve the multi-view vehicle re-ID
task is demonstrated in Figure 4.2. We aim to infer images in different viewpoints of the
input vehicle with only one captured view, thus distance metrics can be better learned on the
generated multi-view feature space which is viewpoint-invariant. In this chapter, we propose
two methods of cross-view image generation for vehicle re-ID. One adopts a convolutional









Fig. 4.2 A sketch of our proposed multi-view vehicle re-ID framework. Cross-view images
are generated based on the input image, thus distance metric learning can be conducted on
the viewpoint-invariant multi-view feature space rather than the single-view one.
encoder-decoder architecture and the other one is built on a conditional generative adversarial
network. Our works make the following contributions:
* We present a Spatially Concatenated ConvNet (SCCN) to learn transformations across
different viewpoints of a vehicle separately, and then spatially concatenate all the feature
maps and map them to a global feature representation to learn the distance metrics.
* A novel deep Cross-View Generative Adversarial Network (XVGAN) is proposed for
generating cross-view vehicle images from an input view. Moreover, the model is extended
to solve the multi-view vehicle re-ID problem.
* More reasonable distance metrics can be learned on a viewpoint-invariant feature space
rather than spaces for cross-view modalities.
* Extensive experiments are carried out to show the superiority of the proposed SCCN
and XVGAN on both the vehicle image generation quality and re-ID performance.
4.2 Related Work
4.2.1 Vehicle Re-identification
Most typical vehicle re-ID algorithms are usually based on license plate recognition or
multi-sensor fusion. Theoretically, license plate-based re-ID methods [80, 84] should be
highly stable and accurate due to the uniqueness of license number. However, license plates
are usually not clear enough (e.g. low-resolution and occluded) to identify vehicles in most
cases, except some special areas such as toll station where equipped with HD cameras.
In addition, license plate is only visible in the front and rear views of a vehicle, which is
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restricted to be widely applied to realistic scenarios that a vehicle can appear in arbitrary
viewpoints to a surveillance camera. Sensor-based approaches are also well explored for
vehicle re-ID. Multi-detector fusion [132] is proved to yield better results than a single
detector. Wireless magnetic sensors are adopted in [78] to help to estimate arterial travel time.
In [137], vehicle detector waveform is introduced and analyzed in vehicle re-ID. Although
sensor-based methods can also achieve satisfactory results, the high costs of professional
sensors are not preferred in practical applications. Therefore, the cheaper appearance-based
approaches are more potential and deserved to be explored.
Some purely vision-based vehicle re-ID methods and datasets have been proposed in
the past two years. Deep relative distance learning [94], adopting coupled clusters loss and
mixed difference network structure, is designed for learning the difference between similar
vehicles. A new VehicleID dataset is introduced, which contains 10,319 vehicle models. In
[158], a vehicle is first extracted by a 3D bounding-box and then warped into a plane as
a normalized image. Finally, HOG and color histogram features are computed and linear
SVM is learned to match the vehicles. A new vehicle dataset BoxCars which consists of
21,250 different vehicles, is proposed as well. However, the VehicleID dataset mainly studies
the front and rear viewpoints, while the BoxCars dataset limitedly contains the front-side
and rear-side view. These vehicle re-ID methods only consider some specific views which
cannot be applied to realistic applications. Moreover, [98, 99] introduces the VeRi dataset
which contains 776 vehicles over 50,000 images with more views and employs visual feature,
license plate and spatial-temporal information to explore the re-ID problem. Kanaci et al.
[68] proposed a cross-level vehicle recognition method exploiting the strong capacity of a
Siamese deep model to implement fine-grained re-ID. However, they only explored the front
and rear viewpoints. More recently, Wang et al. [145] proposed an orientation invariant
feature embedding method and adopted spatial-temporal regularization to refine the results.
Shen et al. [126] mainly focused on the spatio-temporal relations between vehicle images to
predict path proposals and the results can be highly improved.
4.2.2 Image Generation
A basic interest in image generation networks is to adopt deep convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) that building convolutional layers as image encoders and functioning deconvolutional
layers as decoders. Such a general framework has usually been employed to construct view
synthesis models. Tatarchenko et al. [136] presented a deep CNN to infer multi-view images
of 3D models from single image input. Alternatively, rather than generating RGB images
of the target view, appearance flow vector is focused in [170]. Although the backbone of
the model is still based on a convolutional encoder-decoder fashion, the model does not
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need to generate all the pixels from scratch but copy some of them from the input image.
Moreover, Park et al. [113] proposed a transformation-grounded image generation network
that introduces symmetry-aware visibility map to enhance previous models. The visibility
map encodes the viewpoint relationship between the input and target views. All these models
are mainly optimized using reconstruction loss and evaluated on the 3D car and chairs
datasets and achieved promising results.
In addition to the encoder-decoder architectures for intuitively addressing image gener-
ation, generative modeling is more worth to be studied. Generative Adversarial Network
(GAN) and Variational AutoEncoder (VAE) are the most two successful generative models.
The original GAN [44] is proposed with a deconvolutional network for generating images
from the noise and a convolutional network for discriminating real or fake samples. DCGAN
[117], InfoGAN [18], AC-GAN [110] and WGAN [3] are all excellent follow-up works to
investigate conditional GAN variants. Moreover, many researchers have extended GAN to
implement different image generation tasks. Reed et al. [119] proposed a text-to-image GAN
to synthesize realistic images from text descriptions. Image translation is another successful
application which gains much improvement by GANs such as [63, 174]. Alternatively, VAE
[72] aims to optimize the encoder and decoder networks by minimizing KL divergence
between the generated images and the posterior distribution. Gregor et al. [49] introduced a
deep recurrent attentive neural network for image generation which combines a spatial atten-
tion model with a sequential variational auto-encoder framework. In [151], visual attributes
are used as conditions to generate images. The proposed model is a layered generative model
with disentangled latent variables and optimized by a variational auto-encoder.
4.3 Spatially Concatenated ConvNet for View Estimation
Given a query vehicle image and a set of gallery images, one method is to synthesize images
of different viewpoints for each single-view input image and fuse all the feature maps to
a global feature which can be considered as a strong descriptive representation containing
all-view information. In detail, we can first extract features of the original vehicle image
that only contains one-view visual content. Then, transformation models can be learned to
estimate images of the vehicle in other viewpoints. Finally, we can fuse all the feature maps
in different views, and adopt such final representations to do the distance metric learning for
re-ID. A brief overview of this idea is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
In this section, we present our Spatially Concatenated ConvNet (SCCN) which is an
end-to-end model. The SCCN, a pure CNN architecture, learns non-linear transformations
across different viewpoints of vehicles by separate convolutional and deconvolutional layer
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An all-view global feature fused by multi-view features
Vehicle #2: All-View global feature
Vehicle #3: All-View global feature
Vehicle #4: All-View global feature
features extraction          viewpoint estimation
Distance Measure and Ranking
View Estimation and Feature Fusion
Fig. 4.3 An overview of the SCCN. We aim to infer multiple viewpoints’ images of a vehicle
from only one visible view and exploit their feature maps to learn the final re-ID model.
sets, and then spatially concatenate the feature maps of all viewpoints to further obtain
high-level global features and measure distances with other vehicles.
4.3.1 Problem Formulation
The problem formulation of vehicle re-ID can be similar with that of person re-ID. Define a
pair of images (Ivii ,I
v j
j ) and their corresponding binary label si j, where vi and v j denote the
two input images’ viewpoint. If Ii and I j are two views from the same vehicle, then si j = 1,
while si j = 0 if they are from different vehicles. For each single-view input image Iv, we aim
to map it to a multi-view representations f by the following function:
f = G({xk}k=Vk=1 ), where {xk}k=Vk=1 = T (Iv). (4.1)
The operator T (·) denotes the transformations from the input view image Iv to the inferred
hidden-view features {xk}k=Vk=1 , where V is our defined number of viewpoints. The operator
G(·) is a further mapping process to fuse features {xk}k=Vk=1 of different viewpoints into a
global multi-view feature f of the input vehicle.
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After modeling f, we aim to minimize a loss function Lreid to shorten the distance
between fi and f j when si j = 1 and maximize that when si j = 0 by adopting the contrastive







[si j∥fi− f j∥22+(1− si j)max(0,m2−∥fi− f j∥22)]. (4.2)
Where N is the number of samples. The first term is to penalize the distance when a positive
pair of vehicle images is too separated, while the second term penalizes a negative pair which
is closer than a margin m. In addition, no penalty happens if the distance between a negative
pair fi and f j is already larger than m (The input f is normalized and m is set as 1.0 in our
experiments). After the model is well trained, the Euclidean distances between the query
vehicle and the gallery ones can be simply computed based on the top level features f to get
the final ranking. Therefore, the most significant factor to achieve high-performance re-ID is
how to design and learn the T (·) and G(·).
4.3.2 Network Architecture
The Spatially Concatenated ConvNet (SCCN) combines two functional parts into one end-
to-end model. Fig. 4.4 illustrates an overview of the architecture of SCCN. The first part of
SCCN aims to learn a set of feature maps containing information of the input vehicle in V
viewpoints from the input visible view. Formally, we implement the T (·) by:
{xk}k=Vk=1 = Pk(Iv), (4.3)
Where Pk is the transformation function from the original input view v to the kth defined view.
After spatially concatenation of {xk}k=Vk=1 , the second part follows a Siamese-like network,
taking {xk}k=Vk=1 as inputs to learn feature fusion by G(·) for measuring distance. These two
parts can be easily combined into one end-to-end model and optimized simultaneously.
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Layer kernel size Output number pad stride
Conv1_vk & Conv1 5×5 32 2 1
Pool1_vk & Pool1 2×2 32 0 2
Conv2_vk & Conv2 5×5 48 2 1
Pool2_vk & Pool2 2×2 48 0 2
Conv3_vk & Conv3 3×3 64 1 1
Pool3_vk & Pool3 2×2 64 0 2
Deconv2_vk & Deconv2 3×3 48 1 2
Deconv1_vk & Deconv1 4×4 32 1 2
FC_vp - 512 - -
Conv_fc_reg 5×5 3 2 1
Conv_fc_clc 5×5 8 2 4
Conv4 5×5 64 0 2
Pool4 2×2 64 0 2
Conv5 3×3 128 0 1
Conv6 3×3 128 0 1
Pool6 2×2 128 0 2
FC7 - 1024 - -
FC8 - 512 - -
Table 4.1 Parameter settings of the SCCN. Leaky-ReLU activation is set after each convolu-
tional and fully-connected layer.
In SCCN, we define V as 8. The inputs of the SCCN are pairwise vehicle images whose
sizes are rescaled to 100×100×3. Based on the only visible view of a vehicle, the first five
sets of convolutional and deconvolutional layers Conv1_vk, Conv2_vk, Conv3_vk, Deconv2_vk
and Deconv1_vk are designed as 8 parallel and independent sub-networks to implement non-
linear transformation for learning 8 pre-defined vk views’ information. The deconvolution
layers act as upsampling and convolution. In addition, another individual sub-network by
Conv1, Conv2 and Conv3, is used for learning the original viewpoint index and increasing
the proportion of the original view in the concatenated all-view feature maps. As shown in
Figure 4.4, the Deconv1_concat layer, which is spatially concatenated by Deconv1_vk and
Deconv1, is connected to a multi-loss supervision to learn the transformations across multiple
views. Thus, to some extent, the obtained Deconv1_concat can infer latent information of a
vehicle in all views from only one visible view and can be regarded as a global feature map to
describe a vehicle comprehensively. To build an end-to-end architecture, the Deconv1_concat
further goes through the Siamese-like network to learn the high-level global features by
pairwise comparison for computing the distances with other vehicles from different views.
The entire network of two paths in the Siamese architecture adopts the same pipeline sharing
all the parameters. The model parameter details of the SCCN are listed in Table 4.1. Leaky-
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ReLU activations are configured with the slope value of 0.1 after all the convolution and
fully-connection layers.
4.3.3 Cross-View Transformation Multi-Loss
In order to train the first five sets of convolutional and deconvolutional layers to extract latent
features in hidden views of a vehicle based on only one visible view, we employ a multi-loss
to supervise the network with all views’ information of a vehicle. First, for each vehicle image
in the training set, we generate an All_View_Image by placing the original image in the center
and the corresponding 8 views around it (see Figure 4.4). This kind of All_View_Image
is normalized between 0 and 1, and used as the regression label matrix Yreg for learning
by Euclidean loss. In addition, we make a corresponding Viewpoint_Label_Matrix Yclc,
which is used for viewpoint classification by a softmax function, to enhance the semantic
information for learning cross-view transformations. Therefore, after spatial concatenation to
the Deconv1_concat layer, the Conv_ f c_reg and Conv_ f c_clc layers are configured for the
real-valued predictions Ŷreg and softmax output class probabilities Ŷclc, respectively. The














Where N is the number of samples. In the training phase, the input view of a vehicle is
one of the 8 viewpoints, which means the original view usually constitutes two-ninths of
information in the concatenated Deconv1_concat. In other words, we still expect the original
view image can be slightly dominant because its visual pattern is intrinsic and lossless.
After learning the Deconv1_concat layer, which can infer more viewpoints’ information
of a vehicle, the following network of the SCCN is designed for discriminatively learning
the distance metrics between positive or negative vehicle pairs. The 512-dim FC8 layer
is adopted as the final multi-view feature which is connected with Lreid . The multi-view
feature is a viewpoint-invariant representation on which distance metrics can be better learned.
Moreover,Lcrossview andLreid are optimized adopting the same loss weight.
4.3.4 Optimization
We first pre-trained the SCCN using the large-scale multi-view RGB-D Object Dataset
proposed in [79], since the diversity of this object dataset is abundant for better learning
our models with respect to transformations across multi-views of a 3D object. The RGB-D
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Object Dataset contains 300 common household objects’ images captured for one whole
rotation. We only use the RGB data, and averagely sample 8 views for each object at different
heights. After 40 epochs pre-training, we adopt the training set of our Toy Car RE-ID dataset
to fine-tune our models.
According to some empirical parameters, we specifically set the best-performed value of
momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 0.0005 for training the SCCN. The learning rate is
initially scheduled as 5×10−4, and then reduced by 10 when the loss stops decreasing. The
training is iterated by 20 epochs.
4.3.5 Experiments and Results
Datasets and Evaluation Protocols
Toy Car RE-ID Dataset. To better explore the multi-view re-ID problem, our motivation is
to build a vehicle dataset where densely sampled viewpoints are available for each vehicle
since no such kind of dataset exists in this research area. However, collecting an all-view
vehicle dataset for re-ID in realistic surveillance is difficult due to restricted access of
recordings and likelihood of certain views not being available. To address these issues, we
collect a toy car dataset which contains many common vehicle types such as sedan, SUV,
hatchback, van, and pickup, of different colors. As we expect to reduce the gap in appearance
between toy cars and real cars, we mainly select those metal toy cars as real as possible to
construct the dataset. In addition, we provide lighting to simulate illumination by the sun.
This vehicle re-ID dataset consists of 200 different models of toy car. As illustrated in
Fig. 4.5, we first adopted a rotation stage to collect sequences of vehicles as they rotated by
360 degrees. We set cameras at three angles: 30◦, 60◦ and 90◦ to capture data with different
altitudes. In each angle, we averagely sampled 50 viewpoints and cropped all the vehicles to
generate the raw dataset containing 30,000 images in total. In the second phase, we replace
the green background with random road patterns to synthesize our final toy car dataset. In
this chapter, we only use data in 30◦ and 60◦ angles to evaluate our models. We combine
these two angles to make our models better trained with the compatibility of learning vehicles
in more flexible vertical angles, since a vehicle far from a camera and one close to a camera
are captured in different angles in the real world. The details of the use of data and split of
training and test sets are explained in the experiments section. The whole dataset containing
30◦, 60◦ and 90◦ can be also used for studying other tasks such as UAV vehicle detection.
We don’t include 90◦ in our experiments because such an angle is not realistic for vehicle
re-ID on the ground.
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Add random road background.      
Fig. 4.5 Collection of the Toy Car RE-ID Dataset. Three angles 30◦, 60◦ and 90◦, and 50
views in each angle are available to be used. The picture at the bottom gives a glance of the
final synthesized data in angle 30◦with 8 views for each vehicle.
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We select 8 main viewpoints of each vehicle for evaluating SCCN. Images in angles
30◦and 60◦are mixed to make our models invariant for vertical angles’ variation to some
extent. Since the majority of our toy car data is captured under the same illumination, we
augment the data by adjusting the value channel into three different levels in HSV space,
which has been evaluated to improve the final results. In the experiments, we split the
dataset into 150 vehicles for training and 50 vehicles for testing. To train our models, we
randomly compose 200 view pairs for each vehicle and finally generate 30,000 positive pairs
(150 vehicles × 200 different combinations in viewpoint, angle and illumination). Besides,
60,000 negative pairs are also randomly composed of different vehicles. In the test phase,
any arbitrary viewpoint in the dataset can be used (not limited to 8 or 16 viewpoints). We
randomly select one image from 100 views (50 viewpoints × 2 angles) of each vehicle into
the gallery set, which was repeated 10 times in our experiments to obtain the final CMC
curves.
Multi-view Car Dataset. To make our methods more convincing and show their general-
izability, we also evaluate our models on real car datasets. Multi-view Car dataset [111] is the
only real vehicle dataset that each car has all-view images. However, it contains sequences
of only 20 vehicles rotated by 360 degrees. We use it as a small test set for evaluating all
models trained on our Toy Car RE-ID dataset. Since the backgrounds of all images for
one vehicle are the same but different between vehicles in this dataset, we tightly crop the
vehicle in each image and add random backgrounds to avoid features being dominated by
background patterns. In our experiments, we averagely sample 16 viewpoints of each vehicle
and similarly select a random one of them into the gallery set.
VehicleID Dataset. VehicleID [94] is a large-scale realistic surveillance dataset, but only
contains images of two viewpoints: the front and rear view. It consists of 26267 vehicles
in total and is split into 13134 vehicles for training and 13133 vehicles for testing. We
strictly follow their evaluation protocol, even though it is not fair for our multi-view methods
since many vehicles in the dataset only contain images in one viewpoint. In the test set, we
randomly take one image of each vehicle into the gallery set (gallery size = 800). Other
images are used for querying. The final results are obtained by repeating the experiments 10
times.
VeRi Dataset. The VeRi dataset [99] contains 776 vehicles (about 9000 tracks) with
more varied viewpoints. According to [99], the dataset is split into 576 vehicles for training
and 200 vehicles for a test. A newly defined evaluation method, mean average precision
(mAP) for re-ID, is also introduced in [99], and image-to-track search is conducted instead
of conventional image-to-image search. Moreover, since some vehicles in this dataset have
more available viewpoints but not all, we carefully select 255 vehicles containing our defined
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Table 4.2 Evaluation (%) of effectiveness of each component proposed in the SCCN. The left
part studies the proposed multi-view inference. The right part studies the architecture of the
SCCN.
Multi-view inference Architecture of the SCCN
Datasets Methods SCCN Single-View Feature SCCN-w/o-Deconv1 SCCN-w/o-VLM SCCN-w/o-AVI One-CNN
ToyCar
r=1 41.69 21.36 38.26 35.39 23.81 29.64
r=5 80.47 62.04 78.54 75.66 65.30 69.82
r=20 100.00 93.57 99.81 97.23 94.11 95.30
Multi-View
r=1 66.14 38.24 64.92 60.73 37.92 46.54
r=5 97.37 77.91 96.13 92.71 78.65 84.11
r=10 100.00 98.16 100.00 98.05 97.95 97.62
VehicleID
r=1 45.14 32.59 44.39 42.29 29.68 34.36
r=10 69.07 42.66 68.50 67.41 38.54 50.20
r=50 85.37 57.01 84.82 83.26 55.22 67.15
VeRi
mAP 15.39 12.96 15.28 15.02 9.56 13.79
r=1 44.85 35.29 44.59 43.91 26.89 38.64
r=5 58.61 49.30 58.47 58.13 41.77 53.15
r=20 71.73 64.15 71.62 71.07 59.20 66.99
8 different viewpoints in the training set to finetune our model, which refers to SCCN-Ft in
experiments, and then evaluate on the same whole test set.
Ablation Studies
Hidden View Generation by SCCN. Before evaluating re-ID performance, some generated
examples of the Conv_ f c_reg are visualized in Fig. 4.6. The upper four sample pairs are
results by the model trained on our Toy Car RE-ID dataset. The bottom four sample pairs are
results by the model fine-tuned on the VeRi dataset. The SCCN model infers eight different
views as well as the original visible one for each test vehicle, and can moderately filter
useless background. From inferred samples, we can observe that most of the shape and color
information could be successfully generated. Although the inferred views look blurry, the
learned features of these views can already contribute to the final multi-view vehicle re-ID
accuracies.
Effect of Multi-view Inference. The primary contribution we need to investigate is
the effectiveness of the multi-view feature inference for vehicle re-ID. In this baseline, we
configureLreid after FC_vp layer to learn distance metrics only based on the input one-view
features, which refers to Single-View Feature in Table 4.2.
As shown in the left part of Table 4.2, SCCN can make consistently significant improve-
ments compared with the Single-View Feature baseline on four vehicle datasets. Particularly
for the Toy Car RE-ID and Multi-View Car datasets where each vehicle has images of densely
sampled viewpoints, the rank-1 accuracies can be increased by over 20% by our model. To
better demonstrate the effectiveness of multi-view inference, we visualize the multi-view
feature embeddings compared with the Single-View Feature ones directly extracted from





Fig. 4.6 Visualization examples of the Conv_ f c_reg inference. Row A1 and B1 show samples
inferred from the only one input view. The All_View_Image ground truths are compared in
Row B1 and B2.
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(a) Single-View Feature (b) Multi-View Feature
Fig. 4.7 t-SNE demonstration of multi-view features compared with single-view features of
samples from 50 test vehicles in the VeRi dataset. It shows our learned multi-view features
are more viewpoint-invariant.
the input view. We select VeRi dataset to show the results since it is a realistic vehicle
dataset containing different viewpoints’ images. In Fig. 4.7, images of 50 vehicles in the test
set of VeRi dataset are distributed in the 2-D space. It shows samples of the same vehicle
in different viewpoints are scattered by the Single-View Feature, but better clustered after
multi-view feature inference.
Studies on SCCN. We first evaluate each component proposed in SCCN with the follow-
ing baselines.
SCCN-w/o-Deconv1. (drop the sub-CNN for Deconv1) The branch of producing
Deconv1 is proposed to increase the proportion of original input view in the concatenated
feature maps since in the test phase the viewpoint of the input vehicle can be arbitrary which
is not limited to the defined eight viewpoints for training. To explore its effectiveness, we
compare it with a baseline that directly concatenates two same sub-CNNs for the input
viewpoint in the concatenated Deconv1_concat.
SCCN-w/o-VLM. (drop the Viewpoint_Label_Matrix (VLM)) The layer Conv_ f c_clc
supervised by the Viewpoint_Label_Matrix is auxiliary to provide more semantic viewpoint
labels for better training the SCCN. It contributes to faster and more stable convergence for
getting incremental accuracies. In this baseline, we drop it for evaluating its effectiveness.
SCCN-w/o-AVI. (drop the All_View_Image (AVI)) We design the layer Conv_ f c_reg
for learning transformations across different viewpoints optimized by l2 loss with All_View_Image.
This is the most essential part of modeling vision pattern relations between the input view-
point and the target viewpoint. If we drop this supervision, training the SCCN with only
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discrete labels of Viewpoint_Label_Matrix does not make sense to transform the input view
to different views, thus cannot learn effective multi-view features.
One-CNN (for learning multi-view image generation). To design view-specific par-
allel networks separately for learning transformations for each viewpoint is because each
sub-CNN only needs to focus on optimizing parameters for one viewpoint which achieves
better performance. To explore the necessity of this design, we set a One-CNN model as a
baseline. We adopt one encoder-decoder structure with the number of channels increased
by eight times for each layer compared with one branch in the SCCN. The pre-computed
average feature from FC_vp for each viewpoint is replicated spatially and concatenated in
depth with the bottleneck Conv layer as the viewpoint conditional embedding. Other parts
are kept same as the SCCN.
The right part of Table 4.2 illustrates that adding the additional sub-CNN for modeling
the original input viewpoint can have a slight increase for the final result compared with
SCCN-w/o-Deconv1. Moreover, with the training by auxiliary Viewpoint_Label_Matrix,
we can moderately improve our models’ performance on all the four datasets. Dropping the
indispensable All_View_Image will make our model meaningless and degrade the accuracies
same or even lower than results by Single-View Feature. Additionally, adopting one CNN to
learn transformations across different viewpoint pairs severely decreases the performance
although it can reduce the model’s complexity.
Effect of Data Augmentation by Illumination Synthesis. To moderately make our
models robust for varying lighting conditions in the real world, we conduct data augmen-
tation by illumination synthesis. More specifically, we augment the data by adjusting the
value channel into three different levels in HSV space. Some synthesised examples are
demonstrated in Figure 4.8. Although it is not a natural way to provide the different lighting
environments, our ablation experiment disabling the illumination synthesis has proved that
such data augmentation can indeed benefit the final results. As shown in Table 4.3, particu-
larly for the real surveillance datasets VehicleID and VeRi with diverse lighting conditions,
our synthesis method can averagely get about 1.0% increase of rank-1 accuracy.
Table 4.3 Rank-1 rate (%) of Data Augmentation by Illumination Synthesis.
Datasets Illumination Synthesis No Illumination Synthesis
Toy Car RE-ID 41.69 41.25
Multi-View Car 66.14 65.95
VehicleID 45.14 43.92
VeRi 44.85 43.96
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Fig. 4.8 Examples of illumination synthesis on three different levels.
Comparisons with State-of-the-arts
We compared our proposed methods with state-of-the-art person and vehicle re-ID methods.
Local Maximal Occurrence Representation (LOMO) [88] is a hand-crafted local feature first
proposed for person re-ID. It aims to address the problem against viewpoint and illumination
variations. Moreover, XQDA [88], LDNS [159] and MLAPG [90] are used for learning
subspaces based on the LOMO features. KISSME [75] is a distance metric learning method
from equivalence constraints and DVDL [69] aims to learn viewpoint invariant dictionaries to
discriminate different people. Moreover, we train deep models, which strictly follow methods
proposed in DeepReID [85], Improved deep [1], SIR + CIR [143], DGD [149] and DRDL
[94]. One significant difference between person and vehicle re-ID is that the aspect ratio of
a cropped image of human is usually less than 1:2, while a vehicle image is suitable with
1:1. Thus, for training those deep models originally designed for person, we first vertically
concatenate the RGB and LAB images of each vehicle and then resize them to the input sizes
defined in their papers to avoid the distortion of vehicle shapes.
Fig. 4.9 illustrates the CMC curves of different re-ID methods performed on the Toy Car
RE-ID, Multi-View Car, and VehicleID datasets. Our model evaluated on these three datasets
are only trained using the proposed Toy Car RE-ID datasets. It can be observed that our
method can achieve great improvements compared with state-of-the-art re-ID algorithms,
which validates the feasibility to use toy car images instead of real vehicle images for training.
For the VehicleID dataset, our model is beaten by certain previous deep models, since a large
amount of training data is available and only two viewpoints are required to be matched in
the test set. We train all the state-of-the-arts using the combination of our Toy Car dataset and
the VehicleID dataset. However, our SCCN still adopts the relatively small Toy Car RE-ID
dataset for training.
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Table 4.4 Comparisons (%) with state-of-the-art re-ID methods.
Datasets Toy Car RE-ID Multi-View Car VehicleID
Methods r = 1 r = 5 r = 20 r = 1 r = 5 r = 10 r = 1 r = 10 r = 50
KISSME [75] 6.88 29.61 73.21 17.02 55.18 78.46 35.09 44.69 58.74
LOMO+XQDA [88] 12.80 41.35 82.52 26.48 69.49 87.01 37.01 49.97 66.06
DVDL [69] 17.58 50.36 88.12 35.45 75.19 95.16 36.40 52.35 69.68
LOMO+MLAPG [90] 18.31 56.09 89.56 48.48 83.46 97.49 37.62 57.15 77.58
LOMO+LDNS [159] 27.73 63.92 96.60 37.39 78.17 97.02 35.95 54.30 73.91
DeepReID [85] 25.38 61.09 95.25 46.13 78.26 98.42 37.22 57.92 77.23
Improved Deep [1] 30.05 66.68 96.53 51.04 93.12 100.00 40.14 61.51 82.36
SIR+CIR [143] 32.75 71.85 98.14 53.46 88.19 100.00 47.31 72.12 87.29
DGD [149] 34.16 74.59 99.79 57.13 90.67 100.00 48.33 80.85 93.32
DRDL [94] 33.09 72.52 99.44 58.27 95.36 100.00 49.92 83.23 95.44
SCCN (Ours) 41.69 80.47 100.00 66.14 97.37 100.00 45.14 69.07 85.37
Rank




































































































Fig. 4.9 CMC curves comparisons of different re-ID methods on the Toy Car RE-ID, Multi-
view Car and VehicleID datasets.
Detailed rank-r results are compared in Table 4.4. For the Toy Car RE-ID dataset, the
SCCN outperforms the best previous model DGD [149] with a big gap of 7.53% at rank-
1. Moreover, we can observe that although those one-view based deep models generally
achieve better results than non-deep learning methods, their performance is still much
poorer than our proposed multi-view inference. For the Multi-View Car dataset, our method
obtains consistent improvements over other algorithms and can almost achieve perfection
within the top-5 positions. For the VehicleID datasets, the DRDL [94] obtains the best
rank-1 accuracy of 49.92%, which beats our SCCN with 4.78%. Our method does not get
superior performance since the advantage of our networks designed for multiple views is
not fully exploited in this two-view setting. The aim of SCCN is to learn the networks with
transformations across arbitrary-view pairs of a vehicle, and then the models can be evaluated
on arbitrary-view re-ID. Thus, our model can be enhanced if large-scale realistic multi-view
vehicle training data is available. This point has been proved on the VeRi dataset.
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Table 4.5 Evaluation (%) on the VeRi dataset.
Methods mAP r=1 r=5 r=20
LOMO [88] 9.03 23.89 40.32 58.61
GoogLeNet [153] 17.58 51.98 66.79 78.77
FACT [99] 18.54 52.35 67.16 79.97
SCCN-Ft (Ours) 20.13 55.46 70.02 82.94
Since the VeRi dataset contains more available viewpoints for each vehicle, we fine-tune
the SCCN on the VeRi dataset which can significantly improve the results. Moreover, we
compare the fine-tuned model with existing re-ID approaches evaluated on this dataset. One
is the GoogLeNet fine-tuned on the CompCars dataset [153] can be used for extracting great
visual descriptors containing rich semantic features for vehicles. Fusion of Attributes, and
Color FeaTures (FACT) [99], consisting of SIFT, Color Name and GoogLeNet features, is
proposed to discriminate vehicles in joint domains.
Our method is purely based on vehicle appearances, we do not compare them to those
methods adopting license plate and spatio-temporal information in [99]. As shown in
Table 4.5, the SCCN-Ft gets 1.59% increase in terms of mAP than that of the FACT [99].
Our model trained using less training data of the VeRi dataset, obtains better results, which
strongly illustrates the effectiveness of multi-view inference.
4.4 Cross-View Generative Adversarial Network for Im-
age Generation
Image generation by convolutional generative adversarial networks (GANs), which has
obtained breakthrough progress on generating real images, inspires us to generate vehicles in
different viewpoints from only one visible view to tackle vehicle re-ID. In this section, we
propose another new deep architecture, called Cross-View Generative Adversarial Network
(XVGAN), to learn the features of vehicle images captured by cameras with disjoint views,
and take the features as conditional variables to effectively infer cross-view images. Finally,
the features of the original images are combined with the features of generated images
in other views to learn distance metrics for vehicle re-ID. Figure 4.10 (a) sketches an
overview of the XVGAN which comprises three sub-networks: Classification (C), Generative
(G) and Discriminative (D) Nets. C Net can learn intrinsic features of the input vehicle
image. Conditioned on these features as well as a pre-computed viewpoint feature of the
expected view, G and D Nets aim to generate real images of the same vehicle in other





































Fig. 4.10 (a) Overview of the proposed XVGAN. A Classification Net is first used for
learning vehicles’ intrinsic features containing model, color and type information. Besides,
viewpoint features are also learned. The Generative Net then takes a vehicle’s intrinsic
feature of the visible view, the average feature of the expected viewpoint and a random noise
vector as inputs to infer images of the same vehicle in other views. The Discriminative
Net distinguishes real images from synthetic samples while keeping images generated with
correct vehicle attributes. Finally, the inferred vehicle images from cross-view pair data
contribute to learning distance metrics for re-ID. (b) Generated image examples in different
viewpoints for the input vehicle.
viewpoints. Examples of the inferred samples by XVGAN are illustrated in Figure 4.10 (b).
Our model can successfully generate realistic images in different views of the same vehicle,
and contribute to re-ID on two public datasets: VeRi and VehicleID.
4.4.1 Generative Adversarial Nets
GAN is an unsupervised machine learning method, which achieves great success in image
generation tasks. It consists of a generative model G and a discriminative model D competing
against each other in a two-player min-max game. The generative network takes a latent
random vector z from a uniform distribution as input to generate samples. The pz(z) is
expected to converge to a target true data distribution pdata(x), where x is a real image.
Meanwhile, the discriminative network aims to distinguish the real data from synthesized
samples. These two networks are simultaneously optimized by the following problem:





V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x)]+Ex∼pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))]. (4.5)
It has been proved [44] that a global optimum can be obtained when pG well converges
to pdata, if G and D have enough capacity. Compared to other generative models, GAN has
few restrictions (e.g. no Markov chain and variational bound is needed relative to Boltzmann
machines and VAEs). Moreover, since G is very poor in the early training stage and D can
easily reject synthesized samples with high confidence, logD(G(z)) is maximized for better
training G rather than minimizing log(1−D(G(z))).
4.4.2 XVGAN
We propose a new cross-view GAN (XVGAN), which consists of three main networks, to gen-
erate vehicles across different viewpoints. A Classification Net aims to learn vehicle features
including type, color, some unique patterns and the viewpoint information. Conditioned on
these features, the Generative Net takes the intrinsic vehicle features of input views, random
vectors and central viewpoint features of expected views as inputs to synthesize vehicle
images in certain views of the same input vehicles. The Discriminative Net distinguishes
the generated samples from the real images and simultaneously tries to match the inferred
vehicle images with correct attributes and viewpoints. Finally, the features of original views
are concatenated with the features of inferred views to further learn distance metrics for
re-ID. The network architecture is illustrated in Figure 4.11. The final learned ReidFeat can
be directly adopted for measuring distances between vehicles across different views.
Feature learning and viewpoint clustering. Formally, xA denotes the input vehicle
images in camera A. The trunk architecture of the Classification Net consists of 4 convo-
lutional layers (kernel size = 5, padding = 2 and stride = 2) and 2 fully-connected layers.
The Leaky-ReLU is set after each layer. Then, we configure two layers for learning the 256-
dimensional xAattr by multi-attributes classification and the 128-dimensional x
A
vp by viewpoint
classification separately, since we expect viewpoint information of view A weakened in xAattr,
but strengthened in xAvp. The viewpoints of all vehicles are coarsely categorized into five
groups: front, rear, side, front-side, and rear-side. During training the Classification Net, the
loss of viewpoint classification can be fast and well converged. Thus, we can easily learn five
viewpoints’ feature clusters from all the training data by k-means clustering, and compute
the feature in the center of each cluster, xBcvp, as a condition to generate views in camera B.
Matching-aware conditional vehicle GAN. The conditional generator is defined as G:
RF ×RZ×RV → RI , where F is the dimension of xAattr, Z is for random noise, V is for xBcvp
and I is for images. Besides, the discriminator is denoted as D: RI →{0,1}×∏Li, where
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i = {1 : ID, 2 : Type, 3 : Color, 4 : Viewpoint}. li is the attribute label and Li denotes the











The input of the generator G is the concatenation of the xAattr, x
B
cvp and a random noise
prior z ∼N (0,1). xAattr can be regarded as an intrinsic feature learned from the original
view A without much viewpoint information, while xBcvp is a central viewpoint feature in the
expected view B. A fully-connected layer is set for better fusing the three vectors and then
four deconvolutional layers are adopted for generating synthesized vehicle samples. The
hyper-parameter settings of the Generative Net are reverse to that of the Classification Net.
Moreover, batch normalization is operated on all the layers.
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The discriminator D takes the generated samples and the real images in view B as
inputs. The main trunk of the Discriminator has the similar structure in Classification Net.
Meanwhile, to match the inferred images with the same attributes of original vehicles in
view A and correct viewpoint in view B, we add a fully-connected layer and simultaneously
optimize the whole Discriminative Net by multi-label classification. The viewpoint label is
for view B, which is different from the viewpoint in Classification Net for view A. Batch
normalization and Leaky-ReLU are adopted for all the layers in the discriminator as well.
Moreover, for better optimizing the conditioned G and D, we also replicate the xAattr and
xBcvp embeddings spatially and do concatenation in depth when the spatial size is 8×8, and
perform a 1×1 convolution afterward.
Distance learning for re-ID. In addition to training the XVGAN for image generation,
we extend the architecture to simultaneously optimize for the vehicle re-ID problem. Define a
pair of images (xAq ,x
B





negative if they are from different vehicles. We feed forward the image pairs to our XVGAN
in a Siamese-like way. Take a positive pair as an example, the mapped feature pair ( f Aq , f
B
p )
from the last convolutional layer in Classification Net and the inferred ( fˆ Bq , fˆ
A
p ) from the last
convolutional layer in Discriminative Net are concatenated as ( fq = f Aq + fˆ
B





Conversely, ( fq, fn) is for negative pairs. Then, fq, fp and fn, including both the features from
the original images and the inferred samples, can be further adopted for learning distance
metrics by minimizing a contrastive loss Lreid [54] to shorten the distance between the
same vehicle and maximize that between different vehicles. Moreover, a convolutional layer
(kernel size = 3, padding = 1 and stride = 2) and a fully-connected layer are configured at
the end. Our distance metric learning is more reasonable since it is optimized in the same
feature manifold by combining the original and generated views.
In the inference phase, the Classification Net first predicts viewpoints of the query vehicle
and each candidate in the gallery set. Then, the corresponding central viewpoint features
for each other as well as the intrinsic features are adopted to generate cross-view images.
Finally, the 2048-dimensional ReidFeat is used to measure distance for ranking.
Implementation Settings. The random noise z is set as 128-dimensional, sampled from
the uniform distribution. The spatial size of generated images is 128×128. Similar to [117],
we adopt the ADAM Optimizer with the learning rate of 0.0002 and the momentum of 0.5.
We set the mini-batch size as 64 and trained our model for 500 epochs of the VeRi dataset on
a GPU server configured with four GTX TITAN X cards.
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4.4.3 Analysis of GAN Compared to Variational Approximations
The reason we build our vehicle image generation network based on GAN is that GAN
[43] has fewer disadvantages compared to other generative models. Most generative models
follow the principle of maximum likelihood which aims to provide models with estimates of
probability distributions. Assume a model is parameterized by θ and a training dataset has
N data samples xi (“training data” usually refers to all the observable samples points on an
unknown data distribution), the likelihood is defined as the probability the model distributes
over the data: ∏Ni=1 pθ (xi;θ). Then, the maximum likelihood is to find the parameters of the
model to maximize the likelihood of the training data as:












More specifically, the maximum likelihood process consists of taking observable samples
from the data generating distribution to form a training set, then increasing the probability
the models assigns to those points, so as to maximize the likelihood of the training data. The
maximum likelihood estimation can be also considered as minimizing the KL divergence
[77] between the model and the data distribution:
θ ∗ = argmin
θ
DKL(pdata(x) ∥ pθ (x;θ)). (4.8)
Recent deep generative models can be mainly categorized into explicit density models
and implicit density models. The variational approximation is preferred in optimizing explicit
density models in which the most successful one is Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE). On the
other side, GAN which belongs to implicit density models is designed to be unbiased. The
Nash equilibrium aims to optimize GAN by recovering pdata as exact as possible. Compared
with GAN, variational approximation has some drawbacks. Variational methods used to have
a lower bound for their models:
L (x;θ)≤ log pθ (x;θ). (4.9)
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The maximization of L should be higher than that of a pre-defined L which is usually
computationally tractable. The main drawback of these methods is that when either the prior
distribution or the approximate posterior distribution is too weak, the gap between the true
likelihood andL cannot make the pθ learning exactly according to the true pdata. We did
exploration to design VAE-based model for vehicle image generation, but the result is not as
good as that by XVGAN. Evaluation is shown in the next sub-section.
4.4.4 Experiments and Results
We first qualitatively evaluate the generation ability of the XVGAN compared to three
baselines. Moreover, we explore the performance on vehicle re-ID compared to some
state-of-the-arts on two public vehicle re-ID datasets. All the experiments are implemented
based on the deep learning framework TensorFlow [117]. The TensorFlow platform is also
introduced in Appendix B.2.
Cross-View Generation with Correct Attributes and Viewpoints
Before evaluating the final re-ID performance, we first present the vehicle image generation
results by our XVGAN compared to some baselines. To validate the effectiveness of each
designed component in the XVGAN, we carefully evaluate three corresponding baselines
explained in detail as follows.
VAE Architecture. To explore that GAN based framework can better recover the training
distribution and be asymptotically consistent, we first set the Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE)
architecture as a baseline. In this method, the Discriminative Net is discarded, and the
Classification Net and Generative Net work as the encoder and decoder, respectively. All the
convolutional, fully-connected and deconvolutional layers have exactly same settings with
the XVGAN for a fair comparison. In addition to the KL divergence, we adopt ℓ2 norm for
optimizing the decoder loss.
Purely Attributes-conditioned GAN. Conventional GANs usually condition on class
labels or semantic attributes. However, more descriptive intrinsic visual features are not taken
advantage of if the Generative Net only takes noise and some discrete values of attributes as
inputs. To validate the superiority of our cross-view image-conditioned GAN, we evaluate a
baseline of GAN purely conditioned on discrete attributes. In this method, after predicting
the attribute labels of a vehicle in an original view image by the Classification Net, the ID,
type, color and the expected viewpoint labels are directly encoded to a 384-dimensional
(256+128) vector and then concatenated with the random noise vector. The structures of the
Generative and Discriminative Nets are same as that of the XVGAN.
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XVGAN without Matching-awareness. The goal of XVGAN is not only to generate
real vehicle images, but also to infer images with correct attributes and viewpoints. A
generated image with mismatched vehicle attributes or viewpoints cannot contribute to the
final re-ID performance. The multi-attributes learning of generated views is configured for
the constraint in the Discriminative Net. To prove the effectiveness of this design, an ablation
experiment of dropping the multi-attributes learning is conducted.
Figure 4.12 demonstrates some qualitative examples of generated vehicle images by
our XVGAN compared to three baselines. According to the results, we have the following
observations and analysis. First, the VAE architecture generated much more blurred images
compared to GAN-based frameworks, even though most correct attributes and viewpoints
can be successfully generated. For the attributes-conditioned GAN, we find that the intra-
variations within the synthesized same color and type vehicles are large since the detailed
intrinsic features of the visible original view images are not exploited. In other words, from
an input view image, the attributes-conditioned GAN can generate many similar vehicles
rather than exactly the same target, thus, its improvement for the re-ID task is also limited.
Moreover, the XVGAN without the matching-awareness constraint can generate real vehicle
images, however, some attributes and viewpoints of the inferred views frequently mismatch
the original vehicle. Finally, our XVGAN can synthesize highly real vehicle images with
correct attributes and viewpoints in most cases. Its effectiveness for vehicle re-ID is further
investigated in the next two sections.
Re-identification on the VeRi Dataset
To evaluate the re-ID performance, in addition to the image generation based models, we
also compare to five traditional one-view based methods which only exploit the features
of original views to measure distances across different views. One is simply adopting the
second fully-connected layer in the Classification Net of XVGAN. The LOMO [88] feature
is a highly successful handcrafted feature adopted for person re-ID. Moreover, the deep
person re-ID model of domain guided dropout (DGD) [149] is also transferred to vehicles
by re-training on [94, 99]. The GoogLeNet feature extracted from the model fine-tuned on
vehicles in [153], is a solid deep representation containing rich semantic vehicle attributes
information. A weighted combination of SIFT, Color Name, and GoogLeNet features,
proposed as FACT in [99, 98], can well discriminate vehicles in joint domains. Besides, since
the VAE baseline does not have the Discriminative Net, we concatenate the last convolution
layer of the encoder and the first convolution layer of the decoder instead, and then learn the
ReidFeat by the contrastive loss. Furthermore, we also compare a view synthesis method
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GT
Original View VAE Attributes-conditioned GAN Non-matching-aware_XVGAN XVGAN
GT
GT
A red sedan in 
front-side view.
A black sedan in 
front-side view.
A white SUV in 
rear view.
GT
A silver Pickup in 
rear-side view.
GT
A grey sedan in 
side view.
Fig. 4.12 Qualitative examples of generated vehicle images in different viewpoints from
only one original visible view. The left column shows the original vehicle images and their
corresponding ground truths in five viewpoints. The right four columns show generated
samples by VAE, Attributes-conditioned GAN, XVGAN without matching-awareness and
XVGAN.
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Methods mAP Top-1 Top-5 Top-20 Top-50
One-View
LOMO 9.03 23.89 40.32 58.61 73.96
GoogLeNet 17.58 51.98 66.79 78.77 86.37
FACT 18.54 52.35 67.16 79.97 87.09
XVGAN-C 18.42 51.14 64.50 79.42 91.51
DGD 17.96 50.51 68.86 80.05 87.62
Multi-View
AppFlow 18.91 53.09 69.78 80.56 88.93
VAE 16.68 46.52 61.41 74.94 84.25
Attr-GAN 17.53 52.75 66.13 78.16 86.36
XVGAN-w/o-M 20.07 55.21 69.85 82.87 91.76
XVGAN 24.65 60.20 77.03 88.14 93.95
Table 4.6 mAP and matching rate (%) at rank-1, 5, 20 and 50 on VeRi Dataset. Attr-
GAN denotes Attribute-conditioned GAN, and w/o-M is abbreviation of without Matching-
awareness. XVGAN-C only adopts the feature in the Classification Net.
by appearance flow (AppFlow) [170]. Since only one visible input view is available in the
vehicle re-ID test phase, we adopt the single-input view network of AppFlow.
Table 4.6 illustrates the mAP and matching rate results by different methods. The
FACT feature achieves the highest mAP of 18.54% among the five one-view based methods.
However, our XVGAN beats FACT by 6.11%. The improvement shows the effectiveness
of the cross-view generation can indeed contribute to the vehicle re-ID problem in disjoint
views. Moreover, without the design of matching-aware multi-label supervision in the
Discriminative Net, the mAP of XVGAN decreases by 4.58%. Also, neither of VAE-based
generation model and purely attribute-conditioned GAN achieves satisfactory performance.
Thus, each component of design in the XVGAN is proved to be significant for re-ID. The
matching rates of XVGAN at top-1, 5, 20, 50 are consistently higher than those of other
baselines. The detailed comparison of CMC curves is shown in Figure 4.13. Besides,
Figure 4.14 demonstrates qualitative examples of top-20 ranks for some query vehicles. We
can observe that images of the same vehicle with large viewpoint variations compared to
the query one can be successfully distinguished from many similar candidates in most cases.
However, some false hits still exist usually caused by homogeneous visual patterns from very
similar candidates in the same viewpoint.
Re-identification on the VehicleID Dataset
To make our method more convincing and show its generalizability, we evaluate the XVGAN
on another large-scale vehicle dataset: VehicleID [94]. All the vehicles in the VehicleID
dataset are captured in up to only two viewpoints: front and rear. The dataset is divided into
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Fig. 4.13 CMC results evaluated on the VeRi dataset. The solid lines denote image generation






















Fig. 4.14 Qualitative success and failure examples of top-20 rank on the VeRi dataset. Green
boxes mean correct hits, while red boxes denote wrong ones.
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Methods Top-1 Top-5 Top-20 Top-50
One-View
VGG+CCL 43.62 64.84 80.12 89.29
Mixed Diff+CCL 48.93 75.65 88.47 93.37
FACT 39.85 58.47 74.98 86.36
XVGAN-C 42.31 60.26 76.77 88.24
DGD 44.72 66.68 81.35 90.31
Multi-View
AppFlow 45.52 69.45 82.02 90.15
VAE 37.62 56.84 75.36 88.38
Attr-GAN 45.83 74.33 85.94 90.23
XVGAN-w/o-M 44.91 73.48 87.04 92.58
XVGAN 52.89 80.84 91.86 95.83
Table 4.7 Matching accuracies (%) at rank-1, 5, 20 and 50 on the two-view VehicleID Dataset.
Rank





























Fig. 4.15 CMC results evaluated on the VehicleID dataset. The solid lines denote image
generation models, while the dashed lines are methods only exploiting the original one view.
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the training set with 110,178 images of 13,134 vehicles and the test set with 111,585 images
of 13,133 vehicles. A coupled clusters loss (CCL) and a mixed difference network structure
(Mixed Diff) for vehicle re-ID are also introduced in [94]. Following its evaluation protocol,
we conduct the image-to-image search. One image is randomly selected for each vehicle
in the test set to construct the gallery set with the size of 800. Other images are adopted as
query ones. The experiment is carried out 10 times to obtain the final results.
CMC curves are illustrated in Figure 4.15. As shown in Table 4.7, XVGAN increases
the top-1 and 5 matching rates by 3.96% and 5.19%, respectively, compared to the second
place Mixed Diff+CCL. The FACT feature performs poorly on this dataset since neither
of its components can be discriminative for small inter-variations between vehicles in the
single viewpoint. The large margin between XVGAN and XVGAN-C strongly proves the
significance of the contribution by the cross-view inference. Moreover, VAE also gets low
accuracies because the generated cross-view images are blurred, losing details. The top-
1 rate by Attr-GAN or XVGAN-w/o-M is 7.06% or 7.98% lower than that of XVGAN,
respectively. Therefore, GAN models, conditioned on only discrete attribute labels or without
matching-awareness design, are ineffective for vehicle re-ID.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented two end-to-end deep networks: the SCCN and XVGAN to
address the challenging multi-view vehicle re-ID task. The SCCN adopts a convolutional
encoder-decoder architecture to learn transformations across different viewpoint pairs of
a vehicle. The XVGAN is designed for cross-view vehicle generation by a conditional
generative adversarial network. Extensive experimental results showed that our models
could achieve promising results and outperform state-of-the-art methods for vehicle re-ID.
However, these two models are both based on image generation so that their performance for
re-ID will be limited by the quality of generated images. In the next chapter, we will present
the feature-level transformations of multi-view processing for vehicle re-ID which do not
require image synthesis.
Chapter 5
Multi-View Feature Transformation for
Vehicle Re-identification
5.1 Introduction and Motivation
As discussed in Chapter 4, the motivation of multi-view vehicle re-identification (re-ID) is
due to the two main obstacles. One inherent difficulty is that a vehicle captured in different
viewpoints usually has dramatically varied visual appearances. In contrast, two different
vehicles of the same color and type have a similar appearance from the same viewpoint.
The subtle inter-instance discrepancy between images of different vehicles and the large
intra-instance difference between images of the same vehicle make the matching problem
addressed in an unsatisfactory way by existing vision models.
Methods presented in Chapter 4 aim to address multi-view problem through synthesizing
cross-view images. However, the re-ID results are limited by the blurred image quality and
low resolution of generated samples. In this chapter, we extend our attention to vehicle
re-ID from view synthesis to multi-view feature-level transformation. Generally speaking,
features of an input image is first extracted that only contains one view’s visual content.
Then, transformations can be learned for mining correlations between the visible view and
other hidden views. Note that the transformations here are in terms of features rather than
explicit geometric transformations. Finally, we can fuse all the inferred features in different
views and adopt this final representation for distance metric learning where distance metrics
can be learned in the generated viewpoint-invariant multi-view feature space.
Our main contributions of this chapter are highlighted as follows:
* We propose an adversarial bi-directional long short-term memory (LSTM) network
to learn transformations between features in continuously changing viewpoints of vehicles.
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Given only one input view of each vehicle, contrastive learning and adversarial learning are
jointly employed to infer discriminative multi-view features to distinguish vehicles. Extensive
ablation studies and comparison experiments conducted on the VehicleID and VeRi datasets
have demonstrated the effectiveness and superiority of our method over state-of-the-art
vehicle re-ID methods.
* A viewpoint-aware attention model is proposed to obtain attention maps from the input
image. The high-scored region of each map shows the overlapped appearance between the
input vehicle’s view and a target viewpoint. For instance, to infer the side view feature
from a front-side view input image, the VAMI will only pay attention to the vehicle’s side
pattern while ignoring the front region. Given the attentive features of a single-view input,
we design a conditional multi-view generative network to infer a global feature containing
different viewpoints’ information of the input vehicle. The adversarial training mechanism
and auxiliary vehicle attribute classifiers are combined to achieve effective feature generation.
In addition to inferring multi-view features, we embed pairwise distance metric learning in
the network to place the same vehicle together and push different vehicles away.
5.2 Related Work
5.2.1 Long Short-Term Memory Convolutional Neural Networks
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks are a special variant of RNN, capable of
learning long-term dependencies. In addition to its success in the applications in natural
language processing, LSTM models have also been widely explored in the following vision
tasks.
The most common idea is related to models for action recognition performed on video
sequences. A long-term recurrent convolutional network (LRCN) is proposed by Jeff et
al. [26] for large-scale visual learning with an end-to-end architecture. LRCN extracts
features from the variable-length visual input with a CNN and then feeds the outputs into
a number of LSTM layers which finally produce a variable-length prediction. Ma et al.
[102] aim to address activity detection by learning activity progression in LSTMs. Given
the visual features obtained by a CNN, LSTM with a linear layer that is adopted to compute
the detection scores based on the CNN features of the current step and the hidden states and
memory from the previous step. A ranking loss is designed at the end to train the entire
network.
Image captioning is another research area where recurrent LSTMs can hugely improve the
performance. Image captioning connects computer vision and natural language processing,
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addressing a problem that generates natural sentences to describe an image. Oriol et al. [140]
introduced a model which is trained to maximize the likelihood of the target description
sentence given the training image. The LSTM-based sentence generator combines the CNN
image representation and word embeddings. Moreover, an alignment model [70] is presented
to align visual and language data. The method performs CNN over image regions and
bi-directional RNN over sentences. An alignment objective adopts a multimodal embedding
to align the two modalities.
5.2.2 Adversarial Learning
Adversarial learning is one of the most important areas of deep learning. With the goal of
modeling the real data distribution, the generator learns to generate realistic samples of data
while the discriminator learns to determine if these samples are real or not. Generative adver-
sarial networks (GANs) [44] have achieved great success on many vision tasks such as image
generation and image translation. In essence, the design of the adversarial learning leads to
the success of GAN, mainly because it forces the generated samples to be indistinguishable
from real data.
In applications, image generation models have been extensively explored. Alec Radford
et al. [117] introduced the deep convolutional generative adversarial network which gets
promising results on the LSUN bedroom dataset and human face dataset. A text-conditional
convolutional GAN architecture [119] is proposed to automatically synthesize realistic
images from text. Moreover, Phillip et al. [63] presented a conditional adversarial network
to translate an input image into a corresponding output image. For instance, translate gray
images to color images, translate sketch images to real images.
GANs are trained to minimize the distance between the generated and true data distribu-
tions. Initially, the Jensen-Shannon divergence was used as this distance metric. However,
Wasserstein GAN (wGAN) [3] provides extensive theoretical work and shows empirically
that minimizing a reasonable and efficient approximation of the Earth Mover’s (EM) distance
is a theoretically sound optimization problem that cures the main drawbacks of GANs. For
this approximation of the EM distance to be valid, wGAN imposes weight clipping con-
straints on the critic (referred to as the discriminator pre-Wasserstein) which causes some
training failures. Moreover, improved training of Wasserstein GANs [51] enables very stable
GAN training by penalizing the norm of the gradient of the critic with respect to its input
instead of clipping weights. This gradient penalty is simply added to the Wasserstein distance
for the total loss.
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5.2.3 Visual Attention Mechanism
Visual attention mechanisms aim to automatically focus on the core regions of image inputs
and ignore the useless parts. Existing attention mechanisms can be mainly categorized into
two groups. One is the fully-differentiable soft attention model which aims to learn attention
maps to weight different regions of an image. The other is the hard attention model which is
a stochastic process sampling hidden states with probabilities. Hard attention models are not
differentiable and usually learned by reinforcement learning.
The visual attention models’ ability of selective feature extraction has been extensively
explored in many applications including image classification, fine-grained image recognition,
image captioning and VQA. Volodymyr et al. [108] proposed the recurrent models of visual
attention that adaptively select and process a sequence of regions, and evaluated the models
for image classification. A multi-attention convolutional neural network [165] is designed for
fine-grained image recognition, which consists of convolution, channel grouping, and part
classification sub-networks. Moreover, in visual question answering models, visual attention
plays an important role to assign weights to image regions based on their relevance to a
question. Chen et al. [173] proposed a grid-structured CRF to model the visual attention as a
multivariate distribution.
5.3 Adversarial Bi-directional LSTM Network
Based on the great advantages of feature learning and sequential data modeling by CNN and
LSTM, we propose a deep network - Adversarial Bi-directional LSTM Network (ABLN) -
to address the arbitrary-view vehicle re-ID problem. Figure 5.1 sketches an overview of the
ABLN whose training pipeline can be partitioned into three sub-tasks. The first one adopts a
CNN to learn features of vehicles’ model and viewpoint, and then aims to infer multi-view
features by an LSTM from only one input view. The LSTM module is bi-directional, whose
details will be discussed later. A simple reconstruction loss is used for optimization. The
second part adopts an adversarial training architecture that treats the LSTM (LSTM-G) as
a feature generator, and adds another LSTM (LSTM-D) working as the discriminator to
differentiate the real multi-view features and the inferred ones. The optimization goal of this
sub-task is to converge the inferred feature distribution to the target real feature distribution.
After generating the global all-view features, we employ one more re-ID loss to place the
same vehicle nearby and keep different vehicles apart as far as possible in the desired same
feature space.
The problem formulation is similar to that in Sec. 4.3.1. Learning an input view’s
feature is easily addressed by training a deep CNN using available vehicle-related labels.
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available in training set)
Input view








Fig. 5.1 Main components of our approach: The CNN extracts input vehicle image’s feature.
The LSTM-G infers multi-view features from only one input view. The LSTM-D discrimi-
nates whether the multi-view features are real or generated. A Siamese architecture is also
built for learning distance metrics, given a vehicle image pair.
However, learning transformations to infer effective features of invisible views is more
difficult. Figure 5.2 illustrates the architecture of the proposed ABLN. The left part is a CNN
module for learning input vehicles’ model and viewpoint features. The LSTM-G aims to
learn transformations from the input view feature to the hidden view features. The LSTM-D,
which discriminates the real multi-view features and the generated features, is optimized
against the LSTM-G in an adversarial training architecture. In the training phase, we input
the one-view feature of a vehicle for the LSTM-G. To learn the transformations, we take the
input vehicle’s other view features both as the supervision for a reconstruction lossLReconst
in LSTM-G and the real data inputs of LSTM-D to train an adversarial lossLAdvers against
the generated data from LSTM-G. Moreover, given an image pair, a re-ID loss LReid is
configured at the end of the LSTM-G for distance metric learning. In the test phase, the input
one-view image only needs to forward pass the CNN and LSTM-G modules, and then all
the inferred features in different viewpoints can be simply concatenated for computing the
distances with other vehicles’ images. We clearly explain the details of each component in
the following three sub-sections.
5.3.1 Feature Extraction and Viewpoint Estimation
The CNN part of the ABLN, for extracting vehicle features and estimating corresponding
viewpoints, deploys six convolutional layers and two fully-connected layers. The detailed
structure and the hyper-parameter settings are illustrated in the left part of Figure 5.2. The
input image size is 128×128×3. We configure 512-dim f c_attr to learn vehicle features
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by multi-classification using vehicles’ model and viewpoint labels, while set 128-dim f c_vp
to learn viewpoint features only using viewpoint labels. Thus, f c_attr can well describe the
intrinsic vehicle feature of the input view, while f c_vp focuses on discriminative patterns for
viewpoint estimation.
Once the CNN module is pre-trained, the features of layer f c_attr are set for the inputs
and outputs of LSTM-G to learn feature transformations by the reconstruction loss. Moreover,
they are also adopted as the real data of the LSTM-D for adversarial learning. In addition,
we extract the features of layer f c_vp and compute the average feature vv of each viewpoint
v on the whole training set. These pre-computed average viewpoint features are taken as
conditional embeddings for the input of LSTM-G. To better adopt the cross-entropy loss
to optimize LReconst for LSTM-G, we normalize the CNN features within the range [0,1].
Moreover, the viewpoint of each input vehicle image can be estimated to determine the index
of the average viewpoint feature at each view step of LSTM-G in the test phase.
5.3.2 Bi-directional LSTM Inference
LSTM, which aims to learn long-term dependencies, is a variant of the recurrent neural
network (RNN). Its architecture enables the network to add new information and discard
previous useless messages by gates in the cell state. Due to the great success of LSTM
applied in modeling sequential data such as activity recognition and image captioning, we
expect that the visual appearance variations across continuously changing viewpoints of
vehicles can be well modeled by LSTM. Instead of remembering information for long periods
of time, we investigate LSTM to learn the spatial change of a 3D vehicle structure. Therefore,
a bi-directional LSTM loop is proposed for learning the transformed features in V continuous
viewpoints, where V equals 8 as demonstrated in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3.
An apparent drawback of traditional LSTMs is that they only exploit the previous (one-
side) information to generate the outputs. However, in the case of multi-view vehicle re-ID,
the feature in one view of a vehicle is closely related to the two neighboring views. Therefore,
the core component of the proposed LSTM loop comprises two separate LSTM modules:
one processes data in the clockwise direction, while the other is set for the anti-clockwise
direction.
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Given a group of features in different views surrounding a vehicle x = {xv}v=Vv=1 , we
select one feature xk in arbitrary viewpoint index k as the input, and the remaining features
(also including xk) are used as supervision vectors for learning the transformations between
different views. The details of the bi-directional LSTM loop architecture can be unwrapped in
Figure 5.3. The LSTM-1 and LSTM-2 layers learn the models in two directions separately. At
each view step, we concatenate the 512-dim input view feature xk with the 128-dim average
viewpoint feature vˆv in that view as the input. Thus, the inputs of two LSTM modules are
640-dim feature vectors as follows:
Xv = concat(xk, vˆv), ∀v ∈ {1, . . . ,V}, (5.1)
Where v = 1, . . . ,V is a cycle with V viewpoints. As shown in Figure 5.3, if the input
viewpoint k is 1, the sequential vˆv will be vˆ1,vˆ2,. . . ,vˆ7 and vˆ8 for the anti-clockwise direction,
and vˆ1,vˆ8,. . . ,vˆ3 and vˆ2 for the clockwise direction. The LSTMs encode the inputs Xv to
hidden states hdv (d ∈ {ck,ack}, where ck is short for clockwise and ack is short for anti-




















































v · tanh(cdv ),
Where the intermediate variables idv , fdv ,cdv and odv denote the input gate, forget gate, memory
cell and output gate in the two opposite LSTM units, respectively. In addition, σ(x) =
(1+ e−x)−1 and tanh(x) = e
x−e−x
ex+e−x . Element-wise product operation is denoted by ·. For
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both the LSTM-1 and LSTM-2 modules, we configured 3 layers (each with 512 hidden
units) which empirically shows the best performance to learn feature transformations across
neighboring views of a vehicle.
The outputs of LSTM-1 and LSTM-2 are denoted as 512-dim vectors xˆackv and xˆckv ,
respectively. Furthermore, the output vector xˆv in each view is fused by Wackv xˆackv +Wckv xˆckv +
bv, where Wackv and Wck are learnable weights. At each view step, the reconstruction error







v+(1−xiv) log(1− xˆiv)). (5.5)
Moreover, xˆv in all viewpoints are concatenated into a 512×V dimensional feature vector
f, which can be regarded as a global representation to describe a vehicle comprehensively.
Finally, we configure one more fully-connected layer reducing the feature dimension by 4
times for further optimizing the re-ID lossLreid in a Siamese way.
Adversarial LSTM Training
A generative adversarial network (GAN) consists of a generative net and a discriminative
net which are two competing neural network models. The generative net usually takes a
latent random vector z from a uniform or Gaussian distribution as input to generate samples,
while the discriminative net aims to distinguish the real data x from inferred samples. The
pz(z) is expected to converge to a target true data distribution pdata(x). In this sub-section,
we provide the noise in the form of dropout on the vehicle feature embeddings as inputs for
the generative net LSTM-G. To make the inferred hidden-view features as close as the real
multi-view features, we design the LSTM-D to discriminate the real or inferred features for
adversarial training against LSTM-G.
As shown in the right part of Figure 5.2, the LSTM-D is also a bi-directional LSTM loop,
where the input at each view step is the corresponding inferred xˆv or real xv. In both directions,
we also configure 3 LSTM layers whose unit sizes are 512. Similar to the LSTM-G, the
outputs of the LSTM-D at each view step in two directions are fused by learnable weights,
and then concatenated in all viewpoints to be classified as real or fake. The adversarial loss
is defined as:
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LAdvers = E[log(LST MD({xv}v=Vv=1 ))]+E[log(1−LST MD({xˆv}v=Vv=1 ))], (5.6)
where {xˆv}v=Vv=1 = LST MG(xv=k,{vˆv}v=Vv=1 ).
Algorithm 5.1 Train LSTM-G and LSTM-D
1: Inputs: input single-view features xv=k, corresponding real multi-view features {xv}v=Vv=1
and average viewpoint features in each view {vˆv}v=Vv=1
2: Outputs: learned parameters {θlstmG,θlstmD}
3: Initialize all parameters {θlstmG,θlstmD}
4: for i in max number of iterations do
5: XS ← mini-batch xv=k % k is input view index
6: XM ← mini-batch {xv}v=Vv=1
7: XˆM ← LSTM-G(XS, {vˆv}v=Vv=1 )
8: Update LSTM-D by ascending its stochastic gradient: θlstmD ← ∇LAdvers
9: Update LSTM-G by descending its stochastic gradient: θlstmG ← ∇(LAdvers +
LReconst)
10: if i>C then % after C iterations, addLReid for training
11: Combine input single-view features into positive and negative pairs




The CNN model is pre-trained by multi-classification using vehicles’ model and viewpoint
labels. Then the CNN features are extracted to train the LSTM-G and LSTM-D. Given
the definitions of LAdvers and LReconst , as well as LReid defined in Eq. 4.2, we adopt the
Stochastic Gradient to train the LSTM-G and LSTM-D. Algorithm 5.1 summarizes the steps
of optimization.
5.3.4 Experiments and Results
In this sub-section, we evaluate our ABLN by ablation studies and comparisons with state-
of-the-art person and vehicle re-ID methods. All the experiments are implemented based on
the deep learning framework TensorFlow.
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Datasets and Evaluation Protocols
To train the proposed ABLN requires a vehicle dataset where each vehicle has images in
densely sampled views. We adopt the ShapeNet dataset [12] to render 2D images from 7,497
3D car models. For each car model, we averagely sample 32 azimuthal views ranging from
0◦to 355◦, and set the elevation angle as 30◦with a fixed camera distance, since most of the
test vehicle samples in realistic surveillance datasets are captured around this angle. Random
backgrounds are overlaid for the rendered images. To reduce the appearance gaps between
the 3D models and real images, we also simulate different lightings. Moreover, we randomly
combine 40,000 positive pairs and 80,000 negative pairs to optimize the contrastive loss for
re-ID.
We first pre-train the CNN module by 30 epochs. Afterward, we train the LSTM-G and
LSTM-D by optimizing onlyLAdvers andLReconst in the first 50 epochs, and then include
LReid for a joint training by another 150 epochs, since at the early training stage the inferred
multi-view features are extremely poor, thus theLReid cannot contribute to the optimization.
We adopt the ADAM Optimizer with the learning rate of 0.0002 and the momentum of 0.5.
The mini-batch size is set as 64.
In the test phase, we do evaluation on two large real vehicle surveillance datasets: VeRi
[99] and VehicleID [94].
Ablation Studies
Before comparing the ABLN to state-of-the-art methods, we first do ablation studies to
explore the effectiveness of each significant component designed in our model. In this part,
all the variants of our model are only trained on the ShapeNet and then evaluated on the two
real vehicle datasets without fine-tuning for comparisons.
Effect of Number of Inferred Views
To explore the effectiveness of hidden view inference, the re-ID performance versus the
number of inferred views is investigated. We train our ABLN configured with a different V
number of inferred views. Results are reported when V equals 4, 8, 16 or 32. All the views
are averagely sampled with an equal interval (e.g. Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 illustrate the
version when V equals 8.). Moreover, we also compare with the version when V equals 0
which means only the input view feature is used for computing the re-ID distance.
As shown in Figure 5.4, the more views the model infers, the smoother feature transitions
the ABLN can learn, thus improving the re-ID accuracy. Details of the results can be found
in Table 5.1. We can observe that the top-1 rate by ABLN-32 outperforms that by ABLN-0
(no view inference) with big gaps of 13.68% and 9.53% on the VeRi and VehicleID datasets,
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Fig. 5.4 CMC results of models trained by a different number of inferred views. (a) Compar-
isons on the VeRi dataset. (b) Comparisons on the VehicleID dataset.
Table 5.1 Results (%) of a different V numbers of inferred views.




mAP 15.21 16.85 18.67 20.81 22.91
rank-1 44.46 47.60 51.92 55.51 58.14
rank-5 58.49 61.99 68.40 72.03 74.41
rank-20 72.26 75.35 80.84 84.02 85.87





ID rank-1 43.10 44.82 48.95 50.18 52.63
rank-5 60.87 66.27 76.03 78.02 80.51
rank-20 77.48 81.51 88.11 89.77 91.25
rank-50 89.17 90.18 92.89 94.24 95.05
respectively. Moreover, some qualitative results are demonstrated on the VeRi dataset in
Figure 5.5 to show the effectiveness of view inference for multi-view vehicle re-ID. It can
be observed that ABLN-0 which does not infer other views’ features can only rank those
viewpoints similar to the input view in top positions. However, with the increase of the
number of inferred views, we can find more candidates with different viewpoints are proposed
in top positions, and correct hits in the top-10 ranks become increasingly more as well. To
better illustrate the reconstructed multi-view features by our model, the t-SNE is also adopted
to show the difference between the single-view features and the multi-view features in the
right column of Figure 5.5. The features of images of 20 test vehicles are visualized that
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Fig. 5.5 Qualitative top-10 rank comparisons of the ABLN-V trained by a different V number
of inferred views. Blue boxes are query vehicles, while the green and red boxes denote correct
hits and wrong ones, respectively. The right part visualizes the single-view features obtained
by the ABLN-0 without any viewpoint inference and the multi-view features inferred by the
ABLN-32.
samples of the same vehicle can be better clustered after multi-view inference compared with
single-view features, since the multi-view features are more viewpoint-invariant.
Bi-directional vs. Single-directional
One arbitrary view of a vehicle usually shares some overlapping visual patterns with
its neighboring views in opposite directions. If we only design a single-directional LSTM
module to infer continuous view variations in one direction, the output feature at the last
view step of the LSTM might be poor due to loss of information transmission. For example,
given a left front-side input view, a single-directional LSTM infers view transformations in
the clockwise direction. The feature of the left side view will be learned much better than
that of the front view, even though the front view is also close to the input view. To address
this problem, we propose the bi-directional design and fuse the features in two directions for
final computation. Therefore, we explore the single-directional LSTM as a baseline. We fix
the number of inferred views as 32 for comparison. Table 5.2 illustrates the results which
prove the effectiveness of the bi-directional design. Moreover, we also compare our learnable
fusion strategy of two directions with simply doing average and maximum operations.
Effects of Different Losses
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Table 5.2 Comparisons (%) of bi/single-directional LSTM. ASLN is the abbreviation of
Adversarial Single-directional LSTM Network. The number of inferred views is fixed as 32.




ABLN 58.14 74.41 85.87 92.35 22.91
ABLN-ave 55.36 69.87 82.34 91.03 20.18
ABLN-max 54.57 69.12 81.45 90.62 20.03





ID ABLN 52.63 80.51 91.25 95.05 -
ABLN-ave 50.47 77.02 90.13 93.86 -
ABLN-max 50.23 76.64 89.80 93.22 -
ASLN 51.48 79.23 90.68 94.30 -
To investigate contributions by different losses for the re-ID accuracy, we drop the
reconstruction, adversarial training, and contrastive losses, respectively. As illustrated in
Table 5.3, dropping the adversarial training loss severely decreases the performance on both
datasets, which provesLAdvers is essential to help the LSTM-G learning more real features
in different views for each vehicle. We also demonstrate the inferred feature space by t-SNE
[103] in Figure 5.6. It shows adversarial training can make the outputs at each view step of
LSTM-G generate better view-specific features.
Table 5.3 Comparisons (%) of dropping different losses. The number of inferred views is
fixed as 32.




LReconst +LAdvers+LReid 58.14 74.41 85.87 92.35 22.91
LAdvers+LReid 56.03 70.29 83.68 92.05 20.45
LReconst +LReid 51.89 66.52 77.95 86.40 17.32





ID LReconst +LAdvers+LReid 52.63 80.51 91.25 95.05 -
LAdvers+LReid 50.95 77.68 90.30 94.11 -
LReconst +LReid 45.37 69.10 81.86 89.97 -
LReconst +LAdvers 51.56 78.81 90.66 94.36 -
Comparisons with State-of-the-arts
Finally, the ABLN model is compared with several state-of-the-art methods of person or
vehicle re-ID. Improved Deep [1] and DGD [149] are deep models proposed for person re-ID.
We transfer them to vehicles by re-training using the VeRi and VehicleID datasets. The
handcrafted LOMO [88] feature also achieves great success on person re-ID. Moreover, the
GoogLeNet feature extracted from the model fine-tuned on vehicles in [153], is a solid deep
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(a) Training withoutLAdvers (b) Training withLAdvers
Fig. 5.6 Visualization of the output feature space at different view steps of the LSTM-G.
representation containing rich semantic vehicle attributes information. FACT [99], consisting
of SIFT, Color Name, and GoogLeNet features, is proposed to discriminate vehicles in joint
domains. Besides, for the VehicleID dataset, a coupled cluster loss (CCL) and a mixed
difference network structure (Mixed Diff) are introduced in [94].
Since the VeRi dataset has multiple available views of some vehicles in the training set,
in addition to the model trained on the ShapeNet, we also fine-tune the ABLN-16 version
using selected 255 vehicles with 16 views. We report the results as ABLN-Ft-16. Moreover,
due to the only two available views in the VehicleID dataset, we only adopt the ABLN-32
without fine-tuning for comparison.
As demonstrated in Figure 5.7, our methods are dominant compared to state-of-the-art
re-ID models. It can be seen from Table 5.4 that, for the VeRi dataset, ABLN-Ft-16 obtains
the highest mAP which increases 4.11% compared with ABLN-16. It means there still
exists huge improvement space if large multi-view real vehicle data are available for training
our model. Without fine-tuning, ABLN-32 outperforms previous vehicle re-ID methods
FACT and GoogLeNet by 4.37% and 5.33% in mAP, respectively, since they do not address
the huge variations across different views of a vehicle. None of Improved Deep, DGD or
LOMO designed for person re-ID gets satisfied results. Moreover, consistent improvement
by our method is shown on the VehicleID dataset. ABLN-32 increases the rank-1 and rank-5
matching accuracies by 3.7% and 4.86%, respectively, compared to the second place Mixed
Diff+CCL. FACT performs poorly, since it fails to discriminate small inter-variations between
vehicles in the same viewpoint.
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Table 5.4 Comparisons (%) of our method with state-of-the-arts.




Improved Deep [1] 47.70 62.65 76.05 85.18 17.13
DGD [149] 50.51 68.86 80.05 87.62 17.96
LOMO [88] 23.89 40.32 58.61 73.96 9.03
GoogLeNet [153] 51.98 66.79 78.77 86.37 17.58
FACT [99] 52.35 67.16 79.97 87.09 18.54
ABLN-32 58.14 74.41 85.87 92.35 22.91
ABLN-16 55.51 72.03 84.02 90.97 20.81






Improved Deep [1] 42.73 60.92 77.57 89.09 -
DGD [149] 44.72 66.68 81.35 90.31 -
VGG+CCL [94] 43.62 64.84 80.12 89.29 -
Mixed Diff+CCL [94] 48.93 75.65 88.47 93.37 -
FACT [99] 39.85 58.47 74.98 86.36 -
ABLN-32 52.63 80.51 91.25 95.05 -
Rank






















































Fig. 5.7 Comparisons of CMC curves with state-of-the-arts. (a) Results on the VeRi dataset.
(b) Results on the VehicleID dataset.
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5.4 Viewpoint-aware Attentive Multi-view Inference
In this section, another model called viewpoint-aware attentive multi-view inference (VAMI)
is presented to infer multi-view features from single-view image inputs. Then, distance
metrics can be learned on the generated viewpoint-invariant multi-view feature space. The
main contributions of the VAMI are highlighted as follows: (1) A viewpoint-aware attention
model is proposed to obtain attention maps from the input image. The high-scored region of
each map shows the overlapped appearance between the input vehicle’s view and a target
viewpoint. For instance, to infer the side view feature from a front-side view input image,
the VAMI will only pay attention to the vehicle’s side pattern while ignoring the front region.
(2) Given the attentive features of a single-view input, we design a conditional multi-view
generative network to infer a global feature containing different viewpoints’ information
of the input vehicle. The adversarial training mechanism and auxiliary vehicle attribute
classifiers are combined to achieve effective feature generation.
5.4.1 Problem Formulation
The Eq. 4.1 is modified as the following the function:
f = T (concat({xv}Vv=1)) = T (concat(F(I) · {αv}Vv=1)). (5.7)
The operator F(·) is to extract the feature of the input image I. {αv}Vv=1 is obtained by the
viewpoint-aware attention model to select overlapped regions between the input view and
a target viewpoint v, where V is the defined number of viewpoints. Moreover, the operator
T (·) denotes the transformation from the concatenated attentive single-view features {xv}Vv=1
to the inferred multi-view features. Therefore, the most essential point to achieve effective
re-ID is how to design and optimize the F(·), α and T (·).
5.4.2 Network Architecture
Our proposed viewpoint-aware attentive multi-view inference network mainly consists of
four important components. The network architecture is illustrated in Fig. 5.8. Learning
F(·) for extracting vehicles’ single-view features is first addressed by training a deep CNN
using vehicles’ attribute labels. To obtain viewpoint-aware attention maps α for extracting
core regions targeting at different viewpoints from the input view, corresponding viewpoint
embeddings are adopted to attend to one intermediate layer of the F Net. Exploiting the
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attentive feature maps for different viewpoints as conditions, we aim to generate multi-
view features by T (·) with an adversarial training architecture. During training, features
extracted from real images in various viewpoints of the input vehicle are used for the real
data branch, but this branch is no longer needed in the testing phase. The discriminator
simultaneously distinguishes the generated multi-view features from the real ones and adopts
auxiliary vehicle classifiers to help match the inferred features with the correct input vehicle’s
identities. Finally, given pairwise image inputs, a contrastive loss is configured at the end to
optimize the network embedded with distance metric learning. The details of each component
are clearly explained in the following four sub-sections.
5.4.3 Vehicle Feature Learning
The F Net is built with a deep CNN module for learning vehicles’ intrinsic features containing
vehicles’ model, color and type information. Its backbone deploys five convolutional (conv)
layers and two fully-connected ( f c) layers. The first two conv layers are configured with
5×5 kernels, while the following three conv layers are set with 3×3 kernels. Stride is set to
4 for the first conv layer and 2 for the remaining conv layers. The Leaky-ReLU is set after
each layer with the leak of 0.2. Detailed hyper-parameters’ settings are illustrated in the
bottom-left part of Fig. 5.8.
In addition to two 1024-dimensional f c layers connected with multi-attributes classifi-
cation, one more 256-dimensional f c layer is configured for viewpoint classification. All
the vehicle images are coarsely categorized into five viewpoints (V = 5) as front, rear, side,
front-side and rear-side which are enough to describe a vehicle comprehensively. After
training the F Net, we can extract viewpoint features over all the training data and easily
learn five viewpoints’ feature clusters by k-means clustering, thus the feature in the center
of each cluster called central viewpoint feature can be obtained. These central viewpoint
features are used for learning the viewpoint-aware attention model.
5.4.4 Viewpoint-aware Attention Mechanism
Visual attention models can automatically select salient regions and drop useless information
from features. In the vehicle re-ID problem, our model requires focussing on the overlapped
visual pattern of vehicles between the input viewpoint and the target viewpoint. For instance,
to tell the difference between two similar vehicles from the front-side and rear-side viewpoints,
humans usually will pay attention to their shared side appearance to discriminate whether the
two vehicles are the same or not. The top-right part of Fig. 5.9 shows some examples. Thus,
we aim to address this problem by proposing a viewpoint-aware attention model.
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Fig. 5.9 illustrates the underlying design of our attention mechanism. In order to extract
feature vectors of different regions, we select the Conv4 layer of the F Net since it has high-
level perceptrons and keeps a large enough spatial size. Thus, the input image is represented
as {u1,u2, · · ·,uN}, where N is the number of image regions and un is a 256-dimensional
feature vector of the n-th region. Our model performs viewpoint-aware attentions by multiple
steps. Attention mechanism at each step can be considered as a building block. An attention
map can be produced by learning a context vector weakly supervised by labels indicating
shared appearance between the input and target viewpoints.
The context vector at step t can attend to certain regions of the input view by the following
equation:
ct = attention(ct−1,{un}Nn=1,v), (5.8)
Where ct−1 is the context vector at step t−1 and v denotes one of the five central viewpoint
features. The soft attention mechanism is adopted that a weighted average of all the input
feature vectors is used for computing the context vector. The attention weights {α tn}Nn=1 are
calculated through two layer non-linear transformations and the softmax function:

















Where Wtc, Wtu, Wth and bias terms are learnable parameters. h
t
n is the hidden state and ·








Learning this viewpoint-aware attention model is mainly weakly supervised by the shared
appearance region’s labels between the input and target viewpoints. We design three-bit
binary codes to encode the view-overlap information as shown in the bottom-right matrix
of Fig. 5.9. The first bit is set as 1 when the two viewpoints share the front appearance,

















F FS S RS R
F (1,0,0) (1,0,0) (0,0,0) (0,0,0) (0,0,0)
FS (1,0,0) (1,1,0) (0,1,0) (0,1,0) (0,0,0)
S (0,0,0) (0,1,0) (0,1,0) (0,1,0) (0,0,0)
RS (0,0,0) (0,1,0) (0,1,0) (0,1,1) (0,0,1)









1st bit: share front appearance
2nd bit: share side appearance
3rd bit: share rear appearance
Fig. 5.9 The details of the viewpoint-aware attention model. The top-right part gives examples
of overlapped regions of certain arbitrary viewpoint pairs.
while the second and third bits denote whether the side and rear appearances are shared or
not, respectively. The attention lossLAtt is optimized by the cross-sentropy. Specifically, if
the input vehicle image is the front-side viewpoint and the target viewpoint is rear-side, the
central viewpoint feature of rear-side will be adopted as the v and the supervision codes will
be (0,1,0) since the two viewpoints only share the side appearance region. Then, once the
attention model is trained, it outputs an attention map only giving a high response on the side
appearance of the input vehicle. Moreover, for certain cases where none of the front, side
or rear appearance is overlapped between viewpoint pairs (i.e. (0,0,0)), it is surprisingly
observed that the top appearance would be attended, which is shown in the sub-section of
experiments.
Since the target is to infer multi-view features containing all the five viewpoints’ informa-
tion from the input view, as illustrated in the green curly brackets of Fig. 5.8, we extract the
input view’s Conv4 feature maps and output corresponding attention maps {αv}Vv=1 for other
four viewpoints. The feature maps of the input view are masked by different viewpoints’
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attention maps. Then, these intermediate attentive feature maps {xv}Vv=1 are concatenated as
conditional embeddings to further infer multi-view features.
5.4.5 Adversarial Multi-view Feature Learning
Instead of generating real images by normal GANs, our model aims to transform single-view
features into multi-view features by a generative model. Two networks for both the fake path
and the real path are designed as G f and Gr, respectively. The input of G f is the concatenated
attentive feature {xv}Vv=1 of the input single-view image in which the noise is embedded in
the form of dropout. The input of Gr is the real features {x¯v}Vv=1 of images from different
viewpoints of the same vehicle identity with G f . The Gr is designed mainly for better fusing
and learning a real high-level multi-view feature of the input vehicle.
Since we do not need to generate images by gradually enlarging the spatial size of feature
maps but infer high-level multi-view features, G f and Gr are proposed with residual transfor-
mation modules rather than adopting deconvolutional layers. The residual transformation
module consists of four residual blocks whose hyper-parameters are shown in Fig. 5.8. The
advantage of using residual blocks is that the networks can better learn the transformation
functions and fuse features of different viewpoints by a deeper perceptron. Moreover, G f and
Gr have the same architecture but do not share the parameters since they are set for different
purposes. We tried to set G f and Gr sharing parameters, but the model failed to converge
since the inputs of the two paths have a huge difference.
The discriminative net D employs a general fully convolutional network to distinguish
the real multi-view features from the generated ones. Rather than maximizing the output of
the discriminator for generated data, the objective of feature matching [123] is employed to
optimize G f to match the statistics of features in an intermediate layer of D. The adversarial








Where m means the mth layer in D (m = 4 in our setting). Moreover, D is trained with
auxiliary vehicles’ multi-attributes classification to better match inferred multi-view features
with input vehicles’ identities. The architecture of D is shown in Fig. 5.8. The second
conv layer is concatenated with the input single-view feature maps to better optimize the
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conditioned G f and D. Then, we apply two more conv layers to output the final multi-view
feature fMV _Reid which is a 2048-dimensional feature vector. The final conv layer deploys
the 4×4 kernels while others use 3×3 kernels. For all the conv layers in G f , Gr and D, we
adopt Leaky-ReLU activation and batch normalization. The pre-activation proposed in [59]
is implemented for residual blocks.
In the training phase, in addition to optimizing theLAdvers, theLReid defined in Sec. 4.3.1
is configured to make the model learning with distance metrics given positive and negative
vehicle image pairs. LearningLReid is based on the fMV _Reid inferred from the single-view
input rather than corresponding real multi-view inputs. Our distance metric learning is
more reasonable since the generated multi-view feature space is viewpoint-invariant. In
the testing phase, only single-view inputs are available. Given any image pair in arbitrary
viewpoints, each image can pass forward the F , G f and D to infer the fMV _Reid containing all
viewpoints’ information of the input vehicle, then the Euclidean distance between the pair
can be computed for the final re-ID ranking.
5.4.6 Optimization
The training scheme for VAMI consists of four steps. In the first step, the F Net for vehicle
feature learning is trained using softmax classifiers. Then, the computed five central viewpoint
features are used for training the viewpoint-aware attention model by LAtt . In the second
step, the Gr for learning the real multi-view features from five viewpoints’ inputs needs to be
pre-trained by auxiliary vehicles’ multi-attributes classification together with D. Otherwise,
optimizing the G f , Gr and D together at the early stage will make theLAdvers unstable since
the fused real data distribution in the adversarial architecture has not been shaped. Once the
Gr is trained, we fix it. In the following step, the conditioned G f and D nets can be optimized
byLAdvers to infer multi-view features from single-view inputs. Finally, the pairwise loss
LReid is added to fine-tune the whole network except for F and Gr to learn distance metrics,
since at the early training stage the inferred multi-view features are poor so that theLReid
cannot contribute to the optimization.
5.4.7 Experiments and Results
We first qualitatively demonstrate the viewpoint-aware attention model. Then, ablation
studies and comparisons with state-of-the-art vehicle re-ID methods are evaluated on the
VeRi [99] and VehicleID [94] datasets.
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VeRi-776 and Training Details
Experiments are mainly conducted on the VeRi-776 dataset since each vehicle has multiple
viewpoints’ images so that we can fully evaluate the effectiveness of our VAMI. The VeRi
dataset contains 776 different vehicles captured in 20 cameras along a circular road within a
city area. The whole dataset is split into 576 vehicles with 37,778 images for training and
200 vehicles with 11,579 images for testing. An additional set of 1,678 images selected
from the test vehicles are used as query images. We strictly follow the evaluation protocol
proposed in [99]. Since an image-to-track search is proposed, in addition to the Cumulative
Matching Characteristic (CMC) curve, a mean average precision (mAP) is also adopted for
evaluation [99].
To train the model, the ADAM Optimizer is adopted with the empirical learning rate of
0.0002 and the momentum of 0.5. The mini-batch size is set as 128. Training of the F Net
and viewpoint-aware attention model are stopped after 30 and 35 epochs, respectively, when
the losses converge to stable values. Moreover, we first pre-train the Gr and D by 50 epochs
and then start the adversarial learning with the G f for 200 epochs. Finally, we randomly
combine 10k positive pairs and 30k negative pairs and add theLReid loss for a joint training
by additional 50 epochs.
Qualitative Attention Map Results
Before evaluating the re-ID results, we first qualitatively demonstrate the effectiveness of
the viewpoint-aware attention model. Fig. 5.10 shows some examples of attention maps
achieved by our model. For instance, if the viewpoint of the input image is front-side and the
target viewpoint is side, the central viewpoint feature of the side view will be used to attend
to the side appearance region of the input view image. Then, only the feature in this region is
selected for further multi-view feature inference. The effectiveness of this attention model
for multi-view vehicle re-ID has been evaluated by the ablation study.
Ablation Studies
Effect of Multi-View Inference
The primary contribution needed to be investigated is the effectiveness of the multi-view
feature inference for vehicle re-ID. We compare the VAMI with three baselines. The first one
simply adopts the feature of the original input view image extracted from the second fully-
connected layer of the F Net. The second one adds aLReid to learn distance metrics based
on the single-view features. Moreover, we also drop the LReid of the VAMI as a baseline

















































Fig. 5.10 Viewpoint-aware attention maps. The upper row shows the input images and the
bottom row shows the output attention maps. The highly-responded region is obtained by the
input view attended with the central viewpoint feature of the target viewpoint.
to explore the improvement by metric learning on the multi-view features. Fig. 5.12(a)
illustrates CMC curves of different approaches.
As shown in the upper half of Table 5.5, the mAP increases 13.3% by inferred multi-view
features compared with original single-view features. Such a huge improvement shows the
proposed multi-view inference indeed benefits the vehicle re-ID from arbitrary viewpoints.
OptimizingLReid on the multi-view feature space has a further gain of 8.19% which shows
the distance metric learning performed on the viewpoint-invariant feature space is more
suitable. The ranking results demonstrate the similar tendency. Moreover, Fig. 5.11 compares
qualitative results that most gallery candidates ranked in top positions by directly adopting
single-view feature based learning usually have similar viewpoints with query ones, but more
candidates with different viewpoints can be proposed by our VAMI and correct hits in the
top-10 ranks become much more as well. The last two rows in the column of results by
VAMI give the failure cases where some gallery candidates have highly similar appearances
from the same viewpoint with the query vehicle images. In Fig. 5.11, the features of images
of 20 test vehicles are also visualized. It shows samples of the same vehicle in different
viewpoints are scattered based on the single-view features, but clustered after multi-view
inference by VAMI.
Effect of Attention Model
To transform features across different viewpoints, we only need to attend to regions of the
input view containing the appearance overlapped with target viewpoints while ignoring other
useless regions. The viewpoint-aware attention model is dropped to explore its significance
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Table 5.5 Evaluation (%) of effectiveness of the multi-view inference (MV Infer.) and
adversarial network (Advers. Net.).





r. Single-view feat 28.64 63.52 78.69 87.13
Single-view feat +LReid 32.59 66.21 80.63 89.86
Multi-view feat 41.94 71.51 85.69 93.66







. Regular objective for G f 41.59 74.26 86.51 92.55
No auxiliary classifiers for D 33.43 69.54 79.34 88.46
Regular CNN for G f and Gr 42.89 72.95 84.66 92.82
ℓ2 loss 34.96 67.92 82.60 91.48









































Fig. 5.11 The left part compares qualitative results (Top-10 ranks) of single-view
feature+LReid and our VAMI. Blue boxes are query vehicles, while the green and red
boxes denote correct hits and incorrect ones, respectively. The right part visualizes the spaces
of the original single-view features and the multi-view features inferred by our VAMI.
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Fig. 5.12 (a) CMC results of evaluation of the multi-view inference. (b) CMC results of
studies of the adversarial structure.
in this baseline. The input view’s Conv4 feature maps are simply concatenated with a same
size noise volume as the input for the G f . Table 5.6 shows the mAP largely decreases 10.01%
if we drop the attention model. However, the non-attentive multi-view feature inference
module can still outperform the single-view based baselines.
Our attention model can be built by k steps in depth. Thus, the variable k is evaluated to
explore the best performance. Table 5.6 shows the highest mAP is achieved when k equals
2. Moreover, since the noise is provided in the form of dropout for G f , we also study its
effect on the attentive multi-view feature inference by varying the dropout rate n. Through
experiments, dropout rate as 0.3 gets the best re-ID results. Too small noise embedding
makes the generator become deterministic, while too much noise weakens the attentive
features degrading the model to the non-attentive version. Neither of such two cases gets
satisfactory performance.
Adversarial Structure Studies
To study each designed component in the adversarial multi-view feature generation
module, we explore them individually to compare the results.
Regular objective for G f . Traditional objective for updating the generator in an adver-
sarial architecture is to directly maximize the output of the discriminator, which usually
overtrains the discriminator. The training of the G f and D is unstable. We compare it as a
baseline with our objective of feature matching.
No auxiliary classifiers for D. Configuring auxiliary vehicles’ classifiers can make the
adversarial networks learned with vehicles’ intrinsic features. It helps to match the inferred
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Table 5.6 Evaluation (%) of attention model. k is the number of the attention step. n is the
noise rate in the form of dropout.
Baselines mAP r = 1 r = 5 r = 20
VAMI w/o attention 40.12 69.31 82.81 91.34
VAMI 50.13 77.03 90.82 97.16
k = 1 43.78 73.86 88.27 95.42
k = 2 50.13 77.03 90.82 97.16
k = 3 45.60 74.54 88.31 95.72
k = 4 41.05 70.23 83.44 91.90
n = 0.1 42.33 71.76 86.13 93.94
n = 0.2 43.25 73.32 87.98 95.10
n = 0.3 50.13 77.03 90.82 97.16
n = 0.4 47.68 75.19 88.97 96.04
n = 0.5 45.54 74.62 88.42 95.68
n = 0.6 41.59 71.49 85.45 93.30
multi-view features with correct identities of the input vehicles. Otherwise, the generated
features can be close to real features but do not match input identities, which is a destructive
weakness for the re-ID task.
Regular CNN for G f and Gr. To evaluate the advantage of the designed residual
transformation module, we compare it with a regular CNN without identity mapping. In this
baseline, we configure convolutional layers with the same settings of hyper-parameters both
for the G f and Gr.
ℓ2 loss. Our overall aim is to transform single-view features into multi-view features. To
explore the ability to generate real features by our adversarial network, an ℓ2 loss is adopted
instead ofLAdvers at fMV _Reid to minimize the distance between features of the single-view
and real multi-view paths. Noise embedding in G f is dropped in this case.
Fig. 5.12(b) compares the CMC curves of different baselines. As shown in the bottom
half of Table 5.5, the final proposed VAMI outperforms all the baselines by large margins,
which validates each carefully designed component is effective to benefit the multi-view
vehicle re-ID task.
Comparisons with State-of-the-arts
Evaluation on the VeRi-776 dataset
We compare the VAMI with state-of-the-art vehicle re-ID methods. LOMO [88] is a
hand-crafted local feature first proposed for person re-ID. It aims to address the problem
against viewpoint and illumination variations. DGD [149] is a method which can learn
generic and robust deep features with data from multiple domains. We transfer the model
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from humans to vehicles by re-training on the VeRi and VehicleID datasets. The GoogLeNet
fine-tuned on the CompCars dataset [153] can be used for extracting great visual descriptors
containing rich semantic features for vehicles. FACT [99], consisting of SIFT, Color Name,
and GoogLeNet features, is proposed to discriminate vehicles in joint domains. XVGAN
in Chapter 4 proposes to generate cross-view images from the input view of a vehicle, then
combines the original and generated views to compute distances. Siamese-Visual [126] is
proposed to learn vehicles’ features computing a pairwise visual similarity by classification
cross-entropy loss. Moreover, OIFE [145] aims to align local region features of different
viewpoints based on key points.
The CMC curves are shown in Fig. 5.13 and detailed mAP results are listed in Table 5.7.
In all the vision-based methods, our VAMI achieves the best performance over the second
place which also has an orientation-based region module, with 2.13% mAP increase. The
key point alignment of OIFE does not work well for large viewpoint variations. The Siamese-
Visual simply adopts a pairwise deep CNN for distance metric learning but does not include
vehicles’ semantic attributes learning. XVGAN focuses on image generation so that the
re-ID results are limited by the blurred image quality and small resolution. All the other
methods are hugely beaten by the VAMI. Moreover, we also combine our model with the
spatial-temporal relations (STR [99]), which still outperforms other ST-based methods.
Evaluation on the VehicleID dataset
The VehicleID dataset consists of the training set with 110,178 images of 13,134 vehicles
and the test set with 111,585 images of 13,133 vehicles. However, the dataset only contains
two viewpoints: front and rear. Thus, we drop the attention model and transfer the multi-view
feature inference module into a two-view version. The Conv4 feature maps of the input view
are concatenated with a same size noise volume for the input of G f . Corresponding real
images of each vehicle’s two viewpoints are set for the Gr in the training phase. Table 5.7
shows our proposed multi-view feature inference obtains dominant performance over other
approaches consistently in three settings of the gallery size.
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Fig. 5.13 CMC curve comparisons of different vision-based vehicle re-ID methods.



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In this chapter, methods of feature-level transformation for addressing multi-view vehicle re-
ID are investigated. First, an Adversarial Bi-directional LSTM Network (ABLN) is proposed.
The ABLN exploits the great ability of LSTM to model sequential data, and is learned by
an adversarial training architecture. Moreover, we designed a Viewpoint-aware Attentive
Multi-view Inference Network (VAMI), which adopts a viewpoint-aware attention model
and the adversarial training architecture to implement effective multi-view feature inference
from single-view input. Extensive experiments show that our models can achieve promising
results and outperform state-of-the-art vehicle re-ID methods. In our future work, we expect




Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter concludes the essential discoveries of this thesis, connecting the different
research topics, and draws some plans for future work.
6.1 Discussion
Deep vision-based algorithms for vehicle-related tasks such as detection, attributes learning
and re-identification, have been mainly investigated in this thesis. We studied different deep
CNN architectures to do feature learning within task-specific end-to-end systems. Moreover,
the idea of adversarial learning is to have two competing neural network models, which
has been explored to implement effective image/feature generation. Visual attention model
learning is another important finding to weight regions on images to improve the recognition
accuracies. In the following sub-sections, I conclude my work with some discussions of
these main discoveries.
6.1.1 CNN Feature Learning
In most of the proposed models, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is designed for
learning vehicle images’ features. CNN is a popular deep learning technique for current
visual recognition tasks. Like all deep learning techniques, CNN is very sensitive to the
scale and quality of the training data. Given a well-prepared dataset, CNNs are capable of
surpassing humans at visual recognition tasks. However, they are still not robust to visual
artifacts such as glare and noise, which humans are able to cope. The theory of CNN is
still being developed and researchers are working to endow it with properties such as active
attention and online memory, allowing CNNs to evaluate new items that are vastly different
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from what they were trained on. This better emulates the human visual system, thus moving
towards a smarter artificial visual recognition system.
6.1.2 Adversarial Learning
Generative adversarial network (GAN) is a recent unsupervised learning technique to train
neural networks to generate plausible data using a zero-sum game. In addition to normal
image generation, GANs can also be successfully used for many other interesting tasks. For
instance, GANs are able to upscale an image [83] in a plausible way, inferring details that
do not exist in the original. GANs are also able to infer the next frames in videos [87] in a
realistic way, and manage to transform simplistic drawings into photorealistic sceneries [64].
I also would like to discuss some limits of GANs and compare them with other similar
models. It is particularly hard to quantify how good their output is: first thing, they run
unsupervised so theoretically the loss would be a good metric to watch, however, since GANs
are in fact two models fighting with each other, they will both try to have the lowest loss
while augmenting the other model loss. They are also exposed to the risk of generating very
similar results for different noise input. GANs are very good for their generative abilities
but are also used in tasks where other concurrent models are highly strong such as latent
modeling in which Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) are already very good at. VAEs are
good at reducing dimensions into interpretable dimensions while GANs, as said before are
harder to evaluate. However, GANs will, compared to VAEs, generate less blurry output.
Extensive experiments show that our adversarial models can achieve promising results and
outperform state-of-the-art methods for vehicle re-ID.
6.1.3 Attention Mechanism
Following the deep learning and AI advances in 2015, many researchers have been interested
in artificial attention mechanism in neural networks. A particularly studied aspect is visual
attention: humans usually focus on specific parts of their visual inputs to compute the
adequate responses. This principle has a large impact on neural computation as we need to
select the most pertinent piece of information, rather than using all available information,
a large part of it being irrelevant to compute the neural response. Therefore, a similar idea,
focusing on specific parts of the input, has been applied in deep learning for recognition,
image-to-text translation, image reasoning, and visual identification of objects.
In Chapter 5, we presented a soft attention model to obtain viewpoint-aware attention
maps for extracting core regions targeting at different viewpoints from the input view. Soft
attention is a fully differentiable deterministic mechanism that can be plugged into an existing
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system, and the gradients are propagated through the attention mechanism at the same time
they are propagated through the rest of the network. The other attention mechanism is the
hard one comes with reinforcement learning (RL). A major problem with RL methods such as
the reinforcing method is they have a high variance (in terms of the gradient of the expected
reward computed) which scales linearly with the number of hidden units in the network.
That is an apparent drawback, especially if we are going to build a large network. Hence,
researchers prefer to look for differentiable models of attention.
6.2 Future Work
6.2.1 Capsule Networks
Up until now, CNNs have been the state-of-the-art approach of classifying images. CNNs
work by accumulating sets of features at each layer. It starts off by finding edges, then shapes,
then actual objects. However, the spatial relationship information of all these features is
lost. If the images have rotation, tilt or any other different orientation then CNNs have poor
performance. Geoffrey Hinton recently introduced Capsule Network [122] that projects
human brain have modules called "capsules". These capsules are particularly good at
handling different types of visual stimulus and encoding things like pose (position, size,
orientation), deformation, velocity, albedo, hue, texture etc. In their paper, CapsNet has only
been explored on the MNIST dataset showing a significant increase in performance in case
of overlapped digits. In my future work, I would like to look into the capsule module to
develop more robust feature learning models for various vision tasks.
6.2.2 Instance-level Segmentation: Beyond Detection
I would also like to extend the detection work presented in Chapter 3 to the instance-level
segmentation task. Alternatively, this task is usually called scene understanding. A scene is
a view of a real-world environment that contains multiples surfaces and objects, organized
in a meaningful way. The goal of scene understanding is to obtain as much semantic
knowledge of a given scene image as possible. This includes categorization (labeling the
whole scene), object detection (predicting object locations by bounding boxes), and semantic
segmentation (labeling each pixel). Due to this very general formulation, there is a wide
range of applications, such as urban scene understanding for automotive applications, generic
object detection, or inferring semantics of remote sensing data. Since I am focusing on the
intelligent transportation systems, the urban scene understanding would be one of my next
research points.
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6.2.3 Attentive Image Captioning
As mentioned before, attention mechanism is an important research branch in the computer
vision community, and also one of my research interests. Image captioning is a topic where
attention mechanism can hugely benefit its performance. Image captioning addresses a task
of generating a natural language description for an input image. A classic image captioning
system would encode the image, using a pre-trained convolutional neural network that would
produce a hidden state h. Then, it would decode this hidden state by using a recurrent neural
network and recursively generate each word of the caption. A general framework for image
captioning is illustrated in Figure 6.1.
Image
Fig. 6.1 The general framework to address the image captioning task.
The problem with this method is that, when the model is trying to generate the next word
of the caption, this word is usually describing only a part of the image. Using the whole
representation of the image h to condition the generation of each word cannot efficiently
produce different words for different parts of the image. This is exactly where an attention
mechanism is helpful. With an attention mechanism, the image is first divided into n parts,
and we compute with a CNN representations of each part h1, ...,hn. When the RNN is
generating a new word, the attention mechanism is focusing on the relevant part of the image,
so the decoder only uses specific parts of the image. Therefore, more works will be explored
in the future.
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Appendix A
Classic Deep Convolutional Neural
Network Models
AlexNet
AlexNet [76] was the one of the first deep neural networks to push ImageNet Classification
accuracy by a significant increase in comparison to traditional methodologies. It is composed
of 5 convolutional layers followed by 3 fully connected layers, as depicted in Figure A.1.
Fig. A.1 The architecture of AlexNet [76].
AlexNet, proposed by Alex Krizhevsky, uses ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) for the non-
linear part, instead of a tanh or sigmoid function which was the earlier standard for traditional
neural networks. The advantage of the ReLU over sigmoid is that it trains much faster than
the latter because the derivative of sigmoid becomes very small in the saturating region and
therefore the updates to the weights almost vanish. This is called the vanishing gradient
problem.
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Another problem that this architecture solved was reducing the over-fitting by using a
Dropout layer after every FC layer. Dropout layer has a probability p, associated with it
and is applied at every neuron of the response map separately. It randomly switches off the
activation with the probability p.
VGG-16
VGG-16 Net [128] is from the VGG group, Oxford. It makes the improvement over AlexNet
by replacing large kernel-sized filters (11 and 5 in the first and second convolutional layer,
respectively) with multiple 3×3 kernel-sized filters one after another. With a given receptive
field (the effective area size of input image on which output depends), multiple stacked
smaller size kernel is better than the one with a larger size kernel because multiple non-linear
layers increases the depth of the network which enables it to learn more complex features,
and that too at a lower cost. The network architecture is listed in Figure A.2.
Fig. A.2 The architecture of VGGNet [128].
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GoogLeNet
While VGG achieves a phenomenal accuracy on ImageNet dataset, its deployment on even
the most modest sized GPUs is a problem because of huge computational requirements, both
in terms of memory and time. It becomes inefficient due to large width of convolutional
layers. In a convolutional operation at one location, every output channel is connected to
every input channel, and so we call it a dense connection architecture. The GoogLeNet [135]
builds on the idea that most of the activations in deep network are either unnecessary (value
of zero) or redundant because of correlations between them. There are techniques to prune
out such connections which would result in a sparse weight connection.
GoogLeNet devised a module called inception module that approximates a sparse CNN
with a normal dense construction. Since only a small number of neurons are effective as
mentioned earlier, width/number of the convolutional filters of a particular kernel size is kept
small. Also, it uses convolutions of different sizes to capture details at varied scales (5×5,
3× 3, 1× 1). Another salient point about the module is that it has a so-called bottleneck
layer (1X1 convolutions). It helps in massive reduction of the computation requirement. The
first version of GoogLeNet is illustrated in Figure A.3.
Fig. A.3 The architecture of the first version GoogLeNet [135].
ResNet
So far, we have seen that increasing the depth should increase the accuracy of the network, as
long as over-fitting is taken care of. But the problem with increased depth is that the signal
required to change the weights, which arises from the end of the network by comparing
ground-truth and prediction becomes very small at the earlier layers, because of increased
depth. It essentially means that earlier layers are almost negligible learned. This is called
vanishing gradient. The second problem with training the deeper networks is, performing
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the optimization on huge parameter space and therefore naively adding the layers leading
to higher training error. Residual networks [58] allow training of such deep networks by
constructing the network through modules called residual models as shown in Figure A.4.
Fig. A.4 Residual learning: a building block. [58].
ResNets were learned with network depth of as large as 152. It achieves better accuracy
than VGGNet and GoogLeNet while being computationally more efficient than VGGNet.
ResNet-152 achieves 95.51% top-5 accuracy on the ImageNet Classification. An overall
network architecture of a small version of ResNet is shown in Figure A.5.




Caffe [67] is developed by Yangqing Jia who is now the lead engineering for Facebook AI
platform. Caffe is the first mainstream industry-grade deep learning toolkit, started in late
2013. Due to its excellent convolutional model, it is one of the most popular toolkits within
the computer vision community and won an ImageNet Challenge in 2014. Caffe is released
under the BSD 2-Clause license.
Speed makes Caffe perfect for research experiments and commercial deployment. Caffe
can process over 60M images per day with a single Nvidia K40 GPU. That’s 1 ms/image for
inference and 4 ms/image for learning and more recent library versions are faster still.
Caffe is C++ based, which can be compiled on a variety of devices. It is cross-platform
and includes a port to windows. Caffe supports C++, Matlab and Python programming
interfaces. Caffe has a large user community that contributes to their own deep net repository
known as the “Model Zoo.” AlexNet and GoogleNet are two popular user-made nets available
to the community. More details can be found on http://caffe.berkeleyvision.org/.
B.2 TensorFlow
TensorFlow is currently the most successful deep learning toolbox sourced by Google. It
supports a broad set of capabilities such as image, handwriting and speech recognition,
forecasting and natural language processing. TensorFlow is released under the Apache 2.0
open source license in late 2015.
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TensorFlow programming interfaces includes Python and C++. With the version 1.0 an-
nouncement, alpha releases of Java, GO, R, and Haskell API will be supported. Additionally,
TensorFlow is supported in Google and Amazon Cloud Environment.
TensorFlow supports fine grain network layers that allows users to build new complex
layer types without implementing them in a low-level language. Subgraph execution allows
you to introduce and retrieve the results of discretionary data on any edge of the graph. This
is extremely helpful for debugging complicated computational graphs. More details can be
found on https://www.tensorflow.org/.
